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ABSTRACT 

 

 In this dissertation, I systematize transformations among chords, referential 

collections, and their constituent subsets, as exemplified in analyses of music by Gabriel 

Fauré, Claude Debussy, and Lili Boulanger. I characterize the effect of these 

transformations by supplanting notions of consonance and dissonance with a physics 

metaphor—the dichotomy and interdependence of centripetal and centrifugal force—to 

emphasize transformational processes over synchronic constructs, particularly notions of 

distance. Drawing from intercardinal voice-leading principles of transformational theory 

and graphical models of neo-Riemannian theory, I demystify harmonic/tonal practices 

salient in early twentieth-century French music, connect such practices with those of 

preceding tonal/evolutionary stages, and posit the effect of these practices in a way that 

reflects their intrinsically diachronic, centrifugal nature. I ultimately offer what I call 

“Collection Space”—a parsimonious intercardinal voice-leading space for maximally and 

nearly even sets—as a representative transformational space of French scalar tonality, 

analogized with the pan-triadic and Tristan-genus systems. My findings yield a 

revitalized approach to analyzing works by Debussy and Fauré as well as provide a 

rigorous analytical account of Lili Boulanger’s music hitherto unexplored. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The “scalar tonality” associated with the music of Gabriel Fauré, Claude Debussy, 

and Lili Boulanger represents one path at a tonal crossroad, located at what Richard Cohn 

(2012) posits as a third stage of tonal evolution. Preceding stages of chordal 

transformations grow out of common-practice tonality and involve lexical substitution 

and syntactical continuation. At the first stage, consonant triads in diatonic contexts 

“cease to exploit the orienting, or ‘summoning,’ capacity of that scale’s tritone and 

instead exercise their capacity…for inter-triadic stepwise voice leading” (Cohn 2012, 

206). The consonant triad is thus “overdetermined” and exhibits a “second nature” whose 

parsimonious voice-leading syntax is maintained at the second stage but is substituted 

lexically by members of the “Tristan genus” (dominant and half-diminished seventh 

chords, set class 4-27). Parsimonious voice-leading among consonant triads, either 

through L/P-chaining or R/P-chaining cycles, generates harmonic progressions that when 

combined yield complete hexatonic and octatonic collections, respectively, and the latter 

can be formed alternatively via parsimonious voice leading among Tristan-genus seventh 

chords.1 At the first two stages, hexatonic and octatonic collections remain subordinate to 

the diatonic collection, serving as mere byproducts rather than alternative referential 

 

1 Cohn (2012, 152) offers a complete comparison of voice leading in pan-triadic 
(hexatonic) and Tristan-genus (octatonic) spaces. On voice-leading procedures among 
Tristan-genus seventh chords, see Cheung 2018; Childs 1998; Douthett and Steinbach 
1998; Boretz 1972. 
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objects, but at the third stage these collections, among others, are afforded primacy. 

According to Cohn, “individual tones now relate directly to these new scales, without the 

intervention of nearly even trichords or tetrachords…thus arises the scalar tonality 

associated with the tradition that extends from Liszt through Rimsky-Korsakov to the 

early-twentieth-century Russian and French composers” (Ibid., 207). The lexical 

substitution here involves scales rather than chords. At Cohn’s fourth stage, “chords and 

scales are transformed into the sets and set classes of Second-Viennese School atonality” 

(Ibid., 207).  

Comparatively, the third and fourth stages, while stemming ostensibly from the 

same preceding stages, seem as disparate as they are incongruent. The fourth stage 

includes only three composers as its primary representatives, all of whom are not only 

compatriots but also members of the same student/teacher lineage (Schoenberg, Berg, 

and Webern), whose music has been elucidated primarily through pitch-class set theory 

and atonal-theoretical discourse. The third stage, on the other hand, includes composers 

from various nations and disparate styles spanning multiple decades and thus requires a 

fluid application of multiple analytical systems and approaches.2 Music at this stage has 

been subsumed broadly under the terms “neo-centricity,” “neo-tonality,” “twentieth-

century tonality,” “scalar tonality,” and “contemporary tonality.”3 Early analytical 

 

2 Also alluded to by Wile 1995, xxv. 

3 On “neo-centricity,” see Wile 1995. On “neo-tonality,” see Zimmerman 2002; 
Silberman 2006; Heetderks 2011. On “extended common practice” and “scalar tonality,” 
see Tymoczko 2011; Cohn 2012, 207. On “twentieth-century tonality” and 
“contemporary tonality,” see Harrison 2016.  
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approaches taxonomize compositional procedures as either primarily tonal or atonal, or 

from a negative standpoint, describe neo-tonal music that is neither genuinely tonal nor 

entirely atonal.4 Recent approaches circumvent the issue of defining “tonality” and its 

modified variants to facilitate the conception of a universally applicable method.5 The 

reason may be due to the emphasis on non-diatonic scales and referential collections and 

their conjunctive use with common-practice tonal idioms. Dmitri Tymoczko cites 

parsimonious voice leading as a salient feature of this music (2011), but systemic 

transformational aspects of this music’s multifarious harmonic constructs have yet to 

garner detailed exploration and analysis. Issues such as intercardinal voice-leading 

maneuvers and their lack of concrete algebraic group structures have detracted theoretic-

analytical inquiry.6 In his approach to “scales in twentieth century music,” Tymoczko 

notes that “while nineteenth-century chordal procedures can be stunningly sophisticated, 

the exploration of modality and non-diatonic scales tends to be relatively cautious by 

comparison” (Tymoczko 2011, 307). For this reason, similar studies in neo-tonality or 

“neo-centricity” point out that atonal music epitomized by the Second Viennese School 

has received far more attention from a systemic-analytical point of view. Neo-tonal 

music, particularly early twentieth-century scalar tonal music at Cohn’s third tonal stage, 

 

4 Some of these approaches (Katz 1945; Travis 1959; Berger 1963; Phillips 1983; 
Herman 1987; Wile 1995), among others, are summarized later in this chapter. 

5 Noteworthy examples include Harrison’s study of “overtonality” (2016) and 
Tymoczko’s implementation and application of the “five components of tonality” (2011). 

6 I explore and resolve certain problematic aspects of intercardinal voice leading more 
thoroughly in Chapter 4 of the present study.  
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resides between disparate tonal worlds and challenges the analyst to delineate musical 

material based on its predisposition toward tradition or innovation. Consequently, 

analytical methods often privilege one tonal world over another, drawing primarily from 

the immediate musical context rather than considering harmonic constructs and their 

binding transformational processes, both old and new, as part and parcel of a shared tonal 

wellspring. 

In this dissertation, with the goal of approaching these issues head-on, I 

systematize transformations among chords, referential collections, and their constituent 

subsets as exemplified in my analyses of music by Gabriel Fauré, Claude Debussy, and 

Lili Boulanger. I characterize the effect of these transformations by supplanting notions 

of consonance and dissonance with a physics metaphor—the dichotomy and 

interdependence of centripetal and centrifugal force—to emphasize transformational 

processes over synchronic constructs. Drawing from intercardinal voice-leading 

principles of transformational theory and graphic models of neo-Riemannian theory—

current hotbeds of music-theoretical discourse7—I aim to demystify harmonic/tonal 

practices salient in early twentieth-century French music, to connect such practices with 

those of preceding tonal/evolutionary stages, and to posit the effect of these practices in a 

way that reflects their intrinsically diachronic, centrifugal nature. My findings yield a 

revitalized approach to analyzing works by Debussy and Fauré as well as provide a 

rigorous—and long overdue—analytical account of Lili Boulanger’s music hitherto 

 

7 Some recent sources include Tymoczko 2011; Gollin 2011; Grant 2014; Wallentinsen 
2017; Cheung 2018. 
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unexplored. To provide a firm theoretical foundation while avoiding the pitfalls of 

navigating an eclectic array of styles, I focus only on Fauré, Debussy, and Boulanger—

each of whom possesses a unique compositional style of their own yet occupy the same 

tonal intersection—and explore the following general questions: 1) How do these 

composers push parsimonious voice leading among chords to its proverbial limit? 2) How 

can parsimonious voice-leading principles at Cohn’s first and second stages of tonality be 

adapted to systematize similar procedures among collections at the third stage? 3) In what 

ways do transformational spaces of chords connect directly to those of collections? and 4) 

How does Lili Boulanger’s music exemplify these theoretical phenomena just as much if 

not more so than the music of Fauré and Debussy? 

In the next section of this introductory chapter, I locate my musical focus within 

the broad category of neo-tonality through a brief literature review of selected 

theoretic/analytical sources. Turning to fin-de-siècle France, I postulate that a 

transformational outlook is necessary in expounding early twentieth-century harmonic 

processes, specifically in scalar-tonal music. To demonstrate this style and posit a loose 

thread to be connected toward the end of this dissertation, I briefly discuss 

tonal/harmonic ambiguity in Boulanger’s “Attente,” necessitating an amended analytical 

approach. I conclude this chapter by summarizing the notion of centripetal/centrifugal 

force with regard to tonal/harmonic relationships, drawing from Cohn’s rhythmic 

adaptation of the concept (2016). 

 In Chapter 2, I demonstrate the application of centripetal and centrifugal force 

among triads and seventh chords in Fauré’s Nocturne No. 6 in Db major and Barcarolle 
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No. 10 in A minor. Drawing from Cohn’s neo-Riemannian adaptations of the Tonnetz, 

“Cube Dance,” and hyper-hexatonic system (1996; 2012), as well as Edward Phillips’ 

(1993) and James Sobaskie’s (1999; 2003) scale-based analyses, I demonstrate how 

flattened-mediant networks in the Nocturne coalesce centripetally to support the tonic.8 

Conversely, I demonstrate how cyclic progressions in the Barcarolle spiral centrifugally 

away from the tonic, ultimately yielding what I call the hyper-hexatonic-polar relation—

two distant, diametric harmonies on the hyper-hexatonic system—to dislodge the 

Barcarolle from its tonic-centered orbit. Toward the end of this analysis, I emphasize the 

notion of “simultaneity,” or the simultaneous iteration of two distinct triads or seventh 

chords, adapted from Riemann’s theory of Doppelklange.9 

 Chapter 3 functions as a pivot from transformational models representative of 

tonal stages 1 and 2, emphasized in Chapter 2, to a new transformational system among 

referential collections—what I call “Collection Space”—introduced in Chapter 4 as a 

space representative of the third tonal stage. In Chapter 3, I continue the discussion of 

simultaneities introduced in Chapter 2 and reframe them as systemic referents of larger 

collections. I also explore other systemic connections from what Cohn calls the “pan-

triadic system” (illustrated by Cube Dance) and the “Tristan-genus system” of dominant 

 

8 Upper- and lower-flattened mediants (UFM and LFM) are discussed thoroughly by 
David Kopp (2002). “Cube Dance” was developed by Douthett and Steinbach (1998) and 
reveals interconnections among adjacent hexatonic-triadic systems. 

9 A more recent adaptation of Riemann’s Doppelklange is explored by Gollin (2011). 
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and half-diminished seventh chords (illustrated by the 4-Cube Trio)10 to the whole-tone 

collection. These connections are facilitated by what I call “system-pivotal” and “context-

projective” subsets. I exemplify these transitory maneuvers through several analytical 

vignettes, concluding with Boulanger’s Prelude in Db major.  

 Chapter 4 represents the crux of this dissertation, in which I expound a 

“parsimonious intercardinal voice-leading space for maximally and nearly even sets,” 

(“Collection Space”). I outline inclusion and parsimony restrictions for the space based 

on principles of neo-Riemannian theory and other studies of intercardinal voice leading. 

Moreover, I illustrate the construction of Collection Space as a Tonnetz-style lattice in 

which a single node constitutes a complete collection, and a single line between nodes 

represents a parsimonious connection by no more than two total semitone displacements. 

I employ Joseph Straus’s adaptation (2005) of the voice-leading split/fuse initiated by 

Callender (1998) and analogize parsimonious voice-leading connections in Collection 

Space with those of Cohn’s pan-triadic and Tristan-genus systems. The parsimony and 

inclusion restrictions I define in Chapter 4—with an emphasis on centrifugal force—align 

with Straus’s “Law of Atonal Voice Leading” and “Law of Atonal Harmony” (2005). I 

demonstrate the analytical application of Collection Space pragmatically through 

analyses of Debussy’s “Voiles” and Boulanger’s “D’un matin de printemps.” 

 The culminating Chapter 5 features analyses of complete works—Fauré’s 

Impromptu No. 5, Debussy’s “Cloches à travers les feuilles” from Images Book 2, and 

 

10 The 4-Cube Trio is developed by Douthett and Steinbach (1998) and adapted by Cohn 
(2012). 
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Boulanger’s “Attente”—using principles, methods, and tonal/harmonic spaces expounded 

in Chapters 2–4. I define what I call “centrifugal spectrums” for each representative space 

of Cohn’s three tonal stages and demonstrate centrifugal transformations within and 

across these spectrums, highlighting relative tonal/harmonic distance among various 

parsimonious and extravagant transformations.11 

 

Neo-tonality and its Predecessors  

 

To situate my own approach contextually, I summarize these perspectives on and 

approaches to “neo-tonal” music in general before shifting focus to French styles, explore 

some connections between transformational and collection-based theories, and introduce 

the notion of centripetal/centrifugal force. As noted by Kent Williams (1997), the term 

“neo-tonality” was first introduced by Eric Salzman (1974), but the concept of neo-

tonality is implicit in earlier writings. Paul Hindemith’s well-known theory of “harmonic 

fluctuation” gauges intervals and chords based on their collective proximity, redefining 

consonance and dissonance relative to context.12 He extends his method to analyze 

Schoenberg’s Klavierstück Op. 33a, a dodecaphonic work, in which Hindemith argues 

that “sequences of events are grouped around tonal centers” (Heetderks 2011, 6). Adele 

 

11 “Extravagance” is Robert Cook’s term (2005) and connotes the opposite of 
parsimonious, maximally smooth voice leading.  

12 Hindemith’s approach (1942), along with two others that focus on alternative notions 
of consonance versus dissonance (Hanson 1960; Krenek 1940) are briefly summarized in 
Straus 2005. 
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Katz’s Challenge to Musical Tradition: A New Concept of Tonality (1945) alludes to the 

concept of neo-tonality and demonstrates the applicability of Heinrich Schenker’s method 

of analysis to a wide range of music including Schoenberg’s dodecaphonic music. As an 

alternative to serialism and in his discussion of pantonality, Rudolph Reti states that “a 

great number of composers…took over and further developed that new concept of 

tonality which Debussy had initiated” (Reti 1958, 59, italics added). Reti outlines criteria 

for his notion of pantonality, stating that “atonal tonality, fluctuating harmonies, movable 

tonics, tonics of different types—a new compositional category, pantonality, is in the 

making” (Ibid., 69). Reti’s notion of “pantonality” is similar to what we would call “neo-

tonality” today. Our current notion of neo-tonality, however, may include some of the 

criteria that Reti sought to exclude.13  

A “new concept of tonality” is also discussed by Roy Travis (1959), who alludes 

to neo-tonality by posing the question “to what extent can the techniques of tonal 

coherence, as developed in the rich and diverse language of Western music, be applied to 

certain sonorities and melodic procedures characteristic of the newest music?” (Travis 

1959, 257). Travis uses a Schenkerian approach to demonstrate prolongation of dissonant 

sonorities. Arthur Berger’s seminal article (1963) focuses exclusively on Stravinsky’s 

neo-classical music, although “neo-tonal” may be an equally suitable term, since Berger 

describes this repertoire as “centric (i.e. organized in terms of tone center) but not tonally 

functional” (Berger 1963, 11). 

 

13 Reti (1959, 67–68) also outlines criteria for what pantonality is not. Some of these, 
especially “extended or expanded tonality” may be included in neo-tonality. 
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Neo-tonality has been defined more explicitly since the 1980s through the 

analysis of early twentieth-century music. Richard Herman (1987) states that for music to 

be considered neo-tonal, it must contain “a non-permutational pitch structure, a 

‘referential’ pc, a ‘referential’ set class, and ‘home key’ pcs” (Herman 1987, 29).14 In this 

sense, hierarchy is evoked not unlike that of traditional tonality, albeit with alternative 

pitch structures. A work can therefore be considered “neo-tonal” by virtue of the 

relationships among pitch constructs rather than the pitch constructs themselves. Kip 

Wile defines a synonymous term, “neo-centricity.” According to Wile, “neo-centric 

works…particularly those arising from the ‘peripheral’ traditions of France and 

Russia…maintain hallmarks of traditional practice such as tonal centricity, tertiary 

harmony, and scale…but tonal centricity…is not necessarily produced through traditional 

‘functional’ tonality” (Wile 1995, xvi).15 David Zimmerman provides a definition that 

could favor a wider range of music, but his criteria is negative rather than positive, as 

Heetderks has noted (Zimmerman 2002; Heetderks 2011, 4). According to Zimmerman, 

neo-tonal music is that which excludes pitch-class sets that contain “clusters” of two or 

more semitones. Two PhD dissertations (Silberman 2006; Heetderks 2011) provide 

broader definitions of neo-tonality, and each offers an analytical method that highlights a 

ubiquitous feature in neo-tonal music. Peter Silberman defines neo-tonal works as 

“repertoire that combines features of common-practice tonality with features of atonality” 

 

14 This is noted likewise by Silberman (2006, 1). 

15 Similarly, Heetderks (2011, 3-4) notes that other scholars (Antokoletz 1992; Straus 
2016 [the earlier 2000 edition is cited]) use the term “centric” to “describe many works 
that could now be called neo-tonal.”  
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(Silberman 2006, v), and develops an analytical construct he terms a “neighbor space” in 

which neighboring harmonies can be delineated from stable ones. Heetderks summarizes 

explicitly what others have alluded to regarding the connection between neo-tonality and 

common-practice tonality. In opposition to Straus’s definition of tonality (1987),16 

Heetderks views tonality as a “radial category” rather than a “classical” one.17 Heetderks 

illustrates “a recurring feature in a [sic] many neo-tonal pieces” as “the use of new root-

relationships and voice-leading patterns as a means of establishing a key”—specifically, 

what he calls “privileged” root relationships by perfect fifth, semitone, or whole-tone at 

cadence points (Heetderks 2011, 311).  

More recently, Daniel Harrison has devised a concept similar to neo-tonality yet 

more specific—that of “overtonality”—although he seems to avoid the term “neo-

tonality” altogether in his study. According to Harrison, “overtonality” is a “tonal-

hierarchical condition” that includes “various overtonal hierarchies” (Harrison 2016, 17). 

Centricity in overtonality thus “encompasses not only both chord rootedness and tonicity, 

but even pitch synthesis from partials” (Ibid., 94).18 Tymoczko makes similar claims, 

arguing that “centricity…encompasses two closely related phenomena: rootedness, which 

 

16 Straus (1987) outlines several conditions for prolongation, adopted from Schenker’s 
methodology. The third, “embellishment condition,” provides the impetus for Silberman 
2006. 

17According to Heetderks (2011), drawing from Lakoff 1986, Straus (1987) views 
tonality as a “classical category,” which is “based on necessary and sufficient conditions 
for inclusion.” Conversely, Heetderks argues that tonality is a “radial category,” in which 
there can be many variants, and that “the presence of two simultaneous motivations 
strengthens the membership of a variant within the category” (Heetderks 2011, 9). 

18 This is also alluded to by Tymoczko (2011, 169). 
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applies to individual chords, and tonicity, which refers to prominence over longer 

stretches of musical time” (Tymockzko 2011, 169). Tymoczko relates this notion to that 

of chord-versus-macroharmony, noting that “just as the line between chord and 

macroharmony is sometimes blurry, so too is the distinction between rootedness and 

tonicity” (Ibid., 169).  

The various approaches outlined here share a common feature—all expound a 

particular aspect of neo-tonality, but none attempt to postulate an all-encompassing 

definition. The impossibility of this task is reflected no more clearly than in Anthony 

Pople’s view on neo-tonality: 

Theorists have for some time had more difficulty than analysts in dealing 
straightforwardly with a body of music, much of it written around 1900, to which 
the word ‘atonal’ seems inapplicable, and yet which cannot easily be held up as 
exemplifying ‘tonality’ either. Composers of this music include Bartók, Brahms, 
Bridge, Britten, Busoni, Debussy, Delius, Elgar, Fauré, Gershwin, Ives, Janáček, 
Liszt, Mahler, Messiaen, Mussorgsky, Prokofiev, Puccini, Ravel, Reger, Rimsky-
Korsakov, Roslavets, Scriabin, Sibelius, Strauss, Szymanowski, Vaughan 
Williams, Wagner, and Wolf. The list ought really, I suggest, be expanded to 
include also a considerable proportion of the musical output of Schoenberg, Berg, 
Webern, and Stravinsky…I would additionally include, in contrast, a number of 
more “popular” works such as piano concertos by Grieg and Rachmaninoff (Pople 
2004, 153). 
 

 Pople’s vast array of compositional styles, each occupying their own unique 

trajectory within the tonal universe, makes the task of defining neo-tonality no easier than 

that of defining tonality itself. Let us consider the trajectory of one neo-tonal style, for the 

sake of the present study—French scalar tonality—and contextualize its unique 

disposition toward tonal-evolutionary divergence. 
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French Scalar Tonality  

 

 To understand the aesthetic predisposition of many composers in fin-de-siècle 

France, we turn back to the writings of François-Joseph Fétis, in which the tonal-

evolutionary perspective is forecasted and from which French scalar tonality has 

ostensibly deviated. According to Fétis, the evolution of tonality consists of four phases, 

culminating with the “transcendent enharmonicism of a future ordre omnitonique.”19 

Fétis defines the ordre omnitonique as “the tendency toward the multiplicity or even the 

universality of tonics in a piece of music,” prophesying it as “the final term in the 

development of harmony’s combinations” (Fétis 2008 [1844], 195).20 One common 

misconception of Fétis’s “omnitonic order” is that it primarily characterizes 

Schoenbergian atonality. As Thomas Christensen notes, “omnitonic music is, if nothing 

else, an intensification and maximalization…of the very tonal markers that characterize 

traditional harmonic (“modern”) tonality. It was not so much an absence of tonal 

indicators, then, as it was a surfeit of them” (Christensen 2019, 255).21 Thus arises the 

late nineteenth-century tonality of Liszt and Wagner, in which “maximalization” 

connotes not only the breadth and depth of possible key relations but also the 

 

19 See Agmon 2013, 260-262, for a summary of Fétis’ ordres (unitonique, transtonique, 
pluritonique, and omnitonique). Ordres pluritonique, with its “modulations based on 
simple enharmonicism,” may characterize best in the music of the mid- to late-nineteenth 
century, which seems to be the primary focus of neo-Riemannian theory. Fétis’s ordres 
are also discussed by David Berry (2004). 

20 Originally published 1844. This particular excerpt is translated by Berry 2004, 255. 

21 The term “maximalization” is drawn from Richard Taruskin 2005. 
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intensification of dissonance and delay of resolution by semitone, “that interval of 

affinity by which ‘desire’ can be conjured for the listener” (Ibid., 260).22 The palette of 

semitonal relations and their potential to signify extreme instability are compounded by 

“transcendent enharmony,” another characteristic feature of the omnitonic order (Ibid., 

252). Any note poised to resolve in one direction may slip through an enharmonic 

trapdoor and resolve elsewhere, regardless of the harmonic context.  

 Fétis’s omnitonic order may not have directly referenced the atonality of the 

Second Viennese school, but it certainly resides within the same evolutionary lineage. 

The scalar tradition, as Tymoczko notes—which includes “at least six major twentieth-

century movements”—directly opposes atonality (Tymoczko 2011, 186).23 French scalar 

tonality, specifically, paves a “new path forward to the past” through modal allusion and 

the use of anhemitonic scales such as whole-tone and pentatonic.24 In this sense Fétis’s 

“unitonic” order, one characteristic of the ecclesiastical modes, gave many French 

composers, according to Christensen, “an awareness of distant and exotic tonalities that 

 

22 As Christensen points out (2019), drawing from Fétis (Traité, 2008 [1844]) “Fétis 
believed that the omnitonic order opens up infinite resources for arousing ‘ardent 
passions.’” 

23 These movements include “impressionism, neoclassicism, jazz, rock, 
minimalism/postminimalism, and neo-Romanticism,” and some music of Scriabin 
Stravinsky, Bartók, and Shostakovich (see Tymoczko 2011, 186–189). The sentiment 
here is similar to that of Rudolph Reti: “atonality and twelve-tone composition 
characterize only a specific and fairly small part of the creative output through which the 
recent musical evolution has manifested itself (Reti 1958, 59). 

24 “New paths forward to the past” references Christensen’s subheading (2019, 262). 
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might prove an antidote to the German contagion” (Ibid., 262).25 The French “antidote” 

counters the “maximalization” of semitonal enharmony and “Teutonic harmonic glue,” as 

Taruskin points out and Christensen recalls, with an intrinsic “half-steplessness” 

(Taruskin 2005; Christensen 2019). While few composers limited themselves to the use 

of only one scale or mode, four composers’ styles in particular embody this seemingly 

ineffable whole-tone quality: 

Composers from Eric Satie and Gabriel Fauré to Claude Debussy and Lili 
Boulanger were able to cultivate a number of harmonic devices (symmetrical 
divisions of the octave, chordal parallelisms, modal cadences, octatonicism, 
palindromic voice leading, etc.) that avoided some of the traditional semitonal 
grammar of Teutonic tonality (Christensen 2019, 265).26 

 

 It is from this standpoint that I focus on three of these composers—Fauré, 

Debussy, and Lili Boulanger—to highlight not only an ostensible divergence from 

Teutonic harmonic practices, but also a systemic tonal connection, one shared by French 

and Teutonic styles alike. The opening stanza of Boulanger’s “Attente,” for instance, 

features salient elements of early twentieth-century French music (Ex. 1.1). Planing 

sevenths, chordal extensions, whole-tone melodic segments, anhemitonic vertical 

sonorities, and palindromic harmonic progressions illuminate Maeterlink’s otherworldly, 

symbolism-charged text.27  

 

25 As Christensen (2019) notes in Chapter 2 of his study, modal composition was 
revitalized at the École Niedermeyer, where Gabriel Fauré studied (among many others). 

26 Here Christensen is drawing once more from the fourth volume of Taruskin 2005, 59–
129. 

27 Caroline Potter (1999; 2016) mentions the inherent symbolism in Maeterlink’s 
“Attente.” 
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Ex. 1.1. Opening stanza of Lili Boulanger’s “Attente.” 
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 As shown in Ex. 1.1, harmonies “partitioned” as chords disguise scalar collections 

in this music.28 All but two of these (downbeats of mm. 2 and 4) can be heard as either 

incomplete pentatonic or whole-tone collections, the primary anhemitonic sonorities of 

the song. Nevertheless, chordal partitioning and surface sevenths, along with persistent 

emphasis on and non-conventional allusions to a C#-major tonic, evoke an underlying 

structure that is presumably tonal, but not unequivocally so. Tonal and collection 

elements obfuscate one another by coexisting seamlessly, complicating the analyst’s task 

of demystifying a particular underlying structure. In lieu of obvious systemic 

connections, one would understandably rely on contextual considerations, emphasizing 

the aforementioned harmonic devices such as those listed by Christensen and applied by 

Taruskin. While my analyses draw from contextual factors for subtle musical nuances, I 

focus primarily on systemic considerations within and among previously rendered 

transformational systems (pan-triadic and Tristan-genus) along with my own system, 

Collection Space.29  

 Transformational and centrifugal aspects of Boulanger’s “Attente” are addressed 

in the concluding chapter of this dissertation. My intentional use of the word 

“transformation” throughout this dissertation highlights both the generative functions of 

transformations within systems, but also the diachronic processes among various 

tonal/harmonic constructs in specific musical contexts. The sense in which 

transformations are “centrifugal,” the intentional emphasis on “centrifugal” force over its 

 

28 “Partition” is used by Wile (1995). 

29 Expounded and illustrated in Chapters 4 and 5 of the present study. 
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“centripetal” counterpart, and the question of whether these transformations can be 

considered literal “transformations” at all, are addressed thoroughly in the ensuing 

chapters, for which I now offer some introductory notes. 

 

Transformation and Centrifugal Force 

 

In his analyses of “twentieth-century scalar music,” a subset of neo-tonality, 

Tymoczko employs voice-leading maneuvers reminiscent of those among triads and 

seventh chords at Cohn’s first two tonal stages to macroharmonic entities (i.e. scales and 

collections) at the third stage. While not entirely parsimonious, Tymoczko’s common-

tone preservation and voice-leading approach are akin to neo-Riemannian 

transformational theory. Indeed, Tymoczko uses the word “transformation” informally 

throughout his study. For instance, he describes how a scale of some cardinality can 

“transform” into an entirely different scale of a different cardinality through a voice-

leading “merge” or “split.”30 In a strict sense, however, these “transformations” do not 

adhere to the abstract algebraic definition. A transformation, as defined by Rings, is a 

“function from a set to itself,” and can combine with other transformations to form 

semigroups that must satisfy two properties: closure and associativity (Rings 2011, 229–

230). The three salient neo-Riemannian transformations (L, P, R) are considered both 

transformations and operations that map the set of all 24 major and minor triads (all 

 

30 The voice-leading “split/merge” was pioneered by Callender (1998) and adapted by 
Straus (2005), as is demonstrated in Chapter 4 of the present study.  
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distinct members of set class 3-11) “one-to-one and onto itself” (Ibid., 230), resulting in 

the pan-triadic system modeled as Cube Dance (representative of Cohn’s first tonal 

stage). Four semigroups of triads are formed into their collective hexatonic pitch content.  

The seventh chord analog to the pan-triadic system, as Cohn demonstrates, is the 

“Tristan-genus system” modeled as the 4-Four Cube trio, which combines all 24 

dominant and half-diminished seventh chords (all members of set class 4-27) into their 

collective octatonic pitch content. Since transformations map a set onto itself (i.e. one 

member of set-class 3-11 onto another member of the same set class) and operations 

employ a “bijective” one-to-one-and-onto mapping, voice-leading maneuvers such as 

those suggested by Tymoczko cannot be considered “transformations” or “operations,” 

nor do they constitute any kind of group or semigroup.31  

My use of the term “transformation” throughout the present study may seem 

similarly ad hoc but is related closer to Straus’s adaptations (2005; 2011). Straus 

circumvents issues of transformation through contextual inversion and “crisp” or “fuzzy” 

transposition with “offset” (Straus 2011). In his study of atonal set-class voice leading, 

Straus also employs the “split/fuse” for intercardinal relations while retaining the term 

“transformation” (Straus 2005).32 While the analyses featured in Chapter 2 of the present 

study explore connections among familiar neo-Riemannian transformations, the term 

 

31 Elsewhere, Tymoczko adheres to a stricter definition of transformation and bijective 
voice-leading (see Tymoczko 2008). 

32 Straus illustrates how contextual inversions comprise a certain type of 
“transformational space,” summarizing succinctly the notion of musical transformations 
in general. See Straus 2011, 44 (especially footnotes 2 and 3). 
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“transformation” is also applied in Chapters 4 and 5, where I explore issues of 

intercardinal voice leading among maximally and nearly even collections using Straus’s 

adaptation of the “split/fuse.” The notion that these types of maneuvers are 

“transformational” is supported by a more generalized “transformational attitude” (Lewin 

1987; Rings 2011).33 According to Rings and Lewin, this perspective “transforms” the 

analyst’s role from passive to active:  

The transformational model represents a shift in perspective from…the passive 
outside observer…to that of an active participant in the musical process…the 
action of measuring disappears and is replaced by an imaginative musical gesture, 
which the analyst is urged to perform in his or her re-creative hearing (Rings 
2011, 24, 27). 
 

 Our transformational inquiries as analysts thus account for “actions that move 

musical entities or configurations along, or that transform them into other, related entities 

or configurations” (Ibid., 24)—it is in this sense that voice-leading maneuvers expounded 

throughout this dissertation garner the term “transformation.”  

 The diachronic approach summarized here warrants an emendation of how 

distance is recognized and characterized—a transformation should not only describe the 

process of moving from point A to point B, for instance, but should also convey how far 

A is from B. Distances among transformationally related triads have been explored 

implicitly through Cohn’s hexatonic pole “H” (2004), Lewin’s dramatic reading of cyclic 

transformations in Wagner’s the Ring and Parsifal (1992), and Robert Cook’s notion of 

parsimony and extravagance (2004). Elsewhere Edward Gollin has provided a thorough 

 

33 As Rings notes (2011), the phrase “transformational attitude” is Lewin’s (1987). 
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history of transformational space and conceptions of musical distance from a 

mathematical point of view (2000). 

 In the spirit of the “transformational attitude,” processes between musical 

constructs should also be characterized as “getting closer together” or “spiraling 

outward” from a given point—what I henceforth call “centripetal” and “centrifugal,” 

respectively. I use these physics terms simply as metaphors to characterize the gradual 

increase/decrease of transformational distance, not necessarily according to their strict 

scientific definitions. Centripetal force, or the tendency of an object to radiate inward, is 

counterbalanced by the centrifugal one—the kinetic energy by which an object could 

radiate outward. Regarding music, these terms have been used metaphorically throughout 

the nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries. According to Cohn, “within the critical 

traditions of Hegelian idealism, the centrifugal/centripetal pair is applied to music using 

various dialectical metaphor pairs, including stasis and becoming (Hans-Georg Nägeli), 

rest and motion (Adolf Bernhard Marx), and prolongation and progression (Heinrich 

Schenker)” (Cohn 2016, 4). Cohn delineates the two opposing forces, stating that “those 

musical forces to which we ascribe terms such as conflict, instability, release, subversion, 

and tension…will figure as centrifugal; conversely, those that represent resolution, 

stability, relocking, authority, and relaxation are centripetal” (Ibid., 3–4). These forces are 

not mutually exclusive, however. As illustrated by Cohn, “a child mounts a playground 

pendulum in order to enjoy the centrifugal force, which makes swinging fun. But she 

wouldn’t do it without the counterbalance of the centripetal one, which makes it safe” 
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(Ibid., 4).34 Straus evokes a similar concept—that of “inertia”—illustrating that tones 

tend to move as little as possible (or parsimoniously) even in atonal musical styles (Straus 

2005). 

 Centripetal force is ubiquitous in tonal music. The process of closely- and 

distantly-related tones and harmonies all winding inward—often gradually, 

painstakingly—toward a home tonic sonority is the essence of centripetal force. 

Centrifugal force may stretch a work’s harmonic/tonal fabric, but tonality’s centripetal 

pull is inevitable. Fétis’s omnitonic order (summarized earlier) thus involves an increase 

in both centripetal and centrifugal force—distantly related keys and potential enharmonic 

relationships signify an increase in the latter, while heightened anticipation of semitonal 

resolutions signifies a reciprocal increase in the former. The centripetal/centrifugal 

dichotomy involves slightly different meaning in French scalar music of the early 

twentieth century. Centripetal force via semitonal resolution is often obviated in this 

style, and the characteristic “half-steplessness” is approached instead through centrifugal 

force, radiating outward through anhemitonic sonorities and expanding voice-leading 

transformations. From this point of view, as I argue in later chapters, the ultimate 

realization of centrifugal force in collection-based, French scalar music is the whole-tone 

scale. Even if centrifugal tonal/harmonic force is realized fully, either evidenced in a 

single work or traced across various composers’ styles, it is achieved through smaller 

centripetal gradations, as I demonstrate throughout my analyses. Given the immanence 

(and imminence) of centripetal tonal force and the uniqueness of centrifugal force to the 

 

34 Cohn uses centripetal/centrifugal force to characterize changes in rhythm and meter. 
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musical styles featured in this dissertation, I prioritize centrifugal force over its 

centripetal counterpart with the assumption that one force simply cannot be evoked 

without incidentally evoking the other.   

Notes on Orthography 

 

 The analyses featured in this dissertation rely heavily on graphical representations 

of transformational spaces and networks of their constituent harmonic transformations.35  

Transformational systems/spaces (i.e. pan-triadic and Tristan-genus) and their graphical 

representations (Cube Dance and the 4-Cube Trio), along with my own Collection Space, 

include all of their respective familial harmonic constructs within the space. Supporting 

transformational networks reveal analytical nuances through nodes and arrows and are 

thus used when/if appropriate, depending on context. Since I argue that the music of 

Fauré, Debussy, and Lili Boulanger maintains a palpable connection to tonality yet often 

resists conventional tonal labeling, both letter-name and integer mod-12 notations are 

employed, the use of which is dictated by immediate musical contexts paired with my 

own analytical intentions. Regarding mod-12, “T” and “E” are used to indicate pitch-

classes “10” and “11,” respectively. For transformations via transposition or inversion, I 

adopt Straus’s labeling system Tn and In, respectively, rather than the compound 

operation TnI.36  

  

 

35 The delineation of “space” and “network” follows Roeder (2009) and Lewin (1987), 
both of which are summarized by Straus (2011, 44). 

36 As Straus notes, “the arithmetic is the same in both cases. For both TnI and In, n is an 
index number (the sum of two inversionally related notes)” (Straus 2016, 53). 
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 Regarding triads and seventh chords, I differentiate major from minor and 

dominant from half-diminished using upper- and lower-case letters, respectively, without 

including the cumbersome “+” and “-” symbols often used in studies of neo-Riemannian 

triadic transformations. Set classes with 12 or fewer distinct members are indicated with a 

descriptive abbreviation of the set class and a subscripted pitch-class integer mod-12 (i.e. 

PENT1 indicates a pentatonic collection in normal order beginning with C#). Collection-

based set classes with 24 members such as 6-34 (“Mystic” collection) are indicated 

similarly, but with a subscripted upper- or lower-case letter name to connote inversion 

(i.e. MystG indicates G-A-B-C#-D#-E [7,9,E,1,3,4], while Mystg indicates G-Ab-Bb-C-D-E 

[7,8,T,0,2,4]). To emphasize the difference between maximally and nearly even 

collections, I use all capital letters and first-letter capitalization, respectively (i.e. WT for 

whole-tone, Myst for mystic). See Appendix A for a complete list of collections, their 

pitch-class content, and their parsimonious connections. Lastly, I offer annotated musical 

examples throughout this dissertation, which are intended to show segmentation and 

define pitch constructs (collections, chords, etc.), while supplemental networks and charts 

illustrate transformational processes among these constructs with greater detail. The 

music analyzed in this dissertation is tonally and harmonically nebulous and therefore 

lends itself to multiple possible interpretations, especially those that coincide or overlap. 

Accordingly, all annotations and supplemental figures reflect my own interpretation, 

unless otherwise noted. 
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CHAPTER 2 

CENTRIPETAL AND CENTRIFUGAL TRANSFORMATIONS 
OF TRIADS AND SEVENTHS CHORDS 

 

Centripetal Force and Fauré’s Nocturne No. 6 in Db major (1894) 

 

 In the following analysis, I demonstrate how my chordal-transformational 

approach—rather than a more traditional Roman numeral one—exemplifies my notion of 

centripetal force. From a tonal standpoint, James Sobaskie posits A major and E major in 

Fauré’s Nocturne No. 6 as #V and #II, respectively—noting the possibility of enharmonic 

respellings (bVI and bIII)—and defines this unprepared non-cadential motion to A major 

and E major as “transient tonicizations.”1 Transformationally, however, I posit A and E 

major triads as “upper-” and “lower-flattened mediants,” respectively (“UFM” and 

“LFM”) to Db major.2 While these transformations require a different number of 

semitone displacements, they may be generalized as equidistant on the Tonnetz (Fig. 

2.1).3 With regard to voice leading (Fig. 2.2), transformations between upper- or lower-

 
1 Sobaskie (1999, 187) uses the term “tonicization” as opposed to Orledge’s 
“modulation.” The difference here is certainly not trivial, as “tonicization” evokes the 
sense of “modulation” without an explicit confirmation. See Sobaskie 1999, 181–188; 
Orledge 1979, 242. 
  
2 See Kopp, 2002. 
 
3 See Lewin (1982; 1987) on generalized interval systems. As Rings notes (2006, 121), 
“Lewinian intervals can be spanned between a wide array of musical entities: not only 
pitches and pitch classes, but time points, beats and beat classes, harmonies,” et. al. By 
contrast, however, Cohn (2012, 63–64) notes that “voice-leading distance is superior to 
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flattened mediants and their shared tonic require the same number of semitone 

displacements as progressions from a dominant to its tonic—accordingly, UFMs/LFMs 

may be understood not merely as “transient tonics,” but as dominant analogues.4  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.1. 2-D Tonnetz representation of primary harmonies, Fauré’s Nocturne No. 6. 

  

 

  

 
 
 
 

Fig. 2.2. Voice leading between Db major and its LFM/UFM (top), 
and Db minor/major and its dominant (bottom). Key included on the right. 

 
Tonnetz distance,” and that “from the viewpoint of voice-leading work, measured in 
semitone units, L and P alone are the primary triadic relations.” Relative (R) 
transformations are thus ranked second. Here and throughout this dissertation, I use 
“semitone displacement” synonymously with Cohn’s “half-step work.” 
 
4 UFMs and LFMs could just as well serve as subdominant analogues, since the number 
of semitone displacements between subdominant and tonic is the same as that between 
dominant and tonic. UFMs and LFMs may therefore be generally understood as 
“functional” analogues. Deborah Stein (1985) categorizes flattened mediants within the 
“plagal domain,” the constituent parts of which may function as subdominants but may 
also “substitute” for the dominant.  
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 The three primary harmonies of the Nocturne (Db major, A major, and E major) 

combine to create the negative space on the Tonnetz for C# minor (Fig. 2.1), the key of 

the second section. Since C# minor is equidistant from all other harmonies in the network 

via the three salient Neo-Riemannian transformations—it is P-related to Db major, L-

related to A major, and R-related to E major—the parsimonious shift to C# minor is not 

obtrusive but expected. After a return of the first section’s closing tag, beginning with E 

major and concluding with a PAC in Db, the third section opens with rippling broken-

chord figurations in the high-treble register, outlining Db major for two measures before 

transforming directly to A major, the tonic’s LFM, which transforms to its UFM C major 

(Ex. 2.1; Fig. 2.3). The transformations to flattened mediants that occur at a deeper level 

in the opening of the Nocturne appear at the surface in the third section, unimpeded by 

mediatory functional progressions.  In other words, while the opening section features 

transformations that are drawn out, progressing circuitously through surface dominant 

seventh chords, the third section features direct LFM/UFM transformations at the musical 

surface. This progression incorporates a constituent of the Tristan-genus system, a 

common-tone half-diminished seventh (F#ø7), but the primary harmonies are triadic and 

therefore do not yet warrant a 3-D Tonnetz representation. Instead the F#ø7 is shown on 

the 2-D Tonnetz (Fig. 2.3) as a combination of pitches at four vertices. R-related triads 

occur simultaneously and are notated accordingly in the score (Ex. 2.1) as “R-sims” (R-

related simultaneities). The notion that harmonies and collections can occur 

simultaneously and be convincingly differentiated is crucial to the present study at large. 
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The R-sim in particular plays a pivotal role in exchanging triadic and seventh-chord 

spaces for those comprising constructs of mixed/higher cardinalities.5 For now, 

diatonic/common-practice tonality is supplanted by transformational space, reflected 

further by the florid sixteenth-note figurations. 

 

Ex. 2.1. Fauré’s Nocturne No. 6, middle section (mm. 63–67). 

 
5 Intercardinal transformations of higher cardinalities is a topic of special interest and is 
discussed at the crux of this dissertation (Chapter 4). 
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Fig. 2.3. 2-D Tonnetz representation, Fauré’s Nocturne No. 6, mm. 63–67. 

  

 The upper- and lower-flattened mediants E major and A major are featured 

through the remainder of the Nocturne. The A section returns in the key of the LFM, A 

major, and the section’s closing tag is interrupted in m. 125 with a UFM transformation 

to E major, prompting a nebulous series of UFM/LFM transformations between triads 

and seventh chords (Ex. 2.2, Fig. 2.4). While a 2-D Tonnetz representation of this passage 

may seem far-fetched, since it is typically used to chart triadic progressions, a 3-D 

Tonnetz representation may be equally problematic. The final series of transformations in 

the Nocturne thus necessitates an emended approach. I recognize the dominant sevenths 

as, drawing from Edward Phillips, “surface clouding of the underlying reality…involving 

the dominant relationship” (Phillips 1993, 7). The dominant sevenths merely allude to 
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potential tonicizations but do not function as applied chords in this context. It is therefore 

more practical to extract consonant triads within these surface dominants and posit them 

on a 2-D Tonnetz than to imply in each triad some phantom seventh and posit them on a 

3D-Tonnetz. 6 Accordingly, I consider only the consonant triads within the seventh-

chords for my 2-D Tonnetz representations. For the sake of thoroughness, however, I 

have also included a 3-D Tonnetz representation of the dominant seventh chords alone 

(Fig. 2.5) using tetrahedrons, revealing further common-tone connections and a 

transformational dimension of seventh chords analogous to that of triads.  

 “C3(2)” in Ex. 2.2 indicates dominant-seventh-chord transformations between Db7-

Bb7 and Cb7-Ab7 in which interval class 3 of the first chord is preserved while ic 2 is 

displaced by semitone in contrary motion to notes of the second chord.7 These seventh-

chord transformations are in many ways analogous to those of triads. Large arrows 

indicate more distant transformations in Fig. 2.4, but in Fig. 2.5 they also show pitch-

class overlap, revealing the toroidal nature of 2-D and 3-D Tonnetze. Rather than forming 

infinitely expanding pitch lattices, both 2-D and 3-D Tonnetze wrap around and map onto 

themselves, forming closed group structures in the style of tori.8  

 
6 Gollin (1998) has pioneered the 3-D Tonnetz, which I have adapted and emended for the 
present study.  
 
7 On seventh-chord transformations and their triadic analogs, see Childs 1998; Cohn 
2012. “C” indicates pitches moving in contrary motion, “S” indicates similar motion. 
 
8 The idea to posit this progression as a torus and the means by which to do so is drawn 
from Tymoczko 2011. 
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Ex. 2.2. Fauré’s Nocturne No. 6, mm. 125–130. Non-chord tones are circled. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.4. 2-D Tonnetz representation, Fauré’s Nocturne No. 6, mm. 125–129. 
Order: E-G#7-C#-A7-B-A-F7-Db7-Bb7-Cb7-Ab7-Db

. 
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Fig. 2.5. 3-D Tonnetz representation, Fauré’s Nocturne No. 6, mm. 125–129. 

Seventh chords only. Arrows show pitch-class overlap. 
 

 While the harmony drifts centrifugally afield from the tonal center, the small- and 

large-scale transformations are centripetal to Db major in three ways (other than and in 

addition to the authentic cadence in the tonic Db major). First, the final progression 

features the same LFM and UFM transformations found earlier and throughout the 

nocturne, except the transformations to B/Cb in m. 126 (A7-B) and m. 128 (Bb7
-Cb7), 

shown via larger arrows in Fig. 2.4. The addition of and emphasis on this harmony 

completes a tonic/dominant-supporting, flattened-mediant network (Fig. 2.6). As such, 

while the harmonies themselves are distantly and centrifugally related in diatonic space—
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thus drifting away from the tonal center—they ultimately coalesce to support 

dominant/tonic resolution. Second, if shown another way on the 2-D Tonnetz, it is 

apparent that the tonic Db major shares more common tones with all other local triads 

than any other triad (Fig. 2.7). Db major thus serves as a kind of gravitational center in 

transformational space around which the other triads revolve. Third, if posited toroidally, 

the final progression would wrap around and map onto itself at the octave, which is quite 

literally centripetal. Despite chromatic and centrifugal distortion, the role of the 

transformations is confirmed in the Nocturne’s final progression—to serve as the 

centripetal force by which dominant-tonic closure is ultimately supported.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.6. Tonic/dominant-supporting, flattened-mediant networks. 
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Fig. 2.7. Common tones among salient triads in Fauré’s Nocturne No. 6. 

 

Centrifugal Force and Fauré’s Barcarolle No. 10 in A minor (1904) 

  

 As I demonstrate in my analysis of Fauré’s Barcarolle No. 10, harmonic 

transformations can also signify centrifugal force through which tonic centricity is 

ultimately destabilized. Despite surface sevenths, chromaticism, and parallel chords in 

root position, A minor is confirmed as tonic in the opening of Fauré’s Barcarolle No. 10. 

However, while one could imply B-natural as scale-degree 2 in the fundamental line (Ex. 

2.3; Fig. 2.8), this interpretation is undermined by Fauré’s use of scale-degree b2 in two 

three-note linear progressions, alluding to the Phrygian mode. The Bb thus serves as the 

initial distortion of the tonic, as well as the sign of further tonal digression. Like the 

Nocturne, the first transformational progression beginning in m. 35 of the Barcarolle 

features surface seventh chords that allude to minor-key resolutions (Ex. 2.4; Fig. 2.9). 

The sense that we have entered a kind of “transformational” space is also reflected by the 
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isomorphic metric effect—this is the first instance in the Barcarolle that truly feels like its 

bona fide meter 6/8, rather than 3/4. This shift from relatively clear tonal significations to 

tonally equivocal transformational progressions fleshed out in three-note rhythmic 

groupings signifies a meta “transformation” from centripetal to centrifugal tonality. The 

isomorphism here is between transformational triadic/seventh-chord spaces and triplet 

rhythmic groupings, since both signify centrifugal force. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Ex. 2.3. Fauré’s Barcarolle No. 10, opening (mm. 1–22). 5-line progression is circled. 
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Fig. 2.8. Voice-leading graph of Fauré’s Barcarolle No. 10, opening. 

Ex. 2.4. First transformational progression in Fauré’s Barcarolle No. 10, mm. 35–44.  
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Fig. 2.9. 2-D Tonnetz representation, Fauré’s Barcarolle No. 10, mm. 35–44. 
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 The coexistence of triads and seventh chords within a transformational 

progression once again precludes a single unifying representation. As shown earlier, the 

final progression of the Nocturne features triads and seventh chords, but a 2-D Tonnetz 

representation seems more practical than a 3-D one because of the prevalence of 

triadicism. In the first transformational progression of the Barcarolle (Fig. 2.9), however, 

triads appear subordinate to seventh chords, rendering a 2-D Tonnetz representation such 

as the one in Fig. 2.9 potentially problematic. Despite the prevalence of seventh chords, 

the presence of minor-triadic allusions in the Barcarolle’s first transformational 

progression necessitates an emended approach, especially since these triadic allusions 

occur simultaneously (labeled “sim” in Ex. 2.4, like all simultaneities) with dominant 

chords in the second half of each measure (mm. 35–44). A 2-D representation of minor-

triadic allusions and major triads within each dominant seventh chord represents 

transformational distance in a readily recognizable way. The alternative 3-D 

representation (Fig. 2.10) represents harmonies with more spatial depth but is limited 

only to seventh chords, since triads would require additional implied sevenths to fit on a 

3-D Tonnetz, whereas sevenths within dominant seventh chords may be omitted in this 

context due to their limited surface-level function, thus permitting them to fit on a 2-D 

Tonnetz. Nevertheless, the 3-D representation of dominant sevenths (Fig. 2.10) appears 

congruent to its triadic 2-D counterpart (Fig. 2.9). Most importantly in this passage, 

however, it is the triad that ultimately signifies centrifugal force here and throughout the 

remainder of the Barcarolle.  
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Fig. 2.10. 3-D Tonnetz representation, Fauré’s Barcarolle No. 10, mm. 35–44. 

Seventh chords only. Gb7 (textured fill) is hypothetical. 
 

 The harmonies in this first transformational progression of the Barcarolle—like 

those at the conclusion of the Nocturne—coalesce to form flattened mediant networks, 

but harmonies in the Barcarolle map onto themselves at the eighth right-side-up Tonnetz 

tile rather than the fourth (Fig. 2.9; Fig. 2.10). The progressions in both the Nocturne and 

Barcarolle map onto themselves at some point, but we perceive a longer (twice as long, in 

fact), more circuitous path in the Barcarolle than in the Nocturne. By this token, we can 

understand the progression in the Barcarolle as relatively more centrifugal than that of the 
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Nocturne. In addition, because of its expanded cyclic nature, we must consider where this 

progression stops. If the progression were to continue, for instance, the next harmonies in 

the sequence would have been Gb7, A7, and most importantly, D minor (Gb and d are 

shown parenthetically in Fig. 2.9). Hypothetically this would have been the first 

simultaneous occurrence of A7—functioning as dominant, not tonic—with chord tones of 

its implied D minor resolution, thus functioning contrary to its original nature. Rather 

than continuing the sequence, however, Bb7 appears in the second half of m. 44 but is 

spelled enharmonically as the Gr6 of D minor, which subsequently leads to a cadential 

gesture, albeit an evaded one, in D minor (mm. 45–47). Because of this detour away from 

the sequence, D minor is emphasized even more as a potential tonic than if it had been 

reached via the sequence’s continuation.  

 Generally, it would be difficult to employ methods of intercardinal voice leading, 

unless chordal doublings are considered,9  between consonant triads and dominant/half-

diminished seventh chords. Their respective group structures, represented by Cube Dance 

and the 4-Cube Trio, preclude the inclusion of other harmonic constructs, regardless of 

whether their cardinalities match. Notwithstanding, since the leading interest of this 

chapter is the centripetal/centrifugal dichotomy among triads and seventh chords at tonal 

stages 1 and 2, respectively, the oil-and-water transformational relationship between 

 
9 Cheung (2018) has combined Cube Dance (pan-triadic system) and the 4-Cube Trio 
(Tristan-genus system) into an “Extended 4-Cube Trio.”  
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triads and seventh chords is merely a subplot. Issues of intercardinal voice-leading 

maneuvers receive their due attention in later chapters.10 

 The climactic progression at mm. 53–59 of this Barcarolle (Ex. 2.5; Fig. 2.11; 

Fig. 2.12) has been described as “a succession of descending harmonies which are as 

logical as they are unforeseeable” (Nectoux 1991, 358).11 The octatonic collection, 

OCT2,3, appears in the melody as a descending scale, cycling through the complete 

collection 1½ -times. Because of the relative distance between harmonies within the 

progression based upon the varied amount of semitone displacements, a Tonnetz 

representation of this progression would appear too dispersed and consequently not 

cohesive. Instead, I use the hyper-hexatonic system and Cube Dance—both of which 

feature all 24 major/minor triads grouped according to their collective LP-chaining 

hexatonic pitch content—to analyze this progression (Fig. 2.11; Fig. 2.12). Since it is 

possible, according to my analysis of the Nocturne, to account for only the major triad of 

a dominant seventh chord, then a major seventh chord (set-class 4-17), one without such 

tonic-defining tendencies, can be simplified in a similar way. Drawing from Gollin 

(2011), rather than analyzing the major-seventh chords as such, I posit each chord as a 

simultaneous sounding of two distinct consonant triads.12 We can thus interpret each 

 
10 See Chapters 4 and 5 of the present study. 
 
11 Perhaps Cohn (2012) might agree that this progression is both “audacious” and 
“euphonious.” 
 
12 See Gollin 2011, in which he defines the simultaneous sounding of F major and A 
minor in Chopin’s second Ballade as a “Leittonwechselklang-dissonance.” 
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major-seventh chord in mm. 53-59 of Fauré’s Barcarolle as an L-related simultaneity (L-

sim), synonymous with “Leittonwechselklang-dissonance” (“leading-tone” dissonance).13  

  

Ex. 2.5. Climactic progression, Fauré’s Barcarolle No. 10, mm. 53–58. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
13 Gollin (2011) draws directly from Riemann in his discussion of Doppelklänge, a term I 
replace with “simultaneity.” 
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Fig. 2.11. Fauré’s Barcarolle No. 10, mm. 53–58, shown on hyper-hexatonic system. 
Order: red, blue, yellow, green, red, blue. 
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Fig. 2.12. Fauré’s Barcarolle No. 10, mm. 53–58, posited on Cube Dance. 
Order: red, blue, yellow, green, red, blue. 

 

 The Cube Dance model in Fig. 2.12, unlike the hyper-hexatonic system in Fig. 

2.11, includes “slide” transformations (S) between the lower triad of one major seventh 

chord and the upper triad of the another (G major and g# minor, for instance). There are 

four distinct triadic transformations in this climactic progression (Fig. 2.13) that comprise 

varying levels of parsimony and extravagance, signified by the amount of semitone 

displacements (Fig. 2.14):14 1) L-sim, 2) slide, or “S”, 3) mediant (M, or elided RP, 

 
14 “Extravagance” is used to connote the antithesis of parsimony. See Cook 2005. 
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formed by the lower triads of each L-sim), and 4) what I call the hyper-hexatonic polar 

relation (labeled “hH” in Fig. 2.13 & Fig. 2.14), or two triads whose roots span the 

maximum unordered interval of a tritone, formed by each half-measure in the right hand. 

The spectrum of parsimony and extravagance in Fig. 2.14 is merely relational and is not 

intended to gauge distance precisely. 

 

 
Fig. 2.13. Four transformations in Fauré’s Barcarolle, mm. 53–58. 
Key: L=leading tone; M=mediant; S=slide; hH=hyper-hexatonic. 

 

 
Fig. 2.14. Parsimonious and extravagant transformations. (Refer to the Key in Fig. 2.2). 
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 Before delving into the hyper-hexatonic polar relation, I contrast the hyper-

hexatonic model with a hyper-octatonic one. The pan-triadic universe is arranged into 

four hexatonic collections à la Cube dance to highlight L and P as the primary triadic 

transformations (Cohn 2012, 66). An alternative representation on the hyper octatonic 

system (Fig. 2.15), however, reveals an underlying octatonic isomorphism between the 

OCT2,3 melodic line and octatonic-triadic harmonies of both OCT2,3 and OCT1,2 (see also 

Ex. 2.5). As shown in Fig. 2.15, the progression traverses every triad of OCT2,3 and all 

major triads of OCT1,2, lending greater support to OCT2,3 in the right hand. The roots of 

each right-hand minor triad (D minor, F minor, G# minor, and B minor) form the 

diminished seventh chord DIM2 (D-F-Ab-B) shared between OCT2,3 and OCT1,2. To 

clarify this relationship, I present a Cube-Dance inspired model in Fig. 2.16 that divides 

all 24 major and minor triads into PR-chaining octatonic systems, each connected by a 

common diminished seventh chord. In the spirit of Cube “Dance,” I call this model the 

“Hexagonal Hustle,” formed by stretching two pairs of vertices on opposite ends of 

hexagonal prisms. As I explore in later chapters of the present study and as noted by 

Cohn (2012), it is the “Tristan-genus” system comprising members of set-class 4-27, not 

my Hexagonal Hustle of PR-chaining triads, that functions as the tetrachordal analog to 

Cube Dance. For now, Fauré’s Barcarolle No. 10, mm. 53–58 is modeled on my 

Hexagonal Hustle in Fig. 2.17.   
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Fig. 2.15. Fauré’s Barcarolle No. 10, mm. 53–58, posited on two octatonic systems. 
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Fig. 2.16. “Hexagonal Hustle,” inspired by Cube Dance (Douthett and Steinbach 1998). 
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Fig. 2.17. Fauré’s Barcarolle No. 10, mm. 53–58, posited on Hexagonal Hustle. 
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 While the Hexagonal Hustle model reveals octatonic-triadic relationships such as 

two tritone-related harmonies of opposite modes, the L-sim is misrepresented as a more 

distant relation despite its bona fide parsimony. At this juncture, I return to the notion of a 

hyper-hexatonic polar relation, one comprising five semitone displacements, signifying 

the furthest transformational distance between any two harmonies that have appeared 

thus far in both the Nocturne and Barcarolle. Moreover, the closing of the Barcarolle (Ex. 

2.6) features two other hyper-hexatonic polar transformations not unlike those of the 

climax in mm. 53–58, this time involving six semitone displacements rather than five, 

from both the Barcarolle’s dominant and tonic harmonies: 1) Bb7 and E major, and 2) D#7 

and A major. I define the hyper-hexatonic polar relation in light of Cohn’s hexatonic 

poles (H). Just as Cohn’s hexatonic polar relation can be defined as two diametric chords 

of opposite modes within a single hexatonic system, the hyper-hexatonic polar relation 

can be defined as two chords on opposite hexatonic systems within the hyper-hexatonic 

system, whose roots span a tritone. Since the pitches of a single hexatonic system span 

the interval of a minor sixth (interval 8, interval class 4), the hexatonic pole splits that 

span precisely down the middle, yielding the interval of a major third (interval-class 4). 

Similarly, the hyper-hexatonic polar relation splits the interval span of its pitch content 

evenly. The combination of two opposing hexatonic systems—to use Cohn’s nicknames, 

“eastern” with “western” and “northern” with “southern”15—completes the aggregate, 

forming two dodecaphonic systems each comprising 12 different triads, shown in Fig. 

 
15 See Cohn 1996. 
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2.18. The roots of two diametric, hyper-hexatonic-polar-related chords span a tritone 

(interval-class 6)—notice that this transformation preserves mode (for example, B major 

to F major), while Cohn’s hexatonic poles reverse mode. Accordingly, just as Cohn’s 

hexatonic poles are diametric within a single hexatonic system, so also are the hyper-

hexatonic poles diametric within a dodecaphonic system (formed by combining opposite 

hexatonic systems). Despite its single displacement from the diameter, we may also 

consider the relationship between two tritone-related chords of opposite modes (for 

example, B major to F minor) as “hyper-hexatonic,” since the roots of the triads also span 

the maximum unordered interval class 6. Let us then consider two categories of the 

hyper-hexatonic polar relation (Fig. 2.19): 1) nearly hyper-hexatonic (mode-reversing), or 

hH; and 2) fully hyper-hexatonic (mode-preserving), or HH. 

 Drawing from precedents set earlier in this chapter, the sevenths in Ex. 2.6 can be 

omitted analytically to emphasize the underlying triadic movement, particularly since 

triads and seventh chords interact directly in mm. 72–73 (A major and D#9
7). For the sake 

of thoroughness, the seventh-chord transformation “C6(5)” is included in Ex. 2.6 between 

Bb7 and E7, meaning ic 5 in Bb7 moves in contrary motion by semitone to notes of E7 

while ic 6 is preserved. This edge-flip around ic 6 is shown on a 3-D Tonnetz fragment in 

Fig. 20. 
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Ex. 2.6. Fauré’s Barcarolle No. 10, mm. 68–88. 
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Fig. 2.18. Two hyper-hexatonic poles (hH and HH), shown on dodecaphonic systems. 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 2.19. Voice leading between hyper-hexatonic poles. (Refer to the Key in Fig. 2.2). 
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  If we consider the transformational progressions of the Barcarolle as they appear 

in chronological order (Fig. 2.21), the transformations seem to radiate outward based 

upon increasing semitone displacements—UFMs/LFMs (upper- and lower-flat mediants) 

require two–three semitone displacements (mm. 35–44); hH (nearly hyper-hexatonic, 

mode-reversing) require five semitones (mm. 53–60); and HH (fully-hyper hexatonic, 

mode-preserving), require the maximum six semitone displacements (mm. 69, 72–74). 

From this standpoint, since we may perceive these transformations as radiating outward 

based upon their increasing semitone displacements rather than upon a fixed tonal 

reference point, we may understand the tonality of the Barcarolle as intrinsically 

centrifugal. The advantage, then, in labeling tritone-related harmonies specifically as 

“hyper-hexatonic” rather than other alternatives—octatonic poles within an octatonic-

triadic system, tritone-substitution, or simply T6—is that the term “hyper-hexatonic” 

reflects its precise function within the immediate musical context as an elided 

combination of and expansion on more parsimonious triadic operations within the pan-

triadic universe, and subsequently, as an agent of centrifugal force.  

  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.20. 3-D Tonnetz fragment of C6(5) transformation between Bb7 and E7. 
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Fig. 2.21. Spectrum of transformations and their centrifugal semitone displacements. 

  

 Unlike the centripetal transformations in the Nocturne whose role was ultimately 

to support the tonic, the role of the centrifugal transformations in the Barcarolle is one of 

destabilization—this is no clearer than at the end of the Barcarolle (Ex. 2.6). The arrival 

of A major in m. 74 is imbued with dominant function rather than tonic because of the 

preceding HH transformation from D#7, which, in addition to being HH-related to A, is 

also the tritone substitution of A7. The purpose of the initial Bb in the three-note linear 

progressions of the first section becomes clear—not only has the Bb alluded to A 

Phrygian and D minor, but in-so-doing, with the aid of the centrifugal force signified by 

the transformational expansion from LFM/UFM, to nearly-hyper-hexatonic, to fully-

hyper-hexatonic, the initial Bb in the structural voice leading at the opening has 

succeeded in undermining A’s function as tonic. From this standpoint, transformational 
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space in the Barcarolle acts as the centrifugal force that dislodges the tonality of the 

Barcarolle from its A-minor, tonic-centered orbit. After an evaded cadence in A minor 

(mm. 79–80) and a Plagal (or in the key of D, half cadence) gesture from D minor to A 

major (mm.81–82), the Barcarolle closes with oscillating parallel transformations 

between A major and A minor, settling ambivalently on A minor (mm. 82–88). 

Anthropomorphically, the key of A is left reeling through transformational space in a 

harmonic functional identity crisis. 

 The purpose of the analyses in this chapter has been to emphasize the prevalence 

of transformations among triads and seventh chords in French scalar tonality as 

exemplified in two piano works by Fauré. Special attention is drawn to the pan-triadic 

universe, facilitating the demonstration of centripetal/centrifugal relativity as it pertains 

to tonal- and harmonic-transformational processes. The thrust of the ensuing chapters 

follows the lead of these two principles—those of transformation and the 

centripetal/centrifugal dichotomy—in bridging the gap beyond tertian harmony to larger 

subsets and referential collections. To that end, two additional features of Fauré’s tenth 

Barcarolle function as a segue to Chapter 3. First, the harmony in m. 79 at the 

Barcarolle’s conclusion is labeled in Ex. 2.6 as an underlying V7 of the ostensible tonic A 

minor, but on the surface the chord can be heard as a V7
#5, with B# spelled 

enharmonically as C. Analyzed another way, the chord could also be construed as a 

whole-tone tetrachord in prime form (0248), a member of set class 4-24. The implicit 

whole-toneness of this conclusion is also reflected by the hyper-hexatonic polar relation 
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via the dodecaphonic systems in Fig. 2.18. Notice the roots of each triad in a single 

system combine to form a complete whole-tone collection (i.e. C-D-E-F#-Ab-Bb in 

DODECA1,2). Consequently, the two distinct dodecaphonic systems of triads, formed by 

alternating P and SPS (elided slide-parallel-slide) transformations,16 coincide with the 

two distinct whole-tone collections WT0 and WT1. Latent whole-tone features in these 

dodecaphonic systems, which are otherwise comprised chromatically of all 24 pitch 

classes, may seem antithetical but correlate inexorably to notions of 

centripetal/centrifugal force, parsimony and extravagance (non-parsimony), and 

inevitably, distance perception. Indeed, early twentieth-century French music epitomized 

by the oeuvre of Fauré, Debussy, and Boulanger exhibits a “half-steplessness” different 

from other nationalistic compositional styles,17 yet the connection to semitone voice 

leading and parsimonious transformations, as I begin to demonstrate in Chapter 3, is 

unequivocal.  

 

 

 

 
16 This could otherwise be heard as “planing” triads, a common technique in early 
twentieth-century French music (Debussy, especially). 
 
17 “Half-steplessness,” Taruskin’s term (2005), is adapted by Christensen (2019).  
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CHAPTER 3 

CONNECTING TRIADIC SPACES AND COLLECTIONS 

 

 In this chapter, I define connections from triadic-hexatonic (pan-triadic) and 

seventh-chord-octatonic (Tristan-genus) systems to other referential collections, 

especially pentatonic and whole-tone, via what I call context-projective and system-

pivotal subsets. In the former, two R-related triads (C major and A minor, for instance) 

occurring simultaneously (R-sim) can also be posited as a member of set class (0358) that 

projects the pentatonic collection, depending primarily upon the context in which the 

subset occurs. Regarding the latter, I define system-pivotal subsets as “coupled” pairs of 

augmented triads or French sixths that function not only as “switching stations” between 

consonant triads and “bridges” between seventh chords, but also as bridges from triadic-

hexatonic and seventh-chord-octatonic spaces, illustrated by “Cube Dance” and the “4-

Cube Trio,” to the whole-tone collection. By extension, system-pivotal subsets also pivot 

between “common-practice tonality” and other distant sectors of “tonality space” where 

various referential collections interact and are afforded primacy1—like wormholes to 

another tonal dimension.2 I demonstrate the application and integration of these subset 

types in various analytical contexts, focusing on excerpts from Fauré’s Nocturne in B 

 

1 “Cube Dance” and the “4-Cube Trio” are expounded by Douthett and Steinbach (1998), 
explored by Cohn (2012), and connected by Cheung (2018). “Switching station” is 
Cohn’s term (2012), “tonality space” is Tymoczko’s term (2011, 189). 

2 The term “wormhole” is not simply a metaphor but is borrowed from Yust (2016) to 
describe what is essentially a voice-leading shortcut between DIA0 and DIA6b,6#. This is a 
discussion point in Chapter 4 of the present study.  
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minor, Op. 119, Debussy’s “Des pas sur la neige,” and Lili Boulanger’s Prelude in Db 

major. 

 

Triadic-Octatonic Space and Pentatonic Collections 

 

 In the previous chapter, two L-related triads in a hexatonic system may occur 

within the same iteration as an L-simultaneity (L-sim).3 Although L-simultaneities may 

be heard otherwise as a single major seventh chord, my alternative interpretation as two 

distinct triads not only circumvents the issue of dealing with diatonic seventh chords 

conjunctively with consonant triads,4 but it also reflects the transformational nature of the 

triads in general, regardless of whether they occur simultaneously or separately. Beyond 

issues of cardinality, major seventh chords are not included in the 4-Cube trio shown in 

Fig. 3.2, nor do they connect overtly to any other collection beyond the diatonic or 

 

3 Gollin (2011) summarizes and expands Riemann’s notions of Doppelklänge, renamed 
here as “simultaneities.” According to Gollin’s translation of Riemann (1880), “only 
exceptionally would the following be notated as Doppelklänge (perhaps where they 
would be used to modulate to the relative key)” (Gollin 2011, 396–397), under which 
Terzwechsel (R-related) and Leittonwechsel (L-related) simultaneities appear. Gollin 
demonstrates the practical application of such dissonances in analyses of Chopin and 
Ravel, among others.  

4 On connections among triads and seventh chords, see Cheung (2018), who accounts for 
doublings in triads to incorporate them in seventh-chord transformations in an “Extended 
4-Cube Trio. Tymoczko (2011, 97) suggests that triads and seventh chords, on the other 
hand, may as well exist on different planets (this is also noted by Cheung).The issue of 
intercardinal voice leading among collections of cardinalities 4–8 is taken head on in 
Chapter 4 of this dissertation via the “Collection Lattice.” 
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hexatonic.5 Similarly, two R-related triads within a triadic-octatonic system may occur as 

a single R-related simultaneity (R-sim), otherwise heard as a minor seventh chord, which 

not only fits within the 4-Cube trio (Fig. 3.5, shown as triangular nodes) but also has 

significant implications vis-à-vis French music in the early twentieth century through its 

connection to pentatonicism. Examples of this phenomenon are too numerous to include 

here, so I mention only three brief instances for the purpose of illustration. 

 

Boulanger’s “D’un jardin clair” (1914) 

 The closing measures of Boulanger’s “D’un jardin clair” from Trois Morceaux 

Pour Piano (1914) features a particularly effective instance of this R-related/pentatonic 

ambiguity (Ex. 3.1). The R-sim B major/G# minor triads (mm. 51–end) concludes the 

piece, constituting a simultaneous realization of what Robert Bailey would call a 

“double-tonic complex,” in which relative keys may be afforded equal structural weight 

in a composition (Bailey 1985), but such a work would typically feature tonal closure in 

each relative key individually as separate (but equal) tonal areas rather than 

simultaneously as a dissonant local harmony. 6 From this standpoint, an R-sim occurring 

at the conclusion of a work functions not unlike a condensed double-tonic complex, with 

 

5 On other features of the 4-Cube Trio, especially its “cubic” features, see Peck and 
Douthett 2011. 

6 The double-tonic complex is potentially a can of worms and often expounded by 
Schenkerian analyses, although I use it merely as a foil to my own argument in the 
present study. For examples of the double-tonic complex, see Bailey 1985; BaileyShea 
2007; Pomerory 2004. Schachter (1999) provides a Schenkerian approach in Chopin’s 
Fantasy, Op. 49, which features F minor and Ab major. Bailey (1985) uses the example of 
C major/a minor tonal areas in Tristan und Isolde. 
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emphasis on B major over G# minor via the partition of the chord with B in the bass, 

albeit without traditional tonal closure. The dissolution of common-practice tonality is 

reflected further by the R-sim’s alternative function as a subset of the pentatonic 

collection, one that I define as a “context-projective subset.” We may recognize pitch 

classes B-D#-F#-G# in Boulanger’s “D’un jardin clair” as four out of five notes (4/5) of 

PENTE (“E” as in pitch-class “11” mod-12). The complete PENTE is fully realized with 

emphasis on the missing tone C#, accented as the local high point on the downbeat of m. 

53 and as a relatively long duration on the second beat of m. 57.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ex. 3.1. Boulanger’s “D’un jardin clair” (Trois Morceaux, 1914), closing (mm. 51-62). 
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Debussy’s “Étude pour les sonorités opposées” (1915) 

 In the second example, the closing measures of Debussy’s “Étude pour les 

sonorités opposées” [“etude for opposing sonorities”] features a similar R-sim, C# 

minor/E major, this time with emphasis on the minor triad of the pair via C# in the bass 

(Ex. 3.2). Pentatonic collections are also featured throughout the etude, especially the 

motivic gesture and its diminution in mm. 68 and 70, respectively, shown in Ex. 3.2, 

which occurs originally in m. 36 at L’istesso tempo (not shown). As in much of 

Debussy’s oeuvre, this etude features other collections (chromatic and whole-tone) in 

conjunction with triadic harmonies, making it possible to hear the final chord as 

functioning either as separate triads that combine to form an R-sim or as a four-note 

subset that projects the pentatonic collection (4/5 PENT4).  

 The connection between pentatonicism and the tonal tradition has already been 

thoroughly expounded by Jeremy Day-O’Connell (2009) through his Schenkerian 

analysis of “La fille aux cheveux de lin” [“the girl with the flaxen hair”]. According to 

Day-O’Connell and in opposition to Kopp (1997), “what is interesting about La fille is 

not the degree to which the pentatonicism in the piece is (or is not) systematized 

(apparently Kopp’s concern), but rather the ways in which a pentatonic sensibility 

intersects with musical closure within that ‘diatonic framework’ and subsequently 

resonates throughout the musical structure” (Day-O’Connell 2009, 255–256). Kopp 

(1997), according to Day-O’Connell, “has detailed the almost minimalistic shifts of 

pitch-content throughout the piece, gradual additions to and deletions from a pervasive B-

pentatonic scale” and is more concerned with how Debussy “exploits the pentatonic 
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scale’s set-theoretic attributes in idiosyncratic ways that counteract an otherwise 

ostensibly tonal surface” (Ibid., 226). Although Day-O’Connell focuses primarily on 

tonal aspects of “La fille,” he alludes to a more diplomatic approach that recognizes 

Debussy as both “sunset and sunrise” from the standpoint of tonality, harkening back to 

convention while also looking ahead toward innovation (Ibid., 226).7 He demonstrates 

this sense of tonal closure in a pentatonic context through what he calls a “plagal leading 

tone,” but I argue that tonality is implied nevertheless without this voice-leading device 

through the R-simultaneity that concludes “La fille” and “les sonorités opposées.” 

 These arguments may also shed light on this etude’s title, “les sonorités 

opposées”—precisely what are these “sonorities” and how do they “oppose” one another? 

Axiomatically, all distinct collections of notes in this etude (chromatic, whole-tone, 

pentatonic, triadic) could be viewed as opposing one another, even the simultaneity of 

two consonant triads as opposing major/minor forces. Indeed, Riemann characterized 

Doppelklänge as “dissonances.”8 However, “sonorities” may indicate broader disparate 

sectors of “tonality space” implicit in this etude (and in many of the works analyzed in 

the present study), 9 in which the R-sim functions not only as overlapping triads in one 

tonal sector but also as a context-projective subset [4,8,E,1] that projects the pentatonic 

collection PENT4 in a tonal sector further removed. 

 

7 “Sunset and sunrise” alludes to Debussy’s own assessment of Wagner as “a beautiful 
sunset that was mistaken for a sunrise.” See Debussy, 1987.  

8 Doppelklänge are expounded by Gollin (2011). 

9 “Tonality Space” is Tymoczko’s term that encompasses a wide array of compositional 
styles.  
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Ex. 3.2. Debussy’s “Étude pour les sonorités opposées” (1915), closing (mm. 65-75). 

 

Boulanger’s “Hymne au Soleil” (1912) 

 The third example, Boulanger’s “Hymn to the Sun,”10 corroborates the immanent 

connection between the R-sim—and triadic transformations in general—to larger 

pentatonic and diatonic collections. The musical surface features “planing” triads and 

melodic lines outlining alternative modal orderings of diatonic collections, beginning 

with E Dorian. Triads that bookend each line of text in the first stanza (mm. 5–23), as 

well as implied triadic harmonies throughout the contralto’s solo (mm. 41–58) relate to 

one another through familiar transformations expounded in the previous chapter. As 

shown in Fig. 3.1, higher level triadic transformations, beyond adjacent planing triads, 

 

10 Boulanger composed her “Hymne au Soleil” after her first unsuccessful attempt to win 
the Prix de Rome and set four stanzas of Casimir Delavigne’s text. See Rosenstiel 1978, 
150–153. 
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feature relatively parsimonious voice leading, along with some extravagant 

transformations.  

Fig. 3.1. Boulanger’s “Hymne au Soleil,” mm. 5–23, harmonic reduction. 

  

 The accompaniment through the contralto’s solo (mm. 41–58) features triplet 

eighth-note figurations that outline instances of interval-class 5 (perfect 4ths and 5ths) 

with R-sims in the middle register (see annotated score, Appendix B p. 248). As shown 

via the transformational network in Fig. 3.2, each of the four total R-sims (or 4/5 PENT 

collections) in this section (mm. 42, 50, 53, and 55) features the missing note in each 

respective correlating pentatonic collection (PENTE, PENT8, PENT1, PENT0), completed 

either in the triplet accompaniment or vocal lines. Included within these PENT 

collections are three 6/7 (six out of seven notes) diatonic collections and one acoustic 

collection (DIA5#, DIA4b, Acou7, DIA1#). There is something “extravagant”—and by 

extension, centrifugal—about the variety of chord cardinalities implied within a single 

section, as I explore in Chapters 4 and 5. The transformational relationships among triads 

within the R-sims reflect this sense of centrifugalism, since they include transformations 

of varying semitone displacements. This section of “Hymne au Soleil,” like the climactic 
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progression in Fauré’s Barcarolle No. 10 (see Chapter 2), includes transformations from 

the most parsimonious and centripetal (P and L), to those moderately extravagant and 

centrifugal, requiring three semitone displacements (M, or elided RP; S, or slide; SP and 

PS; RP and PR; H, or hexatonic pole) to those most centrifugal, requiring five or six 

semitone displacements (Hh, or hyper-hexatonic; SPS, or elided slide-parallel-slide; RPS, 

or elided relative-parallel-slide). The latter category of transformations can be charted 

within a single dodecaphonic-triadic system, expounded in the previous chapter and 

shown in Fig. 2.18. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 3.2. Transformational network, Boulanger’s “Hymn au Soleil,” mm. 41–57. 

See the annotated score in Appendix B. 
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 The relationship for which Fig. 3.2 does not account is that between acoustic and 

diatonic collections, a topic of great interest in Chapter 4. It should suffice for now to 

posit the acoustic collection as a nearly even collection generated by, as with many nearly 

even set classes, a single semitone displacement of its maximally even counterpart, in this 

case the diatonic collection.11 Nevertheless, as demonstrated above, the R-sim features 

one possible gateway into spaces of larger referential collections through the inclusion 

relation, but also by serving as what I call a “context-projective subset.” 

 

Context-Projective Subsets 

 

 I define context-projective subsets as those that project a referential collection 

through the inclusion of most but not all its constituent pitch classes. This type of subset 

is drawn and adapted from Wile (1995), who analyzes a given collection by indicating 

the number of pitch classes in context against that collection’s cardinality, demonstrated 

in the previous section’s analyses. The R-sim examples above could also be analyzed 

using the notation “4/5,” indicating that four of the five pitch classes in the pentatonic 

collection are present and thus project that collection contextually above any other, but 

set [4,8,E,1], a member of set class (0358), is a subset not only of the pentatonic 

collection, but also of diatonic, acoustic, octatonic, and harmonic minor.12 The most 

 

11 Relationships among nearly even set classes and their maximally even counterparts 
have been well documented. See Straus 2016, 169–171. 

12 Subsets and the scales to which they belong are listed by Grant (2014). 
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important element, then, in discerning a projected collection, is context. This is a primary 

concern of Wile’s 1995 dissertation, which focuses on a purely context-based method of 

analysis for what he classifies as “neo-centric music,” but Wile does not use the term 

“projective subset.” Rather, Wile uses the term “partition” to indicate ways that various 

referential collections are realized contextually, and the more “well-distributed” the 

partition, the higher its potential to signify a single collection over any other. Collections 

realized through “poorly-distributed” partitions do not project a single collection as 

effectively. The sheer quantity of contextual partitions also plays a role in signifying 

referential collections. According to Wile, “the greater the variety of the paths of access 

through which a collection is generated, the less doubt that can remain as to the 

composer’s interest in the collection itself as a source of reference” (Wile 1995, 28). In 

other words, a collection gains referential status when it is asserted in what Wile calls a 

“context-assertive hierarchy,” but in lieu of a variety of well-distributed partitions of a 

single collection, only smaller subsets and “transformation routines” can be considered 

“units of analytical significance” rather than collections themselves (Ibid., 28).  

 The implicit issue here is one of centricity—in much of the music Wile analyzes, 

it is presumed that only a single pitch-construct, be it a collection, subset, or single pitch, 

can function as a gravitational center in a hierarchy defined contextually, not 

systemically.13 In this analytical paradigm, however, non-centric collections and subsets 

are subordinated and/or subsumed by the centric entity and recede inevitably into the 

periphery—the gravitational center is more of a blackhole than a star. Perhaps it is this 

 

13 Wile (1995) contrasts “context-assertive hierarchies” with “systemic ones.” 
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same point of view that has forced many to forsake tonal/triadic allusion in their analyses 

in favor of overt post-tonal elements.14  

 For instance, Wile (1995, 29) indicates six distinct partitions of PENT1 in an 

excerpt from Debussy’s La Mer (labeled 2/5, 3/5, 4/5, and 5/5), which I adapt and emend 

for my own context-projective subsets, indicating only 2/5, 4/5, 5/5 (Ex. 3.3). Wile 

indicates the interval Ab to Db (ascending 4ths in the viola line, shown in Ex. 3.3, 

mirrored as descending fifths in the 1st harp part shown in Wile’s Ex. 1.8) as a 2/5 subset 

of the Db pentatonic scale (PENT1) “in terms of its participation in an overall pentatonic 

orientation” (Ibid., 29–30). According to Wile, “due to the coherence of the collection, 

even a single note, such as Db…may be justifiably referred to as ‘1/5 pentatonic’” (Ibid., 

29–30). This interpretation is warranted, given Wile’s stated predisposition toward 

context and “neo-centricity,” but juxtaposed with Ex. 3.1 and Ex. 3.2, 

ascending/descending perfect 4ths/5ths could be considered “tonal analogues” from 

Richard Parks’s perspective (1985) and allude to an underlying triadic tonality, as shown 

in mm. 41–42 of Ex. 3.3, via a Db major/Bb minor R-sim. This interpretation is supported 

by the P transformation from Bb minor in the R-sim to an overt Bb major triadic harmony 

on the downbeat of m. 43 (shown in Ex. 3.3). 

 

 

14 Contrasting analytical approaches to Debussy’s music are summarized in Chapter 4 of 
this dissertation. The focus on post-tonal elements in Debussy’s music is implicit in 
Whittall 1975; Parks 1980; more recently, post-tonal elements are expounded via 
mathematical procedures in Žabka 2014; Yust 2016 and 2017. 
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Ex. 3.3. Analysis of Debussy’s La Mer (strings only), mm. 41–43. 

Based on Wile 1995, 29. 
  

 My goal through this interpretation is not to preclude a context-based, collection-

oriented analysis—such is an integral part of my own “Collection Space” expounded in 

Chapter 4—but to advocate for the double-syntax potential of the R-sim from a tonal 

standpoint, otherwise known as a 4/5 projective subset of the pentatonic collection. In a 

sense, this type of subset may also be heard as a pivot between triadic and scalar 

tonalities, but its definition depends more upon its function in a particular context rather 

than an overall system. Subsets can project a variety of collections, not just pentatonic, as 
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demonstrated by Wile, who focuses primarily on collections that “resist systemic 

interpretation” (Wile 1995, 9) by virtue of their repetitive intervallic pattern (contributing 

to inversional symmetry) and maximal evenness. A 5/6 whole-tone subset, for instance, 

may project the whole-tone collection above any other in context, but any potential 

connection to common-practice tonality is obviated by the lack of systemic tonal 

integration, since whole-tone is the only referential collection that does not include the 

consonant triad (set class 3-11) as one of its subsets.15 This is especially problematic 

when whole-tone collections and dissonant subsets of other collections coexist alongside 

triadic harmonies, which are invariably subordinated to collections and their contextual 

interactions. In both Wile’s (1995) and Rings’s (2008) analyses of Debussy’s Prelude No. 

6, Book 1 (“Des pas sur la neige”), diatonic, octatonic, whole-tone, and acoustic 

collections are indicated according to their contextual allusions, and both Wile and Rings 

explain the interaction among these collections in their own unique ways, but in both 

cases the connection between collections and what I perceive to be overt triadicism 

prevalent throughout the prelude is ostensibly unaddressed. By comparison, as I 

demonstrate in my own analyses of “Des pas sur la neige,” Fauré’s Nocturne in B minor 

Op. 119, and Boulanger’s Prelude in Db major in the final section of this chapter, 

connections abound between tertian harmonic systems and collections. Work must be 

done, therefore, to supplement context-based approaches with systemic considerations, 

with the purpose of demonstrating not only participation within but also fluid oscillation 

 

15 This is apparent in Grant’s list of scalar set-class subsets (2014). 
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between disparate tonal worlds. To that end, I contrast context-projective subsets with 

another subset type—what I call “system-pivotal subsets.” 

 

System-Pivotal Subsets 

 

Hexatonic/Whole-tone Connections via Augmented Triad Couplings 

 As demonstrated in my preliminary analyses of the previous section, Cohn’s 

evolutionary stages of tonality (summarized in Chapter 1) maintain some sense of overlap 

compositionally, especially between the first and second stages, characterized by 

parsimonious voice leading among triads in hexatonic systems or among seventh chords 

in octatonic systems, and the third stage, in which the hexatonic/octatonic by-products 

become objects of saliency in the “scalar tonality” of early twentieth-century French 

music.16 This overlap reflects a systemic connection between triadic spaces and 

collections, as I demonstrate, from both triadic-hexatonic and seventh-chord-octatonic 

systems to whole-tone collections. To formulate this systemic connection, I extrapolate 

the manner in which individual hexatonic and octatonic systems are constructed and the 

relationship between and interaction among single systems within their respective hyper-

systems, particularly the “coupling” potential and generative function of the augmented 

triad and French-sixth chord.17 First, according to Douthett and Steinbach regarding 

 

16 See Cohn 2012, 207–208, expounded further in Chapter 4 of the present study. 

17 “Coupling” is essentially a form of “transpositional combination,” but the two are not 
equated here because the former is more system-based. On transpositional combination in 
analytical contexts, see Cohn’s seminal article (1988); McFarland 2005.  
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hexatonic systems, “augmented triads serve as the couplings between hexatonic cycles 

and function nicely as a way of modulating between hexatonic sets,” and a single 

augmented triad is shared as a common trichord between two adjacent hexatonic cycles 

(Douthett and Steinbach 1998, 254). Two augmented triads separated by a semitone are 

“coupled” to form a single hexatonic cycle (comprised of consonant triads related by P  

and L transformations), of which there are four distinct cycles that combine to form the 

complete hyper-hexatonic system (Fig. 2.11, used to analyze Fauré’s Barcarolle No. 10). 

Cube Dance (i.e. Fig. 2.12) is essentially a geometric version of the hyper-hexatonic 

system and is used to reveal intersystem connections. As demonstrated by Cohn (2012, 

85), each of the four distinct augmented triads generate “Weitzmann regions,”18 each 

comprised of six total triads, three minor triads from one hexatonic system and three 

major ones from an adjacent system (Cohn 2012, 59-71). These six consonant triads are 

all generated by a single semitone displacement of an augmented triad, constituting a 

single Weitzmann region.  

 In both a single hexatonic system and single Weitzmann region, semitone voice 

leading is essential. In the former, an augmented triad can be “coupled” with its 

“extravagant” transformation via three semitones to another augmented triad whose root 

lies a semitone higher or lower. In the latter, “parsimonious” voice-leading is applied to a 

single augmented triad, preserving two common tones while perturbing the third by 

semitone. Accordingly, Cohn suggests that augmented triads function as “switching 

stations” between consonant triads that exist either in the same hexatonic system or 

 

18 Named after Carl Friedrich Weitzmann, 2004. 
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Weitzmann region. In neither case, however, is the hexatonic realm transcended, triadic 

or otherwise—switching stations may interpolate triadic progressions or provide 

gateways between different sectors of triadic-hexatonic space, but triadic tonality remains 

salient.  

 To bridge the chasm between triadic and Collection Spaces, an augmented triad 

must be coupled with its whole-tone transposition—in other words, its transformation by 

six total semitones—forming the whole-tone scale. If we expand Cook’s definition of 

“extravagance” as demonstrated in Chapter 2 to include transformations of six semitones, 

this type of coupling is as extravagant as the hyper-hexatonic polar relation, rendering the 

coupling of two semitone-adjacent augmented triads relatively less extravagant. Indeed, 

parsimony and extravagance correlates to our perception of the centripetal/centrifugal 

force at play in any given transformation/coupling. This particular coupling of two 

whole-tone adjacent augmented triads, however, yields a uniquely centrifugal result—we 

have bridged the chasm between tertian harmony and another dimension, as illustrated in 

Fig. 3.3 and 3.4, to the whole-tone collection. From this standpoint, the augmented triad 

serves not only as a “switching station” between consonant triads, but also as what I call 

a “system-pivotal subset” between (and shared by) hexatonic and whole-tone collections. 

Couplings of augmented triads and their resultant collections are shown in Table 3.1. The 

frame of Cube Dance (Douthett and Steinbach 1998; Cohn 2012) is shown in Fig. 3.3 and 

is tilted and rotated three-dimensionally in Fig. 3.4 to not only show Aug/WT couplings 

but also to convey this tonal/dimensional shift. 
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Table 3.1. Augmented triad couplings and their resultant collections. 

 

Fig. 3.3. Cube Dance (original adaptation). 
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Fig. 3.4. Tilted/rotated Cube Dance frame showing Aug/WT couplings. 

Octatonic/Whole-tone Connections via French Sixth Couplings 

 Douthett and Steinbach also illustrate how two semitone-adjacent fully 

diminished seventh chords can be coupled to form three distinct octatonic systems 

(Douthett and Steinbach 1998, 255), rendered as the 4-Cube trio in Fig. 3.5. Similar to 

augmented triads and Weitzmann regions, a single fully diminished seventh chord and 

the eight distinct members of set class 4-27 (four dominant sevenths, four half-

diminished) generated via a single semitone displacement of that diminished seventh 

chord constitute a single “Boretz region” (Cohn 2012, 152-153).19 Unlike augmented 

 

19 Named after Benjamin Boretz 1972. It is from this point of view that Cohn (2012, 152) 
analogizes Cube Dance and the 4-Cube Trio—this is a topic of great interest in Chapter 4 
of the present study. 
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triad couplings, however, a diminished seventh chord can only be coupled with its 

ascending/descending semitone transposition, since there are only three distinct members 

of set class 4-28, which can only combine to form three distinct members of its 

complement, the octatonic collection. The pivotal four-note subset coupled to form a 

complete whole-tone collection, rather, is none other than the French sixth chord. As 

Cohn states, and as shown in Douthett’s 4-cube trio, “diminished seventh, minor seventh, 

and French sixth chords…have virtual status in the same sense that the augmented triads 

have virtual status in sequences of consonant triads” (Cohn 2012, 159), but neither the 

diminished seventh nor minor seventh chord can function as couplings to form octatonic 

collections and as pivotal subsets that bridge the gap between octatonic and whole-tone. 

The stars in the 4-Cube Trio (Fig. 3.5; Fig. 3.6) represent French sixth chords, each 

combining with its minor-third transposition to form an octatonic collection. The minor 

third coupling interval is salient in octatonic systems of triads as well as Tristan-genus 

sevenths (dominant and half-diminished). Any of these chords can be coupled perpetually 

with their T3 transpositions to form complete octatonic systems. By the same token, 

couplings of any pair of T2-related French sixths form a whole-tone collection.20 French 

sixth couplings are shown in Table 3.2, where subscripts of the French sixths indicate the 

lowest note of the set in its normal order (for instance, Fr6
1 indicates set [1,3,7,9]).  

 

20 See Lerdahl 2001, 265-266 on whole-tone basic spaces with higher-level French sixths. 
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The 4-Cube trio frame is shown in Fig. 3.5 and is tilted and rotated to show Fr6/WT 

couplings in Fig. 3.6. 

Table 3.2. French sixth couplings and their resultant collections. 

Fig. 3.5. 4-Cube Trio (original adaptation).  
Stars=French sixth chords, triangles=minor seventh chords. 
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Fig. 3.6. Tilted/rotated 4-Cube Trio frame, showing Fr6/WT couplings. 

 

Comparison with Other Theories 

 Tonal/whole-tone connections, especially in the music of Debussy, are certainly 

not new to scholars and have been expounded thoroughly from either tonal-allusive or 

post-tonal standpoints.21 My approach differs from others by virtue of its 

 

21 Relevant sources are too numerous to mention here, but especially noteworthy for the 
present study are those that deal with whole-tone connections such as Whittall 1975; 
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systematization—alternative couplings of the French sixth chord not only allude to a 

relationship between abstract whole-tone and octatonic constructs whose definition 

depends primarily on context, but reveals a direct connection specifically between the 

seventh-chord-octatonic system and the whole-tone collection, an integral part of 

Collection Space expounded in the following chapter. The connection between octatonic 

and whole-tone collections posited between disparate tonal and post-tonal systems is 

suggested by Richard Bass (1994). In his Table 1, Bass lists sonorities that are 

“traditional harmonic constructions associated with functional tonality that also exist as 

octatonic or whole-tone sonorities,” and the French sixth chord is the only one of these 

sonorities that functions as a subset of both octatonic and whole-tone collections (Bass 

1994, 157–158). Bass even alludes to the coupling of French sixths to form octatonic 

scales, notating that “it is advantageous to view an octatonic collection as a union of two 

‘French sixths,’ or [0, 2, 6, 8] tetrachords at T3 or T9,” but he does not indicate the 

possibility of French sixth couplings to form whole-tone collections (Ibid., 158). 

 French sixths are not coupled in exactly the same way as augmented triads to 

form whole-tone collections, since each pair of French sixths overlaps by two pitch 

classes, unlike augmented/HEX, augmented/WT, and Fr6/OCT couplings, where every 

individual pitch class in the generating pivotal subset and its transposition is essential to 

forming its complete resultant collection. This point is moot, however, since the 

generating interval class 2, pivotal subset French sixth, and resultant collection whole-

 
Forte 1991a; Parks 1985 and 1989; Wile 2001; McFarland 2005. None, however, discuss 
precise, systemic connections such as those offered in the present study. 
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tone remain uniform. Moreover, as mentioned earlier, the French sixth—not the 

diminished seventh—is the only chord capable of such dual couplings of two French 

sixths to form both octatonic and whole-tone collections.  

 My notion that a French sixth chord can function as a generative agent in two 

disparate tonal systems and thus as a bridge between systems can be elucidated by and 

subsequently differentiated from Fred Lerdahls’s non-triadic “basic spaces.” To 

summarize, as Lerdahl states, “the interval that generates all the French sixths within a 

whole-tone collection…is the major second” (Lerdahl 2001, 266). The French sixth 

wreaks havoc in a tonal/hierarchical context such as Lerdahl’s “basic space” (Fig. 3.7). 

According to Lerdahl, “the two tritones in the French sixth further weaken the top two 

levels of the basic space. In practice, root and bass become indistinguishable” (Lerdahl 

2001, 265). The French sixth is not unique in this way, since the fully diminished seventh 

also contains two tritones, but the degree to which root and bass in either of these chords 

are indistinguishable depends upon their use in context. A French sixth chord’s position 

is distinguishable only by its subsequent resolution to a dominant chord, presupposing the 

French sixth functions in a common-practice tonal context. Contrarily its intrinsic 

alternate nature as a pivotal subset to the whole-tone realm reflects its stratification in 

seemingly disparate sectors of tonality space. Indeed, Lerdahl clarifies that “chordal 

tonicity is left open” in nontriadic/octatonic regional space (Fig. 3.8) because it is “a 

matter of contextual salience” (Ibid., 266). Chords such as the French sixth, “while still 

representable in the basic space, point to a breakdown in the intuitions of the multileveled 

hierarchy of the basic space” (Ibid., 266). In Lerdahl’s basic space, it is possible to keep 
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the French sixth non-triadic chordal level intact while “substituting other non-diatonic 

collections at the scalar level,” as in whole-tone spaces (Fig. 3.9), but the 

“psychoacoustic ambiguity of the French-sixth root and fifth marginalizes levels a–b,” 

which are hierarchically the highest levels of the basic space—consequently, according to 

Lerdahl, these whole-tone/mystic spaces “exist at tonality’s edge” (Ibid., 268).22 

 

  

 

 
 

 
Fig. 3.7. Adaptation of Lerdahl’s Tonal Basic Space (pitch-classes mod-12). 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.8. Non-triadic Fr6/OCT Basic Space. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.9. Non-triadic Fr6/WT Basic Space. 

 

22 Mystic spaces would include the prime form of the mystic chord, set class 6-34 
(013579) at chord-level c in the basic space. 
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  Regarding centricity, the Fr6/WT space, according to Lerdahl, “is too uniform to 

be of much use at all,” referring to the symmetry of the space, “impoverishing ic content 

and neutralizing position-finding” (Lerdahl 2001, 268–269). The augmented-triad/whole-

tone space (Fig. 3.10) makes position-finding increasingly redundant, since symmetry is 

combined with maximal evenness, reflected in the “exact-halving” phenomenon of the 

aug-triad/WT basic space, where “the equal-interval whole-tone scale has half the 

number of pcs of the chromatic scale, the equal-interval augmented triad half those of the 

whole-tone scale” (Ibid., 269). Consequently, the pattern of pitch-class cardinalities 12-6-

3 at levels e, d, and c, respectively, precludes the completion of dyad level b, which 

would need to contain 1½ pitch classes rather than 2. This obviates the chord/scale 

relationship at levels d and c in the basic space, rendering a given pitch center completely 

indiscernible. “For a basic space to afford unambiguous position-finding,” Lerdahl 

clarifies, “it must express uniqueness, in which each pc at a given level has an 

unduplicated set of intervallic relationships to the other pcs at that level…this occurs only 

when the intervallic distribution of a level is asymmetrical” (Ibid., 270). In other words, 

the space must be near-symmetrical, like the diatonic scale and consonant triad, and must 

exclude maximal evenness beyond the scalar level in the basic space (level d) to facilitate 

position finding and convey a clear sense of centricity. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 3.10. Aug-triad/WT space. 
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 Part of the problem here is that Lerdahl’s basic space emphasizes reduction, but 

the content of non-triadic basic spaces (WT, Fr6, aug-triad, etc), along with other spaces 

governed by collections rather than triads or seventh chords, typifies scalar tonality’s 

additive rather than reductive properties.23 Accordingly, the hierarchy of the space could 

be posited in reverse order, with level a replacing level d at the scalar level (since level e 

is trivial), level b replacing c at the chordal level, and so on. Otherwise, despite position-

finding redundancies in these basic spaces that Lerdahl calls “unpreferred,” Harrison 

points out that Lerdahl’s basic space need not be diatonic and therefore “shouldn’t be 

considered preferable to other basic spaces,” making it possible for Lerdahl to “construct 

various other basic spaces that are not diatonic” (Harrison 2016, 31), as shown in my 

adaptations of Lerdahl’s non-triadic basic spaces in Fig. 3.7–3.10. In other words, the 

basic space is generalized so that various non-diatonic pitch relationships, particularly in 

whole-tone spaces, can still be organized at various hierarchical levels in a way 

analogous to the tonal basic space, even if the respective relationships are themselves not 

perfectly analogous. Both diatonic and non-diatonic basic spaces are unequivocally 

congruent in a general way, nevertheless.  

 Harrison equates his concept of “overtonality,” which is not normatively diatonic 

with Lerdahl’s basic space. According to Harrison, “overtonality is normally an 

ingredient of tonal hierarchies in music rather than such a hierarchy itself” (Ibid., 17).24 

 

23 Indicated by Wile (1995), summarized more thoroughly in Chapter 1 of the present 
study. 

24 Harrison’s complete definition of overtonality is as follows: “a property of any tonal 
hierarchy that relies on spectral overlap for its stability conditions” (Harrison 2016, 17). 
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Through his generalized non-hierarchical concept, Harrison analogizes common-practice 

hierarchical relationships with “contemporary tonal” ones in a way that “obviates fussy 

caviling about how and when traditional tonality died and contemporary tonality began” 

(Ibid., 5). To distinguish my own approach in this chapter from Lerdahl’s and Harrison’s, 

among others, I argue that augmented triads and French sixths function systemically as 

pivotal subsets between disparate systems (triadic and collection-based) whose 

constituent hierarchical relationships are often analogized but rarely integrated.  

 From this standpoint, the augmented triad and French sixth chord each have a 

double-syntax potential and can function as cogs in a single system or as pivots to 

constructs beyond the primary system in which they operate. The role these chords play 

at Cohn’s third stage of tonal evolution is analogous to that of the consonant triad’s 

“second nature” at Cohn’s first stage.25 As Cohn demonstrates, although the consonant 

triad is “an optimal acoustic structure by virtue of its consonance,” triads are nevertheless 

“preadapted to serve as optimal voice-leading objects in chromatic space by virtue of 

their near evenness” (Cohn 2012, 40, 209). From this standpoint the consonant triad is 

itself a type of pivotal subset—it functions as the acoustically consonant and systemically 

prioritized entity in common-practice tonality but also as the “overdetermined” 

generative agent of a larger “pan-triadic syntax” illustrated in the hyper-hexatonic system 

a la Cube Dance.26 The consonant triad is coupled (more precisely sextupled) with 

inversions and transpositions of itself, generated by PL-chaining transformations to form 

 

25 See Cohn 2012, 207–208, summarized and expanded in Chapter 1 of the present study. 

26 “Pan-triadic syntax” is used by Cohn (2012). 
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and subsequently participate in a non-diatonic hexatonic cycle. The role that augmented 

triads and French sixths play in bridging the gap to Cohn’s third stage is thus analogous 

to the role of the triad between stages one and two, but augmented triads and French 

sixths in the scalar tonality of the third stage connect directly to triadic spaces in the 

common-practice tonality of the first and second stages. 

 System-pivotal subsets should not be misconstrued with Tymoczko’s “subset 

technique,” in which “a composer uses scales that all contain some prominent collection 

of notes” (Tymoczko 2011, 341). While this is certainly a viable tool for analysis, both 

subset types expounded in this chapter (system-pivotal and context-projective) rely on 

principles beyond the immediate musical context, whereas Tymoczko’s subset technique 

is solely context-based. Subsets in Tymoczko’s analyses may take on more systemic 

significance, but the way a subset is segmented for analytical purposes depends on its 

membership in two distinct collections. Accordingly, Tymoczko’s subsets are best 

summarized as “common-tone” subsets, hybrids that function both in a specific context 

and as a pivot between collections in that context. Regarding other kinds of subsets, one 

that mimics a larger collection’s intervallic pattern projects that collection’s identity. For 

instance, set class (0134), while also a subset of the harmonic minor scale, projects the 

octatonic collection through its congruent intervallic pattern. Accordingly, this kind of 

subset is subsumed into the category of context-projective subsets, since it projects a 

collection without requiring the iteration of all its constituent pitch classes and relies on 

context for its definition.  
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Fauré’s Nocturne in B minor, Op. 119 (1921) 

 

 In the following three analyses (Fauré’s Nocturne No. 13, Debussy’s “Des pas sur 

la niege,” and Boulanger’s Prelude), I exemplify system-pivotal subsets as potential 

gateways between chordal and collection-based spaces. From a tonal point of view, 

Fauré’s thirteenth Nocturne—the last of Fauré’s piano works—bends but does not break. 

The opening features a four-voice chorale texture, as shown in Ex. 3.4, and the notes 

within the first measure combine to form the complete diatonic collection centered 

around B minor (DIA2#). An augmented triad, however, appears on the second beat of m. 

2, followed by a Fr6 chord of E minor on beat 3, combining to form five out of six (5/6) 

members of the whole-tone collection (WT0). The whole-tone realm is quickly diverted 

on the downbeat of m. 3, where the Fr6 of E minor (alternatively named Fr6
4, or [4,6,T,0]) 

resolves as expected to a cadential 64 chord, albeit with a suspension in the bass that 

resolves in the wrong octave (up to B instead of down). Subsequently the opening gesture 

reappears in m. 5 transposed to E minor. In this moment the pivoting potential of the 

augmented triad and Fr6 is revealed simultaneously, but the whole-tone collection is 

merely glimpsed in an otherwise chromatic-tonal context.  

 
Ex. 3.4. Fauré’s Nocturne in B minor, Op. 119, opening. 
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 The literal expansion via contrary motion between soprano and bass voices in m. 

2 thus reflects a figurative tonal expansion from diatonic to whole-tone, but G spoils the 

completion of WT0 (which would require G#). Whole-tone allusions appear in the form of 

melodic-motivic cells that are salient throughout the work, characterized as repetitive 

four-note patterns outlining 4/6 WT, recurring at pivotal structural points (shown in Ex. 

3.5, 3.6, and 3.7). Notice, however, that only triads and seventh chords harmonize the 

whole-tone fragments in these examples. Taylor Greer, in his Schenkerian study of 

whole-tone scale’s structural features, mentions that his reason for “ignoring the possible 

vertical arrangements of a given whole-tone fragment is that, apart from the augmented 

chord, they are rare in Fauré’s harmonic practice” (Greer 1987, 11). Elsewhere Greer 

alludes to the possibility of using an arpeggiated augmented triad to harmonize a linear 

arrangement of the whole-tone scale,27 but Fauré generally seems to maintain an 

orientation toward common-practice tonality by tempering his use of the augmented triad, 

thus attenuating the importance of the whole-tone collection.   

 Fauré’s Nocturne No. 13 pushes at the boundary of common-practice tonality but 

without unraveling centrifugally into scalar tonality entirely. Tonality is ultimately 

preserved, as in Ex. 3.4, by diverting whole-tone projective subsets from their complete 

realization and by emphasizing those diversions contextually. As shown in Ex. 3.5, the 

first appearance of the whole-tone motivic cell occurs with a constituent bass note as 5/6 

WT1 rather than WT0, missing D#, and it is D major rather than D# that is emphasized at 

m. 32. The whole-tone cell concludes the A section in m. 47 (Ex. 3.6), but P and R triadic 

 

27 See Greer’s Schenker graphs (1991, 133) analyzing Fauré’s “La Rose,” Op. 51 No. 4. 
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transformations from B minor, B major, to G# minor, respectively, reaffirm triadic 

tonality. The augmented triad at the end of m. 52, the final iteration before the B section, 

functions as a prototypical “switching station” and single semitone displacement (F#-Fx-

G#) between B major and G# minor triads (part of the same Weitzmann region),28 but 

given the prior recurrence of the whole-tone segment, there is implicit potential for this 

augmented triad to pivot toward a scalar-tonal system beyond triadic tonality. This 

potential is reflected in Ex. 3.6 by the purple box around the augmented triad, which can 

switch tracks seamlessly between consonant triads (shown in blue) and the whole-tone 

collection (shown in red).  

 Finally, at the conclusion of the work (Ex. 3.7), 4/6 projective subsets of both 

WT0 and WT1 appear on the Nocturne’s dominant and tonic pitches (F# and B) in mm. 

147 and 148, respectively, and they are expanded in mm. 149 and 151 to 5/6 projective 

subsets with the inclusion of the pitches Bb (part of WT0) and C# (part of WT1). In the 

third of these four projective subsets (m. 149, 5/6 WT0), the fifth WT0 pitch Bb appears in 

the bass voice rather than the tenor. Measure 151 is similarly arranged, this time with C# 

functioning as the fifth pitch added to the four-note WT1 segment in the soprano voice, 

but unlike any other instance of this segment, this particular and final appearance of the 

whole-tone projective subset is expanded in the same voice, with the inclusion of C# in 

the soprano voice on the downbeat of m. 152 (shown in red parentheses, Ex. 3.7). The C# 

is supported harmonically, however, by D major rather than an augmented triad or other 

 

28 Coincidentally, it is Fauré whom Cohn uses to exemplify the augmented triad as a 
switching station (Cohn 2012, 54). 
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whole-tone constituents, and the Nocturne fades into diatonicity, centered around b 

minor. 

 

Ex. 3.5. Fauré’s Nocturne Op. 119, mm. 28–33. 

Ex. 3.6. Fauré’s Nocturne Op. 119, mm. 46–53. 
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Ex. 3.7. Fauré’s Nocturne Op. 119, mm. 144–155. 

 

Debussy’s “Des pas sur la neige” (1909–1910) 

  

 Debussy’s “Footprints in the Snow” (Prelude No. 6, Book I) features triadicism 

and dissolved tonality similar to Fauré’s Nocturne Op. 119. Unlike the latter’s mere 

allusions, however, the former ventures further out to scalar tonality. Wile (1995, 197, 

217) and Rings (2008) seem to agree that the whole-tone collection WT0 is featured in 

mm. 14–15, a structurally significant location as the end of “rotation 1” (mm. 1–15) and 
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the bridge to “rotation 2” (mm. 16–36).29 Differences and errors between Wile’s and 

Rings’s formal charts notwithstanding, (shown in Table 3.3),30 both feature primarily 

scalar rather than chordal analyses of “Des pas sur la neige.” Wile emphasizes 

“communication” and “interaction” among collections via retention of invariant elements 

across collections, such as the retention of certain melodic pitches and the D-E/E-F 

ostinato (Wile 1995, 195). Collections themselves, however, are not related beyond these 

contextual considerations, and surface triadicism is ostensibly disregarded. Rings 

includes transformational analyses of chords based on inversions around common-tone 

axes, along with a transformational network of diatonic collections (Rings 2008, 193, 

191), noting that certain elements are imbued with a “tonic charge.”  

 

29 “Rotation” is borrowed from Rings (2008, 186), meaning a varied repetition. 

30 Wile (1995, 217) is using the accepted labeling for the time, in which WT0 and WT1 
were labeled alternatively as “whole-tone I” and “whole-tone II,” respectively. 
Undoubtedly Wile must have meant “whole-tone I” rather than “II,” indicating “WT0,” or 
the whole-tone collection beginning on pitch class 0. Likewise, Rings does not specify 
which diatonic connection (labeled in Table 3.3 with an asterisk), and I do not believe 
there is one present. Wile also includes a column of “tone centers,” which are not 
relevant for the present study.  
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Table 3.3. Adaptation of formal analyses, Debussy’s “Des pas sur la neige” (rotation 1). 
Adapted from Wile (1995, 217) and Rings (2008, 186). (*) indicate possible errors. 

  

 One notable difference between Wile’s and Rings’s analyses is evident in their 

interpretations of section b1 (mm. 8–11)—Wile hears octatonicism in the same location 

that Rings hears chromaticism and diatonicism, but both acknowledge an underlying 

whole-tone presence. As shown in my adaptation of Wile’s analysis (Fig. 3.8),31 Wile 

labels the chords on the first beats of mm. 8–11 as 5/6 WT and incorporates some of 

 

31 See Wile’s example 4.2 (Wile 1995, 197). 
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these and most other pitches within this span in 8/8 OCT1,2, acknowledging non-octatonic 

pitches. Despite this analysis, according to Wile, the interaction of WT0 and OCT1,2, “is 

difficult to substantiate due to the prominence of the non-octatonic pitches F# and C” 

(Wile 1995, 197). Rings recognizes the chord on the downbeats of mm. 8 and 9 similarly 

as a “whole-tone chord“ that “exhibits inversional structuring about D,” and the logic of 

this inversional structuring is “thus transferred from the blank, white-note realm of a2 to 

the accidental-rich music of b1” (Rings 2008, 196). In his qualitative description of the 

passage, however, Rings does not define this “whole-tone chord” any further, and unlike 

Wile, Rings does not seem to hear octatonic at all but rather a vague chromaticism 

brought on by the intersection of whole-tone and diatonic collections. According to 

Rings, “the aural character of the music changes dramatically: warm seventh chords and 

whole-tone sonorities replace the earlier austere chords; the melodic genus, previously 

diatonic, now becomes largely chromatic” (Rings 2008, 196).  

 These analyses offer to some extent a corroboration for the coexistence and 

interaction of various distinct collections, but neither accounts for the systematized nature 

of the diatonic-to-whole-tone transformation in the first section of “Des pas sur la neige.” 

I use these analyses as a foil to my own, which departs in a quite different direction not 

only regarding systemic considerations but also whole-tone projections and the role of the 

octatonic. First, considering all pitches on beat 1 of mm. 8 and 9, the first chord could be 

posited, following Wile, as what I would call a context-projective subset 5/6 WT0 (Fig. 

3.8). Viewed another way, I argue that Rings’s “whole-tone chord” is in fact a Fr6
4 chord 

(Fr6
 chord in normal order beginning on pitch class 4, or [4,6,T,0]), which is a system-
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pivotal subset between OCT1,2 and WT0. Wile’s recognition of octatonicism in this 

passage is not incorrect, but the significance of OCT1,2 in mm. 8–11 is based more on the 

appearance of its constituent French sixths and dominant seventh chords rather than its 

potential role as a primary source of reference. Such an interpretation also contradicts 

Ring’s implied notion of coalescing diatonic and whole-tone collections that project an 

underlying chromaticism. My analysis shown in Ex. 3.9 emphasizes the shift from triadic 

tonality to the whole-tone collection from an A minor seventh chord (or C/a triadic R-

sim) to alternating Fr6
4 and C# dominant seventh chords through the system-pivotal subset 

Fr6
4

 to WT0 in mm. 14–15, with an intermediary DIA5b in mm. 11–13.  

 The surface transformation from DIA5b to WT0 in mm. 13–14 is similar to that in 

Debussy’s “Voiles,” the analysis of which is undertaken in Chapter 4. For now, the 

network in Fig. 3.11 shows the surface progression in mm. 4–15 of “Des pas sur la neige” 

(Ex. 3.9), including immanent connections from triadic tonality to the augmented triad 

(Aug0) and French sixth (Fr6
4) pivotal subsets, constituents of the triadic-hexatonic 

system à la Cube Dance (HEX0,1) and the seventh-chord-octatonic system à la 4-Cube 

Trio (OCT1,2), respectively, and their direct connection to the whole-tone collection (5/6 

WT0, mm. 14–15). The missing note D from 5/6 WT0 appears on the downbeat of m. 16 

and functions both as the return of the opening material (section a2) and as the 

completion of WT0. 
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Ex. 3.8. Adaptation of Wile’s analysis (1995, 197), “Des pas sur la neige,” mm. 8–11. 

Ex. 3.9. Analysis of “Des pas sur la neige,” mm. 4–15. 
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Fig. 3.11. Network of surface progressions and immanent connections to pivotal subsets. 
Debussy’s “Des pas sur la neige,” mm. 4–15. 

 

Boulanger’s Prelude in Db major (1911) 

 

This short work has garnered virtually no attention analytically but may 

exemplify projective and pivotal subsets even more effectively than the previous 

examples of Fauré and Debussy. Pivotal subsets [3,5,9,E] and [5,9,1], members of the 

French sixth chord (Fr6
3) and augmented triad (Aug1), respectively, facilitate oscillation 

between WT1 and Db major, the latter signified by recurring Db-Ab pedals in the bass and 

the R-sim Db major/Bb
 minor. The piece opens seemingly on an altered I9 chord but is 

followed by an expanding wedge progression that completes WT1 (Ex. 3.10). Dominant-

tonic resolutions are replaced by analogous pairs of chords that belong to the same 

“more-to-less chord-group fluctuation” (Harrison 2016, 4), realized as three variants. As 

shown in red (Ex. 3.10), tension chords themselves dissipate from 6/6 WT1 through 

context-projective subsets [9,E,1,3,5] and [9,1,3,5] (5/6 and 4/6 WT1, respectively) to an 
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augmented triad [9,1,5], one of the system-pivotal subsets between triadic and whole-tone 

spaces. Resolution chords also dissipate (shown in blue), from 5/5 PENT1 through the 

context-projective subset [1,5,8,T] (4/5 PENT1, or Db major/Bb minor R-sim) to Db major.  

Harrison draws this “more-to-less” phenomenon among chords from Krenek 

(1940) and Hindemith (1942), noting that both composers “reimagined the succession of 

dissonances and consonances as ‘fluctuation’ among chord groups. Resolution, in this 

scheme, is motion from a more to less dissonant chord group” (Harrison 2016, 4).32 The 

gradations of more-to-less chord groups employed by Boulanger in this context signify 

not merely a tension/resolution binary, but a more diachronic fluctuating effect—one of 

gradually increasing centripetal force that peals away layers of whole-tone and pentatonic 

collections via their pivotal and projective subsets to reveal an underlying triadic tonality, 

reflected also by the Db-major five-line progression in the melodic line (Ex. 3.10, mm. 9–

10). Moreover, the initial Db-Eb-F sonority in m. 1 serves as a common subset between 

WT1 and Db major. The pitch Eb plays an especially critical role as an invariant element 

through the entire prelude—it is the common-tone axis around which the opening of the 

prelude unfolds symmetrically, illustrated in Fig. 3.12, and it is emphasized as a 

suspension at the end of the five-line progression in m. 10 and at the conclusion. 

 

32 Harrison’s example from the opening of Prokofiev’s Sonata for flute (Op. 94) is a 
popular one in demonstrating this tension/resolution effect sans bona fide tonic/dominant 
relationships. The example is used previously by Heetderks (2011). 
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Ex. 3.10. Lili Boulanger’s Prelude in Db major, opening (mm. 1–10). 

 

 Fig. 3.12. Common-tone axis Eb among pivotal and projective subsets. 
Interval classes (IC) are shown in relation to Eb. 

 

A complete WT1 passage is fleshed out from m. 11 through the downbeat of m. 

13, the longest passage of purely WT1 material in the work so far, which features a Fr6
3 

[3,5,9,E] on the downbeat of m. 13 that pivots back to Db major and another descending 

five-line progression (Ex. 3.11), once more an octave higher than its original appearance 

in mm. 6–7 (Ex. 3.10). The increase of WT1 duration lasting 2.25 measures and the 
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emphasis on the Db-major five-line progression an octave higher signifies a power 

struggle, with both whole-tone and diatonic tonality increasing in strength as if to assert 

its saliency over the other. The struggle continues in mm. 16–18, a full three measures of 

WT1 material that is yet again longer than its appearance in m. 11 to the downbeat of m. 

13 (Ex. 3.12), but rather than pivoting via a French sixth or augmented triad to a Db
 

major/Bb minor R-sim or Db major five-line, whole-tone and Db
 major/Bb minor 

constituents are ostensibly melded beyond the point of distinction in mm. 19–22 (Ex. 

3.13). This is obscured further by dissonant vertical sonorities that are more overtly 

chromatic (circled in Ex. 3.13), featuring combinations of pitches from both Db major and 

WT1 scales, which appear on each half-beat in mm. 19–22. This four-measure span 

features all 11/12 pitch classes (excluding pc 4), whose membership to Db major/Bb 

harmonic minor exclusively, WT1 exclusively, both, and/or neither are shown in Table 

3.4. 

 
 

Ex. 3.11. Boulanger’s Prelude in Db, mm. 11–15. 
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Ex. 3.12. Boulanger’s Prelude in Db, mm. 16–18. Passing tone is circled. 

 

Ex. 3.13. Boulanger’s Prelude in Db, mm. 19–22.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3.4. Collections and constituent pitch classes, Boulanger’s Prelude mm. 19–22. 
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The amalgamation of Db major and WT1 leads to the climactic progression in mm. 

23–26 (Ex. 3.14), featuring the unequivocal superimposition of a descending WT1 scale 

in the right hand and parallel-motion major triads in the left hand. This progression is not 

unlike that at the climax of Fauré’s Barcarolle in A minor (shown in Ex. 2.5). Both 

feature the most well-distributed partition—a stepwise scale—superimposed over the 

most poorly-distributed partition—triadic harmonies.33 A seemingly varied repetition of 

the opening material returns in m. 28 with a tonic open-fifth pedal in the bass, with the 

addition of recurring Eb-octaves in the treble (Ex. 3.15). The piece concludes with a Fr6
3 

chord [3,(5),9,E] leading to a Db major/Bb minor R-sim, followed by cascading Eb 

octaves that resolve stepwise to Db, recalling the last two notes of the Db five-line 

progression. Nevertheless, closure is illusory—as mentioned previously, the pitch Eb also 

functions as the generative agent and common-tone axis around which the whole-tone 

collection WT1 unravels centrifugally at the opening of the work (Ex. 3.10; Fig. 3.12). 

Consequently, Eb and Db in the final measures of this prelude sound more like a whole-

tone dyad, a member of set class (02), rather than “Re-Do,” the culmination of centripetal 

force around Db major. Alternatively, this dyad can be heard as the smallest possible 

context-projective subset—one that contains only two pitch classes—of the whole-tone 

collection (2/6 WT1), pointing centrifugally away from Db major diatonicism. The fluid 

oscillation via system-pivotal subsets between WT1 and Db major, as well as their 

context-projective subsets that appear throughout, are illustrated in Fig. 3.13. 

 

33 The degree to which collection partitions are well- or poorly-distributed is expounded 
by Wile (1995, 4). 
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Ex. 3.14. Boulanger’s Prelude in Db, climactic progression, mm. 23–26. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Ex. 3.15. Boulanger’s Prelude in Db, closing, mm. 27–34. 
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Fig. 3.13 Network of projective and pivotal subsets in Boulanger’s Prelude in Db. 

 
 

 The analyses featured in this section—Fauré’s Nocturne No. 13, Debussy’s “Des 

pas sur la neige,” and Boulanger’s Prelude in Db—exemplify three distinct instances of 

the relationship between context-projective subsets and the bridging potential of system-

pivotal subsets. In each case, augmented triads and French sixth chords function as 

system-pivotal subsets that bridge the chasm between whole-collections and triadic-

hexatonic and seventh-chord-octatonic systems, illustrated by altered multi-dimensional 

versions of Cube Dance and the 4-Cube trio, respectively (Fig. 3.4; 3.6), signifying the 

whole-tone collection’s referential status within otherwise tonal contexts. To properly 

characterize system-pivotal subsets as those that pivot between disparate tonal systems, 

thus rendering this subset type fully systemic, the reader may ask, in what system does 

the whole-tone collection coexist and interact with other collections? How might such a 

system be constructed, and how is it similar to other tonal/harmonic systems featured in 

this study? I address these questions head-on, among others, in the ensuing chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4 

A PARSIMONIOUS INTERCARDINAL VOICE-LEADING SPACE FOR 
MAXIMALLY AND NEARLY EVEN SETS (“COLLECTION SPACE”) 

  

 In this chapter, I define a sector of “tonality space”1—Collection Space—as a 

systematized parsimonious intercardinal voice-leading space, for which I outline 

inclusion and parsimony restrictions based on principles derived from neo-Riemannian 

transformational theory. I explore Cohn’s third tonal stage (2012, 207), in which 

collections beyond the diatonic are afforded primacy, through the lens of the first and 

second stages, characterized by parsimonious triadic and seventh-chord transformations 

that coalesce to yield hexatonic and octatonic collections (see Chapter 2 of the present 

study). These collections, among others, rather than serving merely as additive 

byproducts of efficient voice leading among nearly even trichords and tetrachords, gain 

referential status and can thus serve as underlying “home collections” whose subsets may 

coexist with or usurp the role of triads and seventh chords. I conclude this chapter with 

brief analyses that illustrate the extremes of centripetal/centrifugal transformations within 

Collection Space.2  

 
1 Tymoczko’s term (2011, 189-191). His “five basic components of tonality” are posited 
as “vectors” that “span a region that could be called ‘tonality space’” (2011, 190). 

2 It will be evident that not all members of Collection Space are typically considered 
“collections,” such as Tristan-genus and fully diminished seventh chords, since they have 
only four tones. Collections are often referenced colloquially as unordered sets of five or 
more pitch classes (Straus 2016). Wile (1995, xvi) defines collections broadly as 
“unordered groupings of pitch classes” and summarizes the use of the term “collection” 
in theory and practice.  
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Theoretical Background 

 

 The referential status of collections and the capacity of their constituent subsets to 

project a single collection, according to Wile (1995), depend solely on a context-assertive 

hierarchy rather than a systemic one. For example, a whole-tone scale “resists distinctions 

of consonant and dissonant because of its complete symmetry, which produces identical 

intervallic relations, and consequently, a negation of functional identity among its 

members” (Wile 1995, 9). By extension, other collections (hexatonic, octatonic, 

chromatic, et. al.) that are organized similarly “through cyclic (or compound cyclic) 

procedures also resist systemic interpretation” (Ibid., 9). A collection’s referential status 

relies on, as Wile notes, “more than one pattern of context-assertive distribution—that is, 

by more than one ‘partition’” (Wile 1995, 28). A work must contain multiple partitions of 

a single collection, and the more “well-distributed” a collection appears in context, the 

higher its potential referential status. Wile’s supporting analyses consider the “well-

formedness” of pitch “partitions,” the invariance of those partitions, and the effectiveness 

with which they convey a collection as a primary source of reference and centric entity.  

 Tymoczko approaches referential collections more systemically, outlining a 

“three-dimensional space of twentieth-century scalar music,” (Tymoczko 2011, 187). 

Using ostensibly efficient voice leading (deconstructed later in this chapter), Tymoczko 

offers a geometrical representation of transformations among collections that can 

potentially usurp the role of major/minor tonality (Tymoczko 2011, 135–136). Tymoczko 

suggests, as noted by Cheung (2018, 202), that a discrete graphical space of voice-leading 
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relations among multisets of various cardinalities would be impractical, since there would 

be too many potential pathways brought on by an exorbitant number of nodes and a 

variety of constituent parts (Tymoczko 2010, 7–8). Instead he offers an abstract 

representation of musical possibilities among diatonic, acoustic, harmonic, and octatonic 

collections, indicating with arrows the directions of scale shifts, scalar transposition, and 

chromatic transposition (adapted in Fig. 4.1). Included in his example is a “two-

dimensional modulatory space” for orderings of the diatonic collection to exemplify one 

possible layer of this abstract representation (Tymoczko 2011, 187, his Fig. 5.8.5a and b).  

  

 

 

 

  

 

Fig. 4.1. Adaptation of Tymoczko’ abstract representation of scalar relationships. 

  

 To complement Wile’s and Tymoczko’s approaches, I offer my own voice-

leading space that is both fully systemic yet also relies on context for its analytical 

pragmatism. The parameters outlined in this chapter are emendations of Tymoczko’s 

voice-leading guidelines, but to provide some preliminary context, I first extrapolate 

principles from prominent voice-leading systems often subsumed under the subdiscipline 
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of neo-Riemannian theory,3 primarily the hyper-hexatonic system of triads and hyper-

octatonic system of “Tristan-genus” seventh chords.4 Drawing extensively from Cohn 

(2012), Tymoczko (2011), Rings (2011), and Straus (2005, 2016), among others, I 

qualify the term “transformation” and demarcate it from its strict group-algebraic 

application in parsimonious voice-leading systems. I then demonstrate that a context-

assertive hierarchy characteristic of French scalar music can in some cases be subsumed 

by my alternative systemic hierarchy, one not unlike that outlined by Tymoczko but 

through tighter voice-leading cohesion. The criteria outlined in this chapter for voice-

leading parsimony among certain collections, their complements, and their nearly-even 

counterparts are further adapted from Douthett and Steinbach (1998) and will in turn 

narrow the restrictions for set-class inclusion in what I call a Parsimonious Intercardinal 

Voice-Leading Space for Maximally Even and Nearly Even Sets, henceforth called 

“Collection Space.”  

 Collection Space is conceived as a meta voice-leading space representative of 

Cohn’s third stage of tonal evolution, and its construction depends on its capacity to be 

analogized to some extent with the hyper-hexatonic system of triads, or what Cohn 

generalizes as the “pan-triadic system” (Cohn 2012, 151), and the hyper-octatonic system 

of seventh chords, Cohn’s “Tristan-genus” system, both of which are important analytical 

tools for music representative of Cohn’s first and second tonal stages. In other words, 

 
3 The present study, like Cohn’s (2012, xiii), extrapolates principles often subsumed 
“under the banner of neo-Riemannian theory.” This is not intended to serve as a 
contribution to neo-Riemannian theory but rather as a more general exploration of 
transformational theory in early twentieth-century French music. 

4 “Tristan-genus” is Cohn’s term (2012). See Chapter 2 of the present study. 
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Collection Space is simply part of a subsequent stage of tonal evolution and must 

therefore contain certain similarities with its predecessors to be considered in the same 

lineage. In these earlier systems, Cohn posits salient neo-Riemannian transformations 

within algebraic group structures where triads (or seventh chords) serve as both 

“arguments” and “values” (Cohn 1996, 12). In addition to the consonant triad’s broad 

function as “the primary basis of syntactic routines of diatonic tonality” (Cohn 2012, 13), 

set class 3-11 enjoys a certain exclusivity in an algebraic group structure formed by the 

three salient neo-Riemannian transformations (P, R, and L) as expounded by Hyer 

(1989), who characterizes the properties of these transformations as involutional, mode-

altering, and most importantly for the present argument, common-tone preserving (Cohn 

1996, 12).5 Through alternating chains of transformations, PL or PR, the consonant triad 

is the only trichord that exists in efficient voice-leading cycles (hexatonic and octatonic, 

respectively), preserving the maximum number of common tones while perturbing one 

voice by semitone or whole tone, without exhausting all the members of its set class 

(Cohn 1996, 16-17).6 Bona fide parsimony between chords within these cycles is what 

Douthett and Steinbach would define as P1,0 or P0,1. (Douthett and Steinbach 1998, 244), 

meaning that non-common tones move parsimoniously either by a single semitone or 

single whole tone, respectively. Motion by P2,0, or two voices by semitone, characterizes 

 

5 Siciliano (2005) shows that the hexatonic cycles are also “toggling cycles,” an even 
more restrictive type of cycle with implications on other trichords. 

6 A maximally smooth cycle generated by set class 7-35, unlike 3-11, exhausts all the 
members of its set class and is therefore less unique algebraically than set class 3-11. The 
same applies to set-class complements. See Cohn 2012, 16, Table 1. 
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the voice leading between “Tristan-genus” seventh chords in a hyper-octatonic system 

and serves as the true analog to triadic transformations in hexatonic systems.7 In either 

case, a single consonant triad or dominant/half-diminished seventh chord itself is a 

minimal semitone displacement of a maximally even counterpart, an augmented triad or 

diminished seventh chord, respectively, rendering the former pair of chords “nearly 

even.” It is precisely this property of near evenness in consonant triads and Tristan-genus 

seventh chords that allows them to participate in unique cyclic subgroups. According to 

Cohn, “consonant triads acquire their distinctive voice-leading features in chromatic 

space by virtue of their status as minimal displacements of the perfectly even augmented 

triads. The crucial property that consonant triads bear is…near evenness” (Cohn 2012, 

34). Further, Cohn summarizes the cooperation between maximally and nearly even 

chords: 

Without perfectly even trichords to minimally perturb, the consonant triads would 
group neither into hexatonic systems nor Weitzmann regions. Without diminished 
seventh chords, the Tristan-genus tetrachords would group into neither octatonic 
systems nor Boretz regions. Under incremental voice leading, all nearly even 
chords of a given cardinality would form a single exhaustive cycle, rather than 
partition into equivalent co-cyclic regions (Cohn 2012, 210). 
 

Despite its generative differences, Collection Space is conceived as a missing link 

in tonality space. Principles that govern Collection Space have been borrowed and 

 
7 The analogy between hexatonic cycles of triads and octatonic cycles of Tristan-genus 
seventh chords is expounded by Cohn (2012, 151-152). Childs (1998) has developed a 
parsimonious model for members of set class 4-27, and Douthett and Steinbach (1998) 
have shown how members of this set class are connected to other seventh chords in their 
“power towers.” 
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emended from those underlying pan-triadic and Tristan-genus systems.8 Each of the latter 

systems involves a maximally even chord with the same cardinality of three or four 

(augmented triads and diminished seventh chords, respectively) that functions 

simultaneously as a “concealed noumenon” (Cohn 2012, 37) that generates its nearly 

even counterpart and as a bridge between individual cycles, forming either Weitzmann or 

Boretz regions, respectively, that bind individual cycles into hyper-systems. In both cases 

parsimonious voice leading exists between pairs of nearly even chords, but also between 

a nearly even chord and its maximally even counterpart. Moreover, either two- or three-

dimensional Tonnetze are used to map these unifying systems.9 

The close analogous relationships and generative voice-leading processes between 

pan-triadic and Tristan-genus systems indicate that triads and seventh chords do not 

necessarily reside on different planets, as Tymoczko suggests (Tymoczko 2011, 97).10 

Since triads and seventh chords do not cross paths within a single system, however, 

perhaps they exist alongside one another in a kind of parallel universe. Further 

differences between pan-triadic and Tristan-genus systems involve those of voice-leading 

parsimony and set-class inclusion. Hexatonic cycles and their linking Weitzman regions, 

illustrated in Douthett’s and Steinbach’s “Cube Dance” and further expounded by Cohn 

(2012), include nearly even consonant triads exclusively. Parsimonious voice leading 

 

8 For a full comparison of HEX and OCT spaces (Weitzmann “water bug” and Boretz 
“spider”) see Cohn 2012, 152, Table 7.1.  

9 On the 3-D Tonnetz, see Gollin 1998. 

10 This is pointed out most recently by Cheung (2018, 189). 
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from a single triad generates each cycle and involves semitone displacement of a single 

voice. Octatonic cycles and their linking Boretz regions, illustrated in Douthett’s 4-Cube 

Trio (also expounded by Cohn 2012), include members of multiple set classes that are 

neither maximally nor nearly even, such as minor sevenths and French sixths, in addition 

to members of the nearly even “Tristan genus.” Parsimonious voice leading from a single 

Tristan-genus seventh chord also generates each cycle, but in this case semitone 

displacement of two voices is required.  

 

Construction and Limitations 

 

By simply increasing the cardinality of chords from the three-voice pan-triadic 

system to the four-voice Tristan-genus system, strictures on voice-leading parsimony and 

set-class inclusion must be loosened in order to analogize the systems’ generative and 

structural features. It is by the same token, through restrictions of parsimony and 

inclusion, that Collection Space is constructed. Unlike the pan-triadic and Tristan-genus 

systems, Collection Space does not feature closed-group structures in an algebraic sense 

and thus does not partition members of the same set class into subgroups, nor are the 

constituent transformations inherently involutional or mode-altering. The value of 

Collection Space rests partly on its exclusive use of parsimonious voice leading, 

common-tone preservation, the inclusion of maximally even and nearly even sets of 

various cardinalities, and further, on its analytical pragmatism. According to Cohn, “what 

is true of nearly even trichords in chromatic space of twelve tones is equally true of 
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nearly even chords of any cardinality in a chromatic space of any size” (Cohn 2012, 36). 

From the standpoint of common-practice tonality, nearly even sets are generated 

discretely by minimal displacements of their maximally even counter parts, the latter of 

which are infrequently revealed in common-practice contexts—hence, “concealed 

noumenon” (Cohn 2012, 37). However, at Cohn’s third stage of tonal evolution, 

epitomized in the musical examples and analyses in this chapter, maximally even sets rise 

to the forefront, often as primary referential objects (but not always), blurring the 

functional distinction between maximally even and nearly even.  

The alternation of maximally and nearly even sets in Collection Space is 

analogous to that between inversions of set-class 3-11 within a single PL-chain of the 

hexatonic system. Pan-triadic and Tristan-genus systems involve cyclic transformations 

of a single nearly even set class, alternating inversions, with maximally even sets serving 

as concealed intersystem links/bridges. Progressions can be charted on a 2-D or 3-D 

Tonnetz, comprised of equilateral triangular tiles and tetrahedrons, respectively, and 

vertices combine to form a single Klang (Fig. 4.2; Fig. 4.3). One transformation thus 

involves one edge flip. The 2-D Tonnetz in neo-Riemannian theory maps onto itself via 

enharmonic repetition to form a torus. Enharmonic and octave equivalence is essential 

here, as well as in Collection Space.11 

 

11 Without octave and enharmonic equivalence, as demonstrated by Brian Hyer (1995), 
the involutional properties of Riemann’s salient transformations (P, R, and L) and the 
closed group structures of transformational chains PL and PR such that they form 
complete hexatonic and octatonic collections, respectively, would cease to exist.  
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Fig. 4.2. 2-D Tonnetz fragment of PL-chain (HEX3,4). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.3. 3-D Tonnetz fragment of alternating S3(4) and S6(5) transformations. 
 

Collection Space, on the other hand, involves non-cyclic transformations of 

maximally and nearly even sets of cardinalities four through eight exclusively (see Fig. 

4.5—diminished seventh (DIM), set-class 4-27, pentatonic (PENT), set class 5-34, 

whole-tone (WT), the “mystic chord” (Myst), diatonic (DIA), acoustic (Acou), octatonic 

(OCT), and set class 8-27—with maximally even sets sharing equal status with nearly 

even ones as potential referential and harmonic objects. Progressions can be charted on a 
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type of triangular Tonnetz, substituting right triangular tiles for equilateral ones (the latter 

is characteristic of the neo-Riemannian Tonnetz, Fig. 4.4) to accurately represent the 

potential connections among nodes on what I call the “Collection Lattice” (Fig. 4.5). 

Unlike the neo-Riemannian Tonnetz, each vertex alone represents a single collection of 

pitches rather than a single pitch. One must therefore follow the path along a single edge, 

from one node to another, to chart a progression. Rather than mapping onto itself 

toroidally, nodes in the Collection Lattice are connected via their respective complement 

relations. Whole-tone (6-35) and mystic-chord (6-34) collections do not have set-class 

complements, so these nodes and their connecting line serve as the axis around which the 

lattice can be folded and the other nodes in the lattice can be connected. The Collection 

Lattice thus maps onto itself, not unlike the neo-Riemannian Tonnetz, but via set-class 

complement relations to form a quasi-ladder figure in the shape of a triangular prism 

(Fig. 4.6).12 See Appendix A for a complete list of all potential Collection-Space 

connections and voice-leading maneuvers.  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.4. 2-D Tonnetz frame. 

 

12 In the Collection Lattice and ladder (Fig. 4.5 and 4.6), it is assumed that DIM 
represents fully diminished 7, since the Collection Lattice includes only collections of 
four through eight notes. 
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Fig. 4.5. Collection Lattice with right-triangular tiles. Each line represents a parsimonious 

connection. P1,0=single semitone, P2,0=split/fuse, P0,1=split/fuse by whole-tone. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 4.6. 3-D Collection “Ladder.” 

Dotted lines show potential overlap via complement relations. 

Two analogies must be noted regarding voice-leading parsimony and set-class 

inclusion. First, Collection Space involves a much wider range of set classes than the 

Tristan-genus system, just as the Tristan-genus system includes more set classes (minor 

sevenths and French sixths) than does the pan-triadic system. Second, intra-cardinal 
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voice-leading parsimony in Collection Space consists of P1,0 parsimony (single semitone 

displacement), but this metric does not account for a voice-leading anomaly in which two 

voices “fuse” into one, or more controversially, one voice “splits” into two. P0,1 

parsimony, indicating that one voice moves by whole tone, accurately represents the total 

number of semitone displacements in a split or fuse, but it also misrepresents the voice 

leading process of two separate semitone displacements in contrary motion. The same 

issue occurs when applying Joti Rockwell’s P-matrix (“parsimonious voice-leading 

matrix”).13 As Hon Ki Cheung notes, recalling Tymoczko, the process of splitting and 

fusing may be adequately described as “pure contrary motion” (Cheung 2018, 195; 

Tymoczko 2011, 81–83). Indeed, as Cohn states, “a significant entailment of balanced 

voice leading is contrary motion: for every voice that rises, another falls by the same 

magnitude…contrary motion among triads of the same mode thus inheres exclusively to 

triads that are transpositionally related by major third” (Cohn 2012, 19). This is likewise 

true for the voice-leading split/fuse among intercardinal relations. 

One aspect of Rockwell’s approach (2009), however, circumvents a potential 

issue in categorizing the split/fuse, using the term “relation” instead of “function” in 

reference to intercardinal voice-leading maneuvers.14 As Cheung notes, for instance, 

“while the τ function allows many-to-one mappings, its one-to-many inversion does not 

hold. Mathematically speaking, a single input cannot produce multiple outputs…two 

separate inputs are required—even if they are the same pitch class that has been split—to 

 

13 See Rockwell 2009; Cheung 2018, 194. 

14 Replacing “function” with “relation” is also suggested by Callender (1998, 223-227). 
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form a valid algebraic expression” (Cheung 2018, 193–194).15 The same ambiguity 

applies to the term “transformation,” which I use throughout each chapter of this 

dissertation to connote products of both intra- and intercardinal voice leading. As 

summarized by Rings (2011, 230), a transformation is a “function from a set to itself,” 

and is often bijective.16 From this standpoint an intercardinal voice-leading maneuver 

cannot be defined as a transformation, let alone any voice-leading maneuver that when 

applied does not yield a member of the same set class. The PL chain fits the algebraic 

definition of a “transformation” in the strictest sense. Contrarily, as Cheung states, 

“despite the limitation in formal mathematical treatment of such phenomena” as voice-

leading splits/fuses, “we can still identify the voice-leading process as a ‘relation’,” 

which “allows the fusion and splitting of a chordal pitch or pitch class” (Cheung 2018, 

194), thus facilitating an explanation of voice leading between chords of varying 

cardinalities.  

Accordingly, I use the term “transformation” idiomatically, following precedents 

set by Straus and Tymoczko, so that the voice-leading split/fuse can be considered 

equally “transformational.” Tymoczko’s voice-leading guidelines facilitate a systemic 

connection between diatonic, acoustic, harmonic major/minor, whole-tone, hexatonic, 

and octatonic collections, as shown in his “exotic and almost alchemistical” geometrical 

representation (Tymoczko 2011, 135–136, Fig. 4.6.5). Not all these maneuvers, however, 

are truly parsimonious or efficient because his voice-leading guidelines between certain 

 
15 As Cheung notes (2018, 193), definitions of the τ function are often ambiguous.  

16 On bijective voice-leading procedures, see Tymoczko 2008. 
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pairs of collections of differing cardinalities are inconsistent. In order to shift between 

scales whose cardinalities differ by one pitch class, Tymoczko employs the notion that a 

single pitch class can “split” onto two pitch classes or “merge” onto one,17 but expands 

this notion so that a span of pitches within a certain interval class can merge into pitches 

spanning a smaller interval class. Tymoczko notes, for instance, that octatonic can be 

transformed into acoustic by a half-step “merge” of two pitches spanning a whole-tone 

onto a single pitch (Fig. 4.7). However, octatonic transforms into harmonic major or 

minor by “a more complicated process of merging,” in which “we fuse three notes 

spanning a minor third, producing the minor second in the center of that span” (i.e. Db, 

Eb, E becomes D, Eb) (Tymoczko 2011, 133). The lower two systems in Fig. 4.7 actualize 

Tymoczko’s interval-span merge as semitone displacements of two different pitches. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4.7. Tymoczko’s voice leading via pitch-class merge (octatonic to acoustic) and 
interval-span merge (octatonic to harmonic minor), showing precise voice leading. 

 

17 “Fusing” is used synonymously with “merging” (Tymoczko 2011).  
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 Collection Space relies on a more precise definition of the split/fuse, expounded 

first by Callender (1998, 223–227) and adopted for atonal voice leading by Straus (2005). 

Rather than splitting/fusing a span of pitches, only individual pitches are permitted to 

split/fuse under the parsimony restriction (P1,0, P2,0, and P0,1), which stipulates that the 

maximum number of common tones must be preserved while a single voice splits/fuses 

by a single semitone in contrary motion, net-totaling two half-step displacements. This 

restriction, through Straus’s lens, facilitates parsimonious intercardinal voice leading. 

According to Straus, “if we permit pitch classes to split (one pitch class diverges onto 

two) or fuse (two pitch classes converge onto one), it becomes possible…to connect any 

two set-classes that differ in size” (Straus 2005, 54). The parsimony restriction also 

dictates the inclusion restriction, which stipulates that all sets within Collection Space 

must be either nearly or maximally even. Beginning with the fully diminished seventh 

chord, the alternation of one semitone displacement with one voice-leading split of two 

semitones yields only maximally even sets and their nearly even counterparts in 

alternation from cardinalities four through eight, shown on clockfaces mod 12 (Fig. 4.8). 

As shown below, dotted curved lines show one possible transformational path, while 

dotted lines within one single collection highlight voice-leading maneuvers from a 

previous collection. Under these restrictions, however, many other connections are 

possible within Collection Space, meaning the voice-leading alternation described above 

does not simply yield a single linear thread of set classes, but rather a vibrant network of 

possible connections shown on the Collection Lattice in Fig. 4.5. All parsimonious voice-
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leading maneuvers between specific members of these collections, including intercardinal 

split/fuses, are listed in Appendix A and itemized in Table 5.2 (p. 161). 

 

 
Fig. 4.8. Transformational thread in Collection Space, increasing in cardinality. 

Alternating single semitone displacement (P1,0) and split (P2,0). 
 

Among these possible connections, there is a voice-leading anomaly between set 

classes 5-34 and 4-27 as well as between their complements (acoustic and 8-27). 

Acoustic transforms to set 8-27 by splitting one of its notes onto itself and the other a 

semitone away (Fig. 4.9), preserving P1,0 parsimony. This is consistent with Straus 

(2005), who expands Callender’s notion of the voice-leading split/fuse (1998), 

“permitting a pitch class to split onto itself and the pitch class a semitone above or 
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below…and permitting two notes a semitone apart to fuse onto one” (Straus 2005, 100, 

endnote 10). Transformations between set classes 5-34 to 4-27 follow a similar self-

mapping split/fuse, albeit by whole-tone (Fig. 4.10), thus characterized by P0,1 parsimony 

not unlike that of a “relative” transformation between two consonant triads. The resultant 

system should clarify why the restrictions on parsimony and inclusion are so narrow—

any exceptions made to accommodate the inclusion of other set classes would inundate 

the system, disturbing its balance and symmetry. Collection Space would not be capable 

of mapping onto itself to form the ladder figure shown in Fig. 4.6 but would include 

partially disconnected nodes, diminishing its uniqueness and limiting its analytical 

applicability.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4.9. Voice-leading split between 4-27 and 5-34.  
3 splits onto itself and by whole-tone to 5. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 4.10. Voice-leading split between acoustic and 8-27.  

8 splits onto itself and by semitone to 7. 
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Due to the importance of these restrictions in maintaining balance in Collection 

Space, harmonic minor and hexatonic collections are unfortunately excluded. Extensions 

can be added using Tymoczko’s voice leading guidelines illustrated in Fig. 4.7, where 

one voice moves by semitone and the other fuses or splits by semitone in contrary 

motion. Since this transformation involves a total of three semitone displacements, it 

cannot be considered parsimonious and would therefore not be included in Collection 

Space. Single semitone displacements from acoustic and diatonic collections can of 

course yield harmonic minor, but such a transformation would either have to be posited 

as a trip down a cul-de-sac or an exit out of Collection Space altogether. Furthermore, the 

hexatonic collection is incapable of connecting parsimoniously to any collection in the 

space under the parsimony restrictions. One could use Tymoczko’s prescribed voice-

leading method like that between octatonic and harmonic minor shown in Fig. 4.7 

(Tymoczko 2011, 135) but would yield the same systemic disruption. This point is 

rendered moot, however, perhaps with the connection between hexatonic and whole-tone 

collections via whole-tone couplings of the augmented triad, defined in Chapter 3 as a 

system-pivotal subset.  

The restrictions on parsimony and inclusion are intended to counteract the 

intrinsically inclusive nature of Collection Space. Even with these restrictions in place, 

however, some may argue that the manner in which the space is conceived or the creation 

of the space itself is heedless of Callender, Quinn, and Tymoczko’s central point (2008), 

that “problems will inevitably appear as we try to subsume more and more chords (of 

differing sizes) within our graphs: to obtain completeness without sacrificing 

contrapuntal fidelity, we must restrict ourselves to multisets of some particular size”  

(Tymoczko 2010, 7). From this standpoint the creation of an intercardinal voice-leading 

system such as Collection Space would be “an exercise in diminishing returns” 
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(Callender, Quinn, Tymoczko 2008, 348). As noted by Tymoczko, there are enough 

problems with certain voice leading spaces that involve chords of a single size, and by 

extension there could be exponentially more problems with intercardinal spaces. 

Tymoczko illustrates his point using what he perceives to be a misleading feature of Joti 

Rockwell’s “Birdcage Graph” (Rockwell 2009). According to Tymoczko, Rockwell’s 

graph “depicts {F, G, A} (=678) and {C, D, E} (=123) as being seven edges away from 

one another, even though the minimal voice leading between them involves at least 

fifteen total semitones of motion” (Tymoczko 2010, 7). If octave equivalence is assumed 

and pitch-class order and set-class inversion are subordinated in favor of finding the 

nearest transformational distance, C-D-E and F-G-A are separated only by nine semitones 

of displacement (C down to A, D up to G, and E up to F). The same principle applies to 

the basic neo-Riemannian transformations—root position chords C minor to Ab major are 

separated by 11 semitone displacements, but the L (leading-tone) transformation from 

root position C minor yields Ab major in first inversion with only one semitone 

displacement. One would define this transformation as “L” regardless of either chord’s 

registral spacing or inversion. 

Tymoczko’s criticism reflects his own methodological restrictions in charting 

voice-leading distances (2008), from which two potential issues arise. First, while he 

adopts enharmonic equivalence, conceding that “spelling is unimportant,” he uses precise 

pitch notation (C3, C4, etc.) to distinguish pitches at various octaves. Without octave and 

enharmonic equivalence, however, as demonstrated by Hyer (1995), the involutional 

properties of Riemann’s salient transformations (P, R, and L) and the closed group 

structures of transformational chains PL and PR such that they form complete hexatonic 

and octatonic collections, respectively, would cease to exist. One of Tymoczko’s primary 

concerns is with scale degrees, but according to Hyer, “we must adjust the logic of scale 
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degrees to the more abstract, functional logic of PLs and LPs, which converge on the 

same triad” (Hyer 1995, 115). To emphasize his point, Hyer temporarily abandons octave 

and enharmonic equivalences to show that an elided PL chain from an E major triad 

would yield Gbbb major, among other comically radical enharmonic spellings and registral 

spacings. In context, Hyer uses Riemann’s table of tonal relations in just intonation as a 

foil to his own point, demonstrating that in equal temperament, the table is a closed group 

structure rather than an infinitely expanding pitch lattice. His point applies equally to 

Tymoczko’s methodology, since both Riemann and Tymoczko are preoccupied in some 

way with scale degrees, and neither seems to adopt octave equivalence. To be sure, 

Tymoczko’s method is not without substantial mathematical rigor, but some of the issues 

he encounters could be circumvented by employing a simpler approach. 

The second problem deals with the intersection of harmony and voice leading and 

the prevalence of one over the other contextually. Comparing Tymoczko’s approach 

(2008) with Harrison’s (1994), both draw from Riemann and focus their analyses on 

similar musical styles, but their approaches diverge significantly. In his study of 

contemporary jazz and the music of Wagner and Debussy, Tymoczko emphasizes the 

importance of voice leading and melodic structures, but as Daniel Harrison notes, voice 

leading is not as important as harmony when dealing with late nineteenth- and early 

twentieth-century music. According to Harrison, “voice leading in chromatic music is not 

the colleague of harmony that it is in earlier music but rather its servant since it does not 

control the choice, progression, or resolution of chords” (Harrison 1994, 124). Since 

“voice-leading structure is subordinated to harmonic structure,” as Harrison claims, this 

is “one of the principal reasons” why his study “has taken harmony, and harmony alone, 

as the point of departure for its investigations into late nineteenth-century chromatic 
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music” (Ibid., 126).18 This is not to say that Tymoczko overlooks harmony in his 

approach to late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century tonality—he merely lends too 

much credence to voice leading.  

Considering these points, we should view Collection Space as a particular type of 

music-theoretical model outlined elsewhere by Tymoczko (2010): 

 
We should take care to distinguish two different sorts of music-theoretical 
models. The first represents only a collection of local relationships: at any point in 
the space, it shows us all the available “moves” of a certain kind. (Here we might 
think of a subway map that shows which stations are adjacent to any other 
station). The second type may do this as well, but it also captures some familiar 
notion of distance between all the objects it represents—even those that are not 
immediately adjacent on the graph (Tymoczko 2010, 8). 

  

 Collection Space certainly fits the mold of Tymoczko’s first type. As shown in 

Fig. 4.4/4.5, each line that emanates from a single node corresponds to a parsimonious 

connection with another node. For instance, any mystic chord (Myst) connects to certain 

members of five other nodes under the parsimony restrictions expounded earlier, while 

any whole tone collection connects to certain members of only three other nodes. Notice 

that the number of connections to and from the six central nodes of Collection Space—

three maximally even (PENT, WT, DIA), three nearly even (5-34, Myst, Acou)—

correspond with each set class’s maximally or nearly even identity; each of the three 

 
18 Tymoczko and Harrison agree elsewhere that our sense of melodic coherence depends 
upon “conjunct melodic motion,” or synonymously for Harrison, “linearity” (Tymoczko 
2011, 4; Harrison 2016, 41), but in both cases the same does not seem to apply to 
harmony. Perhaps this can be attributed to the literal verticality of harmony, no matter 
how disparate or disjunct the voice leading from one harmony to another. 
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maximally even sets connect to only three other nodes, while each of the three nearly 

even sets connect to exactly five other nodes. Fundamentally, musical contexts 

notwithstanding, the path(s) to maximally even sets are intrinsically more centrifugal than 

those to nearly even ones simply by virtue of the former’s fewer potential connections. 

This is supported from a common-practice point of view by the dissonance of maximally 

even sets relative to the acoustic consonance of nearly even ones, since the “intervallic 

repetitiveness” of maximally even sets renders position-finding within them 

“redundant.”19 Due to the variety of multisets in Collection Space, as addressed earlier, 

“there are multiple pathways to the same chord” (Tymoczko 2010, 7–8), complicating the 

task of extracting “a direct voice-leading path” (Cheung 2018, 202).20 These ostensibly 

negative features are contrarily points of strength for Collection Space, since the music 

for which Collection Space is intended to elucidate is by nature more fluid tonally than its 

common-practice predecessors. A wider range of possible voice-leading connections and 

richer palette of harmonic juxtapositions should therefore be expected, and a space used 

to expound them should reflect their tonal iridescence.  

 
19 Drawn from Lerdahl (2001, 255) in a discussion of position finding within the 
octatonic collection as “quadruply redundant.” On maximal evenness, see Clough and 
Douthett (1991). Straus notes that pitch-class sets in atonal music “become increasingly 
consonant as they become increasingly unchromatic” (2005, 73). This does not 
necessarily hold for tonal music. According to Zimmerman, however, chords in “neo-
tonal” music are less likely to contain clusters (two or more adjacent semitones in the 
same chord), since neo-tonal music is closer to common-practice tonality than to 
atonality by virtue of its inclination toward acoustic consonance. Simply put, drawing 
from Cohn (2012), if a major/minor triad is acoustically consonant, its maximally even 
counterpart (augmented triad) must be acoustically dissonant.  

20 See Cheung’s footnote 8 (2018, 202), also drawing from Tymoczko (2010). Cheung 
circumvents this issue by considering chordal doublings in trichords, facilitating the 
inclusion of triads in a tetrachordal voice-leading scheme.  
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 Regarding Tymoczko’s second type of music-theoretical model—characterized 

by its capacity to convey distance between chords that are not immediately adjacent—

Collection Space serves this function as adequately as is necessary. Notice that distances 

in Collection Space are no greater than three nodes in any direction by virtue of 

complement relations posited as projective subsets (expounded in the previous chapter) 

and the sheer number of possible connections within the space. This would assume that a 

shift between a set and its primary projective subset (i.e. its complement, expounded in 

Chapter 3) counts as a general distance interval of 1. From this standpoint, do not be 

misled by the apparent spatial distance between octatonic and pentatonic versus octatonic 

and set class 4-27, for instance. The latter pair may appear more distant but can be 

connected via a phantom shift to 4-27’s complement set class 8-27 and a single semitone 

displacement to octatonic. The distance between octatonic and pentatonic is farther by 

one additional node (three total)—simply follow the dotted path to pentatonic’s 

complement (diatonic) and the solid path through either set class 8-27 or acoustic to 

octatonic. The generalization of these distances may seem applied ad hoc, so we must 

recognize that specific voice-leading distance between certain members of collections 

must be charted more precisely using transformational networks, depending on the 

analytical context. Distances among constituents of Collection Space, as realized through 

nodes on the Collection Lattice, are gauged more precisely in Chapter 5 of the present 

study, using what I call “centrifugal spectrums,” demonstrated through analyses with 

more detailed transformational networks. 
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 I offer one additional comparison before moving to the next section of this 

chapter. My approach to intercardinal voice-leading in Collection Space is similar to 

Tymoczko’s approach (2011) by virtue of the emphasis on voice-leading distance, but 

also in the negative—neither of our approaches are geometric. From this point of view, 

Jason Yust’s succinct summary of Tymoczko’s approach maps onto my own quite 

effectively and alludes to the positions of other scholars cited in the present study: 

In his Debussy analyses, Tymoczko (2004) emphasizes intercardinality 
relationships between scales…particularly the intersection of whole-tone scales 
(cardinality 6) with acoustic and diatonic scales (cardinality 7). Although 
Tymoczko folds these relationships into a larger theoretical perspective centered 
on the concept of voice-leading, these intercardinality relationships are not 
geometric voice leading in the sense of Callender, Quinn, and Tymoczko 2008 
and Tymoczko 2011. The former article demonstrates that the metrics of these 
geometries cannot be preserved under intercardinality 
equivalences…intercardinality voice-leading relationships like Callender’s (1998) 
split and fuse operations are better handled by the DFT (Yust 2016, 244).21 
 

 Using “DFT magnitudes” to determine common-tone relations, Yust demonstrates 

how seemingly distant scales are connected through a “wormhole phenomenon…where 

the use of a different-cardinality intermediary brings otherwise distant collections closer 

together” (Yust 2016, 245). Yust argues that intercardinal scalar networks such as 

Tymoczko’s (2011), and by extension, my own Collection Space, are best understood as 

“maximal intersections, which are common-tone properties and, as such, are well 

reflected by phase-space distances.”22 For example, Yust interpolates WT1 as an 

 

21 “Discrete Fourier Transforms” (DFT) are expounded elsewhere by Yust (2015). 

22 Concerning “phase-space,” Yust draws from Lewin’s “interval function” (2001, 2007) 
or “the cross-correlation of two pitch-class vectors” (Yust 2016, 244). 
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“intermediary” between DIA0#,0b and DIA6#,6b, connecting these diatonic scales by four 

moves involving a variety of five scales (DIA0 – Acou1 – WT1 – Acou5 – DIA6)23 rather 

than six moves involving seven transpositions of the same diatonic scale (0#–6#). I adapt 

this “wormhole phenomenon” expounded by Yust and present it as a more normative 

occurrence in my own Collection Space, where diatonic and whole-tone realms are 

separated only by the acoustic collection. Positing these scalar relationships in this way 

also circumvents the task of formalizing latent algebraic principles, a preoccupation of 

Yust’s. While these principles are certainly valuable, I have demonstrated that my own 

approach proceeds in a quite different direction—one dependent on context and 

generative voice leading rather than mathematical considerations—with the hope of 

creating a more readily applicable and analytically pragmatic system. 

 

Collection Space and Centrifugal Force 

 

 Based on the preceding discussion, centrifugal force in Collection Space 

corresponds partly to but is not solely dependent upon distance perception.24 Centrifugal 

force also correlates to the amount of ground covered within and beyond Collection 

 
23 Here and throughout this study, scales labeled “Acou1” indicate the acoustic scale 
starting on pc 1. This is different from Yust’s labeling, which indicates the number of 
sharps of flats in each acoustic scale.  
 
24 Ed Gollin’s rigorous study (2000) provides a historical/mathematical account of 
distance in various harmonic spaces. My own approach reflects a different point of view, 
focusing more on context and analytical applicability than on algebraic/geometric 
structure, and is more akin to Wile’s context-driven study (though not entirely).  
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Space—fundamentally, a higher number of nodes covered in a musical work equates to 

more circuitous levels of centrifugalism. We can also equate increase in centrifugal force 

with increase of cardinality (Fig. 4.11), reflecting a view of twentieth century music 

generally as a “relentless, ever-increasing drive toward chromaticism” (Tymoczko 2011, 

189).25 Collection Space could unravel so centrifugally that the chromatic aggregate 

becomes salient. In this case, centrifugal force follows a purely linear path through 

Collection Space beyond tonality, into Cohn’s fourth stage of evolution, where 

“hexatonic and octatonic scales are absorbed into a broader atonality…chords and scales 

are transformed into the sets and set classes of Second-Viennese-School atonality” (Cohn 

2012, 207).  

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4.11. Abstract atonal representation of centripetal/centrifugal dichotomy. 

 

25 To accurately express my point of view on the matter of tonal evolution, I defer to the 
following: “the fierce commitment of music historians and music theorists to an 
ultramodernist narrative of evolution and progress buttresses the hegemonic position of a 
serialism long since on the wane. It allows its advocates to characterize composers who 
continue to pursue tonal idioms as regressive, but also to exclude popular music…from 
music curricula…the failure of these narratives to account for the continuous use and 
renewal of tonal resources…is remarkable” (Hyer 2002, 750). 
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 The illustration shown in Fig. 4.11 can be used as a foil to another illustration that 

is more precisely aligned with the style of music analyzed in this study. As shown in Fig. 

4.12, centrifugal force in Collection Space culminates with the whole-tone collection 

rather than the chromatic. Transformations from pentatonic to whole-tone, two 

collections that do not maintain a parsimonious connection in collection space, would 

therefore be considered more centrifugal than those between mystic and whole-tone 

collections, supposing only semitone displacements occur (as singletons or elided) and 

elided chromatic or scalar transpositions do not (see Fig. 4.1, for instance). 

Fig. 4.12. Abstract representation of centripetal/centrifugal dichotomy  
in Collection Space for early twentieth-century French music. 

 

 Based upon two salient Collection-Space properties I have expounded in this 

chapter—the parsimony restrictions and the contextual definition of centrifugal force—

Collection Space aligns with both the “Law of Atonal Voice Leading” and “Law of 

Atonal Harmony,” respectively, pioneered and defined by Straus (2005). Straus 

generalizes the Law of Atonal Voice Leading as embodying “a preference for relatively 

short (smooth) moves” in any given voice-leading space, while according to the Law of 
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Atonal Harmony, “harmonies tend to move away from a state of chromaticness and 

toward a state of relative dispersion within the available musical space” (Straus 2005, 99, 

83). The parsimony restrictions imposed upon Collection Space, in light of Straus’s Law 

of Atonal Voice Leading, limits inclusion to only 10 total set classes (five nearly even 

and five maximally even), rendering the space more unique than one that is all-inclusive. 

By the same token, greater amounts of semitone displacements signify increasing 

centrifugal force, but the culmination of centrifugal force is embodied ultimately by a 

single construct, the whole-tone collection. Thus, the dichotomy of semitonal voice 

leading between collections and the centrifugal tendency toward whole-toneness in 

Collection Space directly reflects the “complementary” relationship between Straus’s two 

atonal laws. According to Straus, “within a harmony, the notes seek to maximize their 

distance from each other, as the harmony seeks to become more spacious. Between 

harmonies, the notes seek to minimize their voice-leading distances” (Straus 2005, 84).  

 Here I interpret the word “atonal,” for the purpose of the present study, to simply 

mean “non-tonal,” or more accurately (and less precisely), “not-necessarily-tonal.” Since 

the music analyzed in this study maintains inextricable ties to common-practice tonality 

while featuring and even privileging non-diatonic referential collections, the concept of 

centrifugal force evokes a paradox between alternative tonal worlds. Centrifugal force is 

signified by triadic and seventh-chord transformations in tonal contexts, as demonstrated 

in Chapter 2 of this dissertation, while centripetal force is signified by common-practice 

resolution. Centrifugal force therefore implies a state of tension, as Cohn has suggested 

(2016). Paradoxically, the tendency of harmonies within Collection Space to progress 
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toward maximal pitch-class distances within non-functional harmonies (i.e. the whole-

tone collection) also signifies centrifugalism, which in this case signifies resolution 

antithetical to that of the common practice. As Straus states, “there is a close 

correspondence between traditional notions of consonance/relaxation/stability versus 

dissonance/tension/instability and the concepts of evenness/dispersion versus 

compactness/compression” (Straus 2005, 83). The signification of centrifugal force, then, 

may depend on the tonal world within which the analyst operates. While the notion that 

centrifugal force signifies non-tonal resolution holds for Collection Space, centrifugal 

force must be reoriented around the centripetal focal point of common-practice tonality, 

as I demonstrate through the following analyses in this Chapter as well as those in 

Chapter 5, in contexts where tonal relationships and common-practice vestiges are 

intrinsically evoked. Notwithstanding, the tendency of tonal/harmonic constructs toward 

expansion and maximal evenness signifies centrifugal force in any tonal/harmonic space. 

From this standpoint, early twentieth-century French music embodied by Collection-

Space transformations may indeed spiral centrifugally toward a certain “half-

steplessness,” as Christensen notes (2019, 265), but it often does so gradually through 

centripetal voice-leading maneuvers, tethered to a seemingly ineffable tonal/harmonic 

“inertia.”26 

 

 

26 “Inertia” references Straus (2005, 67), to whom I defer so that my own sentiments may 
be conveyed: “I find the notion of inertia an intuitively appealing metaphor for one aspect 
of the behavior of tones…tones seek to conserve their energy; when the harmony 
changes, and they are compelled to move, they do so by as small a distance as possible.”  
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Debussy’s “Voiles” (1909) 

 Two brief analyses exemplify extreme notions of centrifugal force in Collection 

Space and segue into the fifth and final chapter of this dissertation, which features more 

complete analyses that explore with greater depth the centripetal/centrifugal dichotomy. 

First, Debussy’s “Voiles” is characterized by a single transformation between whole-tone 

and pentatonic collections (and back again). Since this prelude has garnered significant 

attention analytically, several opposing viewpoints will shed light on my own. As David 

Goldman notes, Debussy has been criticized for neglecting to employ semitone 

transposition in order to exploit the limited transpositional range of the whole-tone 

collection. According to Whittall, the driving force behind “Voiles” is rhythm, and 

rhythm alone, since a pitch center within the whole-tone scale is not perceptible due to 

the qualities of maximal evenness and complete intervallic repetition (Whittall 1975, 

261–262). Goldman points out that “having begun with the premise that the operative 

harmony is whole-tone, Whittall expects the composer to employ typical whole-tone 

devices (e.g. semitone transposition)” (Goldman 1991, 142). Contrary to Whittall, 

Goldman argues that Debussy’s choice not to employ semitone transposition “reinforces 

the impression that the whole-tone scale acts as a ‘veil’ for an underlying diatonicism” 

(Ibid., 142). From Goldman’s point of view, the whole-tone scale in “Voiles” appears 

normalized and therefore occurs as expected in Debussy’s style, even if, as Whittall 

argues, transpositional properties of the whole-tone collection are not fully exploited. 

Like Whittall, Richard Parks’ analyses of Debussy’s music (1980) focus primarily on 

pitch-class sets rather than on tertiary harmony. Drawing from Parks, Annie Yih argues 
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that “by assuming tonal elements as basic and relegating other pitch elements to an 

ornamental role, the importance of prominent innovative sonorities and unconventional 

voice-leading can be overlooked” (Yih 2000, 203).27 

 From Goldman’s point of view, however, were we to assume that “Voiles” is 

predicated upon underlying diatonicism, obfuscated by an opposing whole-tone 

collection, then it is precisely this obfuscation and subsequent usurpation of diatonic 

tonality that leads Goldman to his main point, that Debussy’s style is somehow 

“esoteric.”28 Gregory Marion also views “Voiles” through a tonal lens, arguing via quasi-

Schenkerian analytical procedures that we naturally interpret Debussy’s music from a 

tonal/diatonic standpoint, at least initially, even if a departure from this standpoint is 

inevitable. “Even though I cannot predict in advance the exact events that will come to 

pass,” Marion states, “my engagement with the piece begins before the sounding of the 

first note” (Marion 1999, 53). To illustrate his point, Marion states that “my 

preconceptions about sonata forms and tonality access a host of canonical features stored 

in my long-term memory” (Ibid., 53).29 In search of a balance point between tonal/post-

tonal dispositions, I defer to Arthur Wenk, who notes that “Debussy sought to replace the 

 

27 Yih (2000) discusses tonal elements more explicitly than Parks (1980), although she 
privileges post-tonal ones.  

28 This “esoteric” harmonic language, Goldman argues, reflects Debussy’s sentiments in 
a letter to Ernest Chausson dated 3 September 1893: “Music should really be a hermetic 
science, guarded by texts that require such a lengthy and difficult interpretation that the 
hordes of people who use music as casually as one uses a handkerchief would become 
discouraged instead of making efforts to disseminate art to the public; I propose the 
foundation of a “Society for Musical Esotericism” (Fisk 1997, emphasis added). 
 
29 Marion (1999) focuses primarily on Debussy’s “Brouillards.” 
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rigidity of functional harmony with something more fluid” (Wenk 1983, 117). 

Subsequently, according to Wenk, “Debussy’s contribution to twentieth-century tonality 

includes both techniques for weakening harmonic progression and procedures for 

redefining tonality along other lines” (Ibid., 117). Accordingly, I consider the disparate 

tonal/post-tonal elements in “Voiles” as equal and syntagmatic rather than purely 

hierarchical. 

 “Underlying diatonicism” in the B section of “Voiles” is framed by the whole-

tone collection in sections A and A’.30 The B section, beginning in m. 42, features a key 

change to five flats, transformed by the substitution of WT0 constituents C-E-D with 

PENT6 constituents Eb and Db as framing pitches of the ascending pentatonic flourishes. 

Posited in Collection Space (Fig. 4.13), there is no direct semitonal voice-leading path 

between whole-tone and pentatonic collections based on the imposed parsimony 

restrictions. Consequently, this transformation can be heard as elided, not unlike the 

compound transformation LP in a hexatonic system.31 In a similar way, whole-tone can 

 

30 From both systemic and context-assertive perspectives, G and Db in m. 31 are both 
passing tones, but Wile distinguishes these from traditional passing tones: “The auxiliary 
functions of Db and G…are determined by their non-membership with respect to a 
referential component. But the non-membership status of Db and G is based on the 
relative salience of the governing whole-tone collection, without which it becomes 
equivocal” (Wile 1995, 47). From this standpoint, Wile points out that non-collection 
tones can gain referential implications as their saliency increases beyond that of the 
primary referential collection. Such distinctions will not be necessary for the purposes of 
the current study, which considers both context and system in the process of analysis.  

31 Following Gollin (2000), Cohn suggests the term “compound” transformation as a 
“unitary Gestalt whose name happens to have two syllables” (Cohn 2012, 30). I use 
“elided” synonymously with “compound.” 
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transform to pentatonic via elided transformations through members of the mystic chord 

and 5–34 (Fig. 4.14). Based purely on the number of semitone displacements, 

transformation between whole-tone and pentatonic is relatively more centrifugal than that 

between mystic and whole-tone or 5–34 and whole-tone, since whole-tone and pentatonic 

nodes not only have a difference in cardinality of one (δ=1) but also because they are 

disconnected on the Collection Lattice. Our willingness to hear this shift between 

referential collections as “transformational” is supported by the music’s surface elements. 

First, the WT/PENT/WT scheme in “Voiles” mimics the involutional quality of salient 

neo-Riemannian transformations, even though transformations between whole-tone and 

pentatonic are not themselves involutional per se. Second, each subsequent section 

appropriates a motivic gesture from the previous section. The turn figure introduced in 

the treble register in m. 22, 28–29 of the A section includes all common tones between 

WT0 and PENT6, Ab-Bb-Ab-F#, and appears in the same register in mm. 42–43 of the B 

section, albeit respelled enharmonically as Gb, and in both instances, this turn figure 

appears thrice. Moreover, the ascending pentatonic flourishes in mm. 42–43 appear as 

transformed whole-tone flourishes in the second A section. Third, transformed tones are 

emphasized in each section. PENT6 constituents Db-Eb appear accented and with tenuto, 

respectively (m. 42), framing the pentatonic flourishes. Upon the return of A’, WT0 

constituents C-D-E (ascending and descending) soar in the melodic line above the 

transformed whole-tone flourishes (mm. 50-51). 
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Fig. 4.13. Elided transformation in “Voiles” (WT1 – PENT6) on Collection Lattice. 

 
Fig. 4.14. Phantom transformations through Myst and 5-34 within elided WT/PENT. 

May also be viewed as two fuses, which is also not parsimonious. 

Lastly, Bb2 recurs throughout the entire prelude and functions as Wile’s first type 

of “coherence,” attributed to invariance as common element. 32 From this point of view 

 
32 According to Wile (1995), two types of coherence via invariant elements include 1) 
invariance as common element, as in Debussy’s “Voiles,” and 2) invariance as tone 
center. 
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the recurring Bb is invariant at the surface level in “Voiles,” but attention should also be 

drawn to its unique function in both collections; it serves in each A section as a sort of 

anti-leading tone to C in WT0 and exhibits in the B section a more centripetal “Sol” 

complex through partitions of PENT6 that project Eb, not Gb, as a centric pitch, and also 

to those invariant common tones mentioned above, through which transforming tones are 

emphasized in relief. Harkening back to Wile (1995), a collection’s “external coherence” 

is defined as its “relationship to its environment,” while “internal coherence” depends 

upon its degree of “well-distribution” and manifestation through “multiple partitions,” or 

a variety of figurations and realizations (Wile 1995, 293). Here Debussy’s “Voiles” 

checks out—both whole-tone and pentatonic collections are revealed through multiple 

partitions and maintain connection and interaction through invariant elements—but what 

of its tonal aura? As non-systemic, “context-assertive” entities, whole-tone and 

pentatonic collections exist on separate planes of tonality space, either with the whole-

tone collection sabotaging diatonic order or with diatonic/tonal vestiges peering through 

whole-tone “veils.” Contrarily I argue that whole-tone and diatonic collections exist 

systemically within the same Collection Space—as revealed through parsimonious voice 

leading between nodes on the Collection Lattice, reminiscent of that among consonant 

triads and between triads and their maximally-even augmented counterparts—where they 

are viewed as equal participants within the same centripetal/centrifugal orbit rather than 

as atomistic atonal/tonal constructs in two disparate hierarchies.  
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Lili Boulanger’s “D’un matin de printemps” (1918) 

 The previous analysis demonstrates a renewed approach to understanding 

relationships between referential collections at high levels of structure. In light of the 

following example, the opening of Boulanger’s “Of a Spring Morning,”33 collections 

may also interact at lower structural levels, functioning as chords rather than governing 

macroharmonies, thus demonstrating a more extreme case of centrifugal transformation. 

Constituents of Collection Space are labeled and bracketed through the first 11 measures, 

the first half of the first stanza (Ex. 4.1). DIA0#,0b
 appears with all its constituent pitch 

classes in the first measure, with its proper subset PENT7 occurring on the third beat and 

fleshed out through m. 6, followed by a transformation to a member of set class 5-34 in 

m. 7. To qualify this transformationally on the Collection Lattice, two aspects of this 

progression must be considered. On the surface, the partition in the piano part remains 

constant (repeating dyads in the left hand, repeating tetrads in the right hand) in the same 

register, implying that one harmony transforms directly into another. Moreover, the 

connection between DIA0#,0b
 and set class 5-34 is mitigated by recurring iterations of 

PENT7 on beat 3 of mm. 1–4. In this case the shift between complement relations 

(diatonic and pentatonic) occurs on the musical surface, but it may also occur discretely 

 

33 Given the relatively scarce amount of research on and analyses of Lili Boulanger’s 
music, some historical background is worth noting here. “D’un matin de printemps,” 
along with “D’un soir triste” (1918), were each realized in three different versions—the 
former, violin/flute and piano, piano trio, and orchestra; the latter, cello and piano, piano 
trio, and orchestra. These were the final works Boulanger wrote on her own, without the 
aid of a scribe. She would succumb to her debilitating ailments that same year (see 
Rosenstiel 1978, 199). 
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as a kind of phantom shift, not unlike a mitigating operation within a compound 

transformation, since complement relations in Collection Space represent one type of 

projective subset (expounded in Chapter 3).  

 

 
Ex. 4.1. Boulanger “D’un matin de printemps,” opening stanza (first half). 
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 This example features transformations between members of Collection Space 

with the type of phantom transpositions (i.e. elided, those that do not occur at the music’s 

surface) alluded to by Tymoczko (2011, 187) and illustrated earlier in Fig. 4.1. Through 

semitonal voice leading, it is expected that PENT7 will transform to a member of 5-34, 

starting on either pitch-class 7 or 5 in normal order, (5-347 or 5-345), but instead it 

transforms to 5-34E (“E” meaning pitch-class 11). Rather than counting semitone 

displacements between members of PENT7 and those of 5-34E (m. 7), I consider this as an 

expected transformation with a phantom transposition to another member of the resultant 

set class. A similar transformation occurs from 5-34T to Aø7 in m. 9 instead of the 

expected C7 or Ebø7. Again, 5-34 transforms to 4-27 as expected in Collection Space, but 

a phantom transposition to Aø7 adds a degree of remove—and consequently, an increase 

in centrifugalism—between 5-34T and Aø7. These transformations can be expounded in 

greater detail using transformational networks, as shown in Fig. 4.15 and 4.16 below. 

Notice that possible Collection-Space transformations (CS transforms) yield the expected 

resultant set classes, which are then transposed to yield the actual result. Collection-Space 

transformations are indicated by integers mod-12, with an arrow indicating direction of 

voice leading, and phantom Tn/In values are labeled according to post-tonal 

conventions.34 Figures 4.17–19 show these transformations on a fragmented Collection 

Lattice, complete Collection Lattice, and three-dimensional Collection Ladder, 

respectively, to demonstrate how these transformations can be realized in Collection 

Space despite mitigating phantom transpositions and complementary set-class shifts.  

 

34 Following Straus 2016, I use only “In” to indicate index sums rather than “TnI.” 
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Fig. 4.15 Transformational network and phantom transposition, PENT7 and 5-34E. 

Boulanger “D’un matin de printemps,” m. 6-7. 
 

 
 
 
 

  

 

 
 

Fig. 4.16 Transformational network and phantom transposition, 5-34T and Aø7. 
Boulanger “D’un matin de printemps,” m. 9, beats 2-3. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.17. Transformations on Collection-Lattice fragment. 
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Fig. 4.18. Transformations on full Collection Lattice.  
Arched arrow shows return to DIA0#,0b in m. 10 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 4.19. Transformations on 3-D Collection Ladder. 

Dotted blue line shows shift between complementary sets. 
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 Here and throughout other examples, Wile’s notation (1995) is used to indicate 

the number of pitch classes that appear in a given projective subset. For instance, six out 

of seven (6/7) pitch classes of DIA0#,0b appear in m. 10. This is one type of projective 

subset expounded in Chapter 3, in which a collection is projected by the appearance of 

most but not all of its constituent pitch classes. Complete collections should be assumed 

in cases where this projective subset notation is absent. 

 The only non-collection tone (D) appears simultaneously with Aø7, a member of 

set class 4-27, on beat 3 of m. 9, and can be labeled as such because it is a common tone 

carried over from the preceding chord (a member of 5-34), and chord tones Eb and G are 

emphasized in the violin part. A bridge-like gesture follows from beat 3 of m. 10 through 

m. 11 and features members of set class 4-23 (0257), which are subsets only of the 

diatonic and pentatonic collections stated in the piece thus far. From this standpoint, set 

class 4-23 can be heard as a projective subset of the diatonic collection.35 As shown in 

Ex. 4.2, fragments of the scalar gestures from mm. 5–6 appear at rehearsal 1 (mm. 12–15) 

in the middle of the first stanza, beginning a scalar shift to DIA1# in the second stanza at 

m. 22. PENT0, a member of DIA1#, appears on beat 3 of m. 12 and mitigates the 

transformation to 5-34E in m. 14. The expected transformations and phantom shifts are 

shown in Fig. 4.20, a phenomenon not unlike that in the opening measures.  

 

 

 

35 Grant (2014) indicates this is also a subset of acoustic and harmonic minor, but these 
sets have not appeared contextually up to this point in “D’un matin.”  
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Ex. 4.2. Second half of opening stanza, Boulanger “D’un matin de printemps.” 
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Fig. 4.20. Transformational network and phantom transposition, PENT0 and 5-34E. 
Boulanger “D’un matin de printemps,” mm. 12-14. 

  

 Another member of Collection Space, the whole-tone collection, is reached in 

mm. 14–15 (beat 3) via a transformation from 5-34E to WT1, which occurs in Collection 

Space as expected, with the voice-leading split 8↕7/9 (8 splits to 7 and 9). As shown on 

the score in Ex. 4.2, only four out of six (4/6) pitch classes of WT1 appear, yielding set 

[E,1,3,7], a member of set class 4-24 (0248). Grant (2014) notes that this set class is also 

a subset of acoustic and harmonic minor collections, but I call this particular instance of 

set class (0248) a projective subset of the whole-tone collection because of the immediate 

musical context—neither acoustic nor harmonic minor have been stated in the piece thus 

far, and set class (0248) always contains an embedded augmented triad, no matter the 

inversion, which is the pivotal subset between triadic and whole-tone realms (expounded 

in Chapter 3). Transformations are not entirely centrifugal, however, since the violin line 

in mm. 14–15 maintains its diatonicism (DIA6b,6#). A transformation from WT1 to Acou8 

occurs in mm. 15–16, followed by transformations to DIA0#,0b and 5-340, respectively, 

after which triads make their first appearance in this work. WT1 can transform into six 

out of the 12 distinct acoustic collections—and Acou8 (normal form of acoustic scale 
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beginning on pc 8) is not one of them. By now we recognize this as a common feature 

utilized by Boulanger, where the expected Collection-Space transformation occurs but is 

further removed centrifugally by a phantom transposition. The transformation from WT1 

to Acou8 is expounded below in Fig. 4.21 via a transformational network, from which we 

can deduce two codependent principles of Collection Space in general: 1) fewer members 

of a set class correspond to an increase in potential intercardinal transformations from 

that set class to members of another set class whose cardinality differs by 1 (for instance, 

the same would apply to transformations between whole-tone collections and members of 

set class 5-34), and 2) by extension, transformations from greater-membered (nearly 

even) to fewer-membered (maximally even) set classes are relatively more centrifugal 

than transformations between set classes with the same or similar number of members. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 4.21. Transformational network and phantom transpositions, WT1 and Acou8. 
Boulanger “D’un matin de printemps,” mm. 15-16. 
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 Visually, the transformational network shown in Fig. 4.21 is intended to illustrate 

this relative increase in centrifugalism, compared to the network shown in Fig. 4.18. The 

subsequent transformation between the complete collections Acou8 and DIA0#,0b in mm. 

16–17, shown in 4.22, features yet another phantom transposition, but the effect is unlike 

that of the previous ones. The seven-note cardinality remains constant, the partitions are 

“poorly distributed,” meaning they appear more so in the form of chords rather than 

scales or clusters,36 and descending perfect fifths are iterated “quasi pizz.” in the piano’s 

left-hand part—all these surface elements convey a greater sense of tonal organization 

than those in the preceding transformations.  

 

 

 

  

 

Fig. 4.22. Transformational network and phantom transpositions, Acou8 to DIA0#,0b. 
Boulanger “D’un matin de printemps,” mm. 16-17. 

 

 This centripetal shift toward a more recognizable tertian tonality is continued in 

mm. 18–19, where 5-340 is partitioned with a perfect fifth in the bass, as if to sound more 

like a D7 chord with an added ninth rather than a non-tonal set-class member. This 

harmony functions as a kind of pivot (albeit not exactly as the type of pivotal subset from 

Chapter 3) to a triadic progression that features familiar elided/compound neo-

 

36 See Wile 1995, 4. 
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Riemannian transformations, illustrated in Fig. 4.23, appearing for the first time in this 

work—we have briefly exited Collection Space. The transformations in mm. 12–18 are 

illustrated below on a Collection Lattice and ladder, with phantom transpositions (where 

applicable) and measure numbers marked above their respective nodes (Fig. 4.24 and 

4.25).  

 

 

Fig. 4.23. Triadic transformations “relative,” “slide/parallel,” “leading-tone/parallel.” 
“D’un matin de printemps,” mm. 18–19. 

 

 

 
Fig. 4.24. Collection Lattice transformations in “D’un matin de printemps,” mm. 12-18. 
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Fig. 4.25. Collection Ladder transformations in “D’un matin de printemps,” mm. 12–18. 

 

  

 The second stanza beginning in m. 22 features a transposition of the opening 

material from DIA0#,0b to DIA1#, a common-practice shift by the interval of a fifth but 

with extended common-practice material. DIA1# transforms in mm. 24–27 to 6/7 

HARMG, or harmonic major starting on G, with the inclusion of [7,E,0,2,3,6] (Ex. 4.3). 

However, based on the partitioning of its constituent pitch classes and the semitone voice 

leading from F# to G in mm. 26–27, 6/7 HARMG may also be posited as a simultaneity 

between slide-related triads B major and C minor, or a B/c S-sim. This analysis correlates 

to the triadic transformations that follow in mm. 28–29, since C minor transforms 

parsimoniously via L to Ab major on the downbeat of m. 28 (Fig. 4.26). As mentioned 

earlier, harmonic major and minor are not included in the Collection Lattice because they 

do not maintain a parsimonious connection by no more than two semitone displacements 
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to any other collection except for those that share the same cardinality (diatonic and 

acoustic). A transformation between diatonic and harmonic major thus represents a trip 

down a hidden cul-de-sac within the system. In this context, by virtue of the S-sim, 

harmonic major also serves as an exit point out of Collection Space to triadic-

transformational spaces, including both separate and elided instances of the four salient 

transformations L, P, R, and S. 

Ex. 4.3. Boulanger’s “D’un matin,” mm. 24–31. Triads appear in mm. 28–29.  
 

 
Fig. 4.26. Transformational network, Boulanger’s “D’un matin,” mm. 26–29. 
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 Transformations among diatonic and acoustic collections conclude the first 

section of Boulanger’s “D’un matin” (Ex. 4.4 & 4.5), ending with WT1 in m. 54. As 

shown via the transformational network in Fig. 4.27, all but one of the Collection-Space 

transformations occur parsimoniously, the exception being the elided transformation 5/7 

DIA2b to 5/6 WT1 (not unlike Debussy’s “Voiles”) through a phantom Acou9 (shown as 

dotted arrows in Fig. 4.27). The relative parsimoniousness and elongated harmonic 

rhythm of this excerpt counteracts the dynamic swell and centrifugal shift from diatonic 

to whole-tone collections. Shown via the dotted line on the collection-lattice fragment in 

Fig. 4.28, this shift is the first of its kind in “D’un matin,” since diatonic and whole-tone 

collections do not maintain a parsimonious connection according to the restrictions 

outlined previously in this chapter. Earlier progressions in “D’un matin” featured 

phantom transpositions rather than phantom transformations, the latter of which I 

categorize as more centrifugal since phantom/elided transformations occur between 

collections where no direct parsimonious connection exists. Elided transformations such 

as these are similar to elided triadic transformations—both involve relatively more 

semitone displacements and, consequently, appear more centrifugal than their single-

operation counterparts. Complete collections in mm. 32–46 are additive between piano 

and flute lines and occur across multiple measures. As shown by the transformational 

network in Fig. 4.27, Collection-Space transformations appear horizontally while 

transpositions appear vertically. Notice the transpositions of DIA1# to 6/7 DIA0#,0b and 

5/7 DIA2b occur twice (mm. 51 and 53) and feature incomplete collections, contributing 

to the centrifugal aura and facilitating the nebulous shift to 5/6 WT1.  
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Ex. 4.4. Boulanger’s “D’un matin,” mm. 32–46. 
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Ex. 4.5. Boulanger’s “D’un matin,” mm. 53–60. 

 

 
Fig. 4.27. Transformation network, Boulanger’s “D’un matin,” mm. 32–58. 
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Fig. 4.28. Collection Lattice fragment, showing DIA/WT phantom transformation. 

 

 

 Here one might ask, to what degree do these kinds of collections—ones that 

function as local harmonies that transform into one another rather than overarching 

marcroharmonies—exhibit any kind of “referential” behavior? As Wile states, “the very 

notion of ‘reference’ relies implicitly upon the concept of invariance. A ‘referential 

collection’…denotes a collection whose identity is fixed…typically, its ‘referential’ 

status results from either its recurrence or extension through time, both of which 

constitute forms of invariance” (Wile 1995, 289). The notion of reference therefore 

depends upon some degree of invariance, an extension of which is “composing out,” or 

“the unfolding of the members of a referential set into a large-scale centric organization” 

(Ibid., 316). Based on the prevalence of the diatonic collection throughout the first stanza 
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in “D’un matin de printemps” and on the invariance of ascending scales in the violin line, 

one would be hard-pressed to consider any collection other than the diatonic as the 

governing referential collection. This predisposition toward centricity, while valuable, 

may consequently detract attention toward the role of other collections that exhibit a 

different kind of referential status, one that is conveyed through contextual markedness 

rather than centricity. The relative stasis of Debussy’s “Voiles,” juxtaposed with the 

circuitous transformational range of Boulanger’s “D’un matin de printemps” reveals 

centripetal/centrifugal tonal force in two different ways. More precise criteria for this 

centripetal/centrifugal dichotomy are outlined in the ensuing final chapter, illustrated 

through analyses of Fauré’s Impromptu No. 5, Debussy’s “Cloches à travers les feuilles” 

from Images II, and Boulanger’s “Attente.” 
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CHAPTER 5 

CENTRIFUGAL SPECTRUMS: ANALYTICAL APPLICATION 

 

 The analyses featured in this culminating chapter serve two purposes: 1) to 

pragmatically demonstrate the principles, theoretical models, and analytical approaches 

expounded in Chapters 2–4, and 2) to develop a more refined spectral approach to 

gauging centrifugal force. At the first and second stages of tonal evolution, represented 

by the pan-triadic and Tristan-genus systems illustrated in Chapter 2, centrifugal force 

correlates to the gradual increase in semitone displacements among transformations. 

Tonality is said to have followed the “path of inertia”—a metaphorical straight-lined path 

resulting from the ultimate realization of centrifugal force—when emphasis is placed on 

tritone-related transformations (in context, the hyper-hexatonic polar relation), thus 

following a literal straight line between opposing hexatonic systems. At the third stage, 

represented by Collection Space and expounded in Chapter 4, centrifugal force depends 

partly on the increase in semitone displacements because Collection Space (as shown in 

the Collection Lattice) contains many more possible connections that are considered 

“parsimonious”—17 total—than any system in the preceding stages. For instance, 

parsimonious voice leading among triads or seventh chords within a given system follows 

a single cyclic path, and any intra- or intersystem transformation beyond that path 

appears relatively more centrifugal, depending on the total number of semitone 

displacements. Parsimonious voice-leading in Collection Space, on the other hand, 

permeates the entire space and includes a variety of voice-leading maneuvers, like the 
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intercardinal split/fuse, whose two semitone displacements can be considered equally 

parsimonious.  

 To contextualize the following analyses, I summarize and integrate the tonal 

stages discussed in this dissertation and posit them as spectrums. As shown in Table 5.1, 

each tonal stage—beginning with the common practice, progressing through Cohn’s first 

and second triadic/seventh chord stages to my own collection-based third stage—contains 

a representative transformational space that includes extremes of both parsimony and 

extravagance, and by extension, of both centripetal and centrifugal force. I also indicate 

the process through which each stage progresses to the next, maintaining/exchanging 

either syntax (i.e. transformational routines) or lexicon (i.e. constructs) from each 

preceding stage. The common-practice (CP) extremes of parsimony and extravagance are 

similar to those of Collection Space because they are both singular harmonic constructs, 

whereas those of stages 1 and 2 are transformations. This difference reflects an approach 

of “classification from the standpoint of process” at stages 1 and 2, thus one that is more 

“transformational” and “action-oriented” rather than purely synchronic (Wile 1995, 

xxviii).1 Parsimony in Collection Space (stage 3) combines the operations of stages 1 and 

2. Unique to this stage is the fact that parsimonious and extravagant extremes are 

categorically dissimilar—parsimony is signified by transformations while superlative 

extravagance is signified by a single construct, the whole-tone collection. The notion that 

a single construct serves as the farthest point of distance in Collection Space seems to 

 
1 As noted by Wile (1995), Lewin (1987) is in many ways the pioneer of this approach.  
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contradict the plurality of musical styles representative of the early twentieth century that 

Collection Space seeks to expound. Here it is crucial to remember that the notion of 

parsimony and extravagance (and centripetal/centrifugal force) is not merely a bilateral 

paradox, but instead encompasses multilateral centrifugal spectrums that gauge the 

centrifugal force of transformations relative to one another (shown in Fig. 5.1, 5.2, and 

5.3) at each tonal stage, summarized in Table 5.1.  

 

 

 

Table 5.1. Tonal stages and their parsimonious/extravagant extremes. 
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Fig. 5.1. Centrifugal spectrum for the pan-triadic (HEX) system (Stage 1). 
Center-point parsimony=P1,0. Key: Pm,n=parsimonious transformation via “m” semitones 

and “n” whole-tones. Em=extravagant transformation via “m” semitones; P=parallel; 
L=leading tone; N=nebenverwandt; S=slide; L/UFM=lower/upper flat mediant; 

H=hexatonic pole; hH and HH=hyper-hexatonic pole. 
 

 

 

 
 
Fig. 5.2. Centrifugal spectrum for the Tristan-genus (OCT) system (Stage2). 

Center-point parsimony=P2,0. 
 

 
Fig. 5.3. Centrifugal spectrum for Collection Space (Stage 3). 

δ=difference in cardinality between two sets. 
 

 A version of the pan-triadic centrifugal spectrum in Fig. 5.1 is used in Fig. 2.21 to 

gauge centrifugal force in Fauré’s Barcarolle No. 10 in A minor. Seventh-chord 

transformations in the Tristan-genus centrifugal spectrum are notated following Childs 

(1998) and Cohn (2012). The center point contains intersystem Boretz-region 

transformations S3(2)
, S3(4), and S6, while the next rim contains intra-system octatonic 
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transformations S2, S4, and S5.2 Notice the number of semitone displacements in the 

octatonic pole (four, shown as E4) and hexatonic pole (three, shown is E3) equals the 

respective cardinalities of their representative lexicons.3 The Collection Space centrifugal 

spectrum is derived from the previous chapter in light of the pan-triadic and Tristan-

genus spectrums, and contains as its center point the complement relation. To distinguish 

the centrifugal spectrum for stage 3 (Collection Space) from those of the pan-triadic and 

Tristan-genus systems, since the latter ones have already been thoroughly expounded, I 

have itemized the transformations between pairs of collections at each level of Collection 

Space in Table 5.2. These collection pairs (right column) are characterized by virtue of 

their parsimonious/extravagant semitone displacements (Pm,n, Em), preserved or reversed 

evenness (i.e. two maximally even collections, or one maximally and one nearly even, 

and vice-versa), difference in cardinality (δ), and corresponding level on the Collection 

Space centrifugal spectrum (left column). As shown in spectrum level 5 in Table 5.2 

(bottom two rows), the whole-tone collection—the culmination of centrifugal force in 

Collection Space—is the only collection that transforms via four semitone displacements 

(E4), the most extravagant and centrifugal type of Collection-Space transformation, in 

both “evenness reversed” and “evenness preserved” pairs of collections. 

 
2 For example, S2 indicates that ic 2 within a seventh chord is preserved while the other 
two pitches move in similar motion to tones of another seventh chord. S3(4) and S3(2) 

transformations are indicated as such since any given Tristan-genus seventh chord 
(dominant or half-diminished) contains two instances of ic 3, either of which can be 
preserved while the other interval class (4 or 2) is displaced in similar motion.  
 
3 An in-depth illustration of seventh-chord transformations in Tristan-genus systems and 
Boretz regions can be found in Cohn 2012, 153–159. 
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Table 5.2. Itemized transformations for Collection Space’s centrifugal spectrum. 

  

 Rims in each spectrum connote a transformational level, starting with the inner 

rim as level 1. All spectrums connote transformations between any two constructs in their 

respective lexicons unique to their representative tonal stages, with the most 

parsimonious and extravagant transformations appearing at the center and outer rim of 

each spectrum, respectively. Transformations radiating outward right of center are 

quantified left of center via corresponding Pm,n or Em indicators, connoting 

“parsimonious” semitone or whole-tone displacements and “extravagant” semitone 
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displacements, respectively. Notice only “m,” which indicates the number of semitone 

displacements, is used when quantifying extravagant transformations, since the higher 

number of semitone displacements in extravagant transformations trivializes the 

distinction of displacements by either semitone or whole-tone. Aesthetically, I posit these 

spectrums as overlapping ellipses to convey their inclusive, connective nature. This 

“solar” arrangement of transformations is inspired by Ratner’s arrangement of key areas 

(1980), which is adapted by Agmon (2013) and attributed originally to Riepel (1755).4 

Ratner’s distinction between “solar” and “polar” key areas is akin to “parsimonious” and 

“extravagant” transformations, both of which are included within the same spectrum. A 

single transformation that traverses multiple rims need not pass through each 

intermediary transformation but instead can be elided directly.5 Transformations posited 

as points on a straight-lined spectrum would therefore misrepresent this eliding potential.  

 It should be assumed that each spectrum does not exhaust all possible 

transformations within its representative tonal stage, nor does a representative work of 

that stage use only those transformations exclusively. The transformations within a single 

spectrum can be understood as representing a salient centrifugal thread unique to its tonal 

stage that is systemic and therefore privileged over other potential transformations. Since 

 
4 Ratner (1980) uses circles rather than ovals to convey distance among closely related 
keys. Agmon (2013) attributes this “solar” arrangement of key areas to the eighteenth-
century music theorist Joseph Riepel, expounding a “neo-Riepelian key-distance theory” 
using “Riepel spaces,” which are comprised of key areas nested within different sized 
circles and are thus arranged similarly to Ratner’s (Agmon 2013, 230–231). 
 
5 Cohn (2012) uses the term “compound” rather than “elided.” 
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the music analyzed in this chapter incorporates transformations from various spectrums, 

resulting in the “neither/nor” phenomenon of contemporary neo-tonal music expounded 

in Chapter 1 (i.e. this music is neither tonal nor atonal), the three centrifugal spectrums 

representative of each tonal stage are combined to form a meta-centrifugal spectrum in 

Fig. 5.4, with stage numbers on the right and representative spaces on the left, and 

common practice (CP) as the center point. 6 Transformations can be located by indicating 

the stage level in the meta-centrifugal spectrum, followed by the transformational level 

within that specific stage. 

Fig. 5.4. Meta-centrifugal spectrum incorporating all tonal stages. 
  

 My centrifugal spectrums, like Agmon’s “Riepel spaces,” approximate distance, 

but among transformational routines at various tonal stages rather than tonal areas in 

common-practice contexts. Throughout this study I have emphasized centrifugal force 

over its centripetal counterpart for two reasons. First, centripetal force exists presumably 

at all tonal stages, integral to one’s sense of resolution and centricity, and is thus a 

primary point of emphasis in many theories of tonality and methods of analysis, 

particularly in analyses of earlier-twentieth century tonal music.7 Second, it is centrifugal 

 
6 Following Harrison’s abbreviation “CP” for “common practice” (2016). 
 
7 Notably, Wile (1995) and Pople (2004) are preoccupied with notions of centricity. 
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force, not centripetal, that functions as the expanding force that generates and 

subsequently permeates the meta-centrifugal spectrum of tonal/evolutionary stages in Fig. 

5.4. The leading motivation of this dissertation, then, rests not merely upon the definition 

of centricity in non-common-practice contexts, but upon charting systemically the 

transformational motion and range of any given contemporary tonal work, and of 

contemporary tonality’s representative transformational spaces in general. 

 Contextual factors also play a role in gauging centrifugal force. First, a wider 

transformational/tonal range or territory covered correlates to a higher level of centrifugal 

force. Transformations within and across a plurality of harmonic spaces, including pivots 

between spaces via system-pivotal subsets, appear especially centrifugal. Second, the 

apparent salience of a particular tonal construct or group of constructs over others, 

emphasized through a combination of various dynamic, rhythmic, registral, durational, or 

timbral means, among others, contributes to the centrifugal/centripetal dichotomy. While 

some of these contextual factors may help determine centricity in a work, they should not 

be misconstrued with centricity in a strict sense and may also indicate salient constructs 

or transformations that are non-centric. Destabilizing agents, such as extravagant 

elements listed in Table 5.1, among others, are of greater interest here, since these will 

invariably signify some level of centrifugalism. Such considerations can be accounted for 

on a case-by-case basis, depending on the region of tonality space that a work 

epitomizes.8 Tymoczko offers prompts to help situate a work contextually in tonality 

 
 
8 Tymoczko categorizes his prompts as either “local” or “global” and contains many 
more than the ones cited in the present study. Given the hybrid systemic/contextual 
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space, the most relevant ones for the present study include 1) “how fast do pitch classes 

circulate?” 2) “Does the music articulate clear macroharmonies?” 3) “Is there a sense of 

tonal center?” (Tymoczko 2011, 191). We can distill these questions into two primary 

contextual concerns: 1) faster harmonic rhythm, and 2) wider variety of macroharmonies. 

Both will generally signify a larger centrifugal range, but the sense of centripetal or 

centrifugal action locally will depend on the direction of the harmonic rhythm toward 

either the center point or outer rim of the meta-centrifugal spectrum. Concerning the issue 

of an implied tonal center, the ending or final gesture of a work serves as the “master 

signifier” for centripetal force and the degree to which some sense of closure is 

achieved,9 but it does not necessarily undermine and/or negate prior centrifugal force or a 

work’s overarching centrifugal aura. In the spirit of expansion at the crux of this 

dissertation, the following three analyses—Fauré’s Impromptu No. 5, Debussy’s 

“Cloches à travers les feuilles,” from Images II, and Boulanger’s “Attente”—appear in 

order of increasing centrifugal force.  

 I offer annotated scores of Fauré’s Impromptu No. 5 and Debussy’s “Cloches à 

travers les feuilles” in Appendix B (p. 251 and 258, respectively) rather than including 

them within the text of this chapter, so the reader can clearly follow my analytical 

argument. To clarify transformations on Collection Lattices that correspond to certain 

measures in the score, I supplement these lattices with more detailed transformational 

 
approach employed in the present study, only the most relevant prompts are mentioned 
here.  
 
9 “Master signifier” in semiotics is borrowed from Klein (2009). 
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networks or charts of those transformations, depending on the immediate musical context 

in which they occur. Collection Lattices, then, appear more generalized, whereas 

transformational networks facilitate analytical detail and clarity while allowing their 

corresponding Collection Lattices to be free of superfluous amounts of clutter. In these 

networks, the sign “↕” indicates either voice-leading splits or fuses, depending on the 

context. Since splits/fuses can be read in either direction, there is no need for 

specification using the inverse of this sign. 8↕7/9, for example, means pitch-class 8 splits 

onto pitch classes 7 and 9, and read the other way, pitch classes 7 and 9 fuse onto pitch 

class 8. Pitch classes can also split/fuse onto themselves, following Straus 2005, meaning 

that maneuvers such as 8↕8/9 are also possible. 

 

Analytical Application 

  

Fauré’s Impromptu No. 5 in F# minor (1909) 

 Whole-tone elements appear only sporadically in Fauré’s later works, typically as 

either temporary tonal destabilizers or dominant-chord enhancers via chromatic 

alterations.10 Fauré’s fifth Impromptu, as Darryl White has noted, is an exception (White 

2018, 222), as whole-tone elements pervade the majority of this short piano work. If there 

are tonal layers to be found in Fauré’s fifth Impromptu, as in many of his later works, as 

 
10 These and other functions of the whole-tone scale in Fauré’s music are explored by 
White (2018, 222), who lists specific examples for Fauré’s output (see footnotes 9 and 
10). 
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White suggests, the depth of these layers transcends the musical surface and the 

tonal/modal dichotomy. According to White, Fauré often employs two techniques, as 

demonstrated in an analysis of Fauré’s Barcarolle No. 12: 1) “of extending a single 

harmony in the melody and accompanying it with microharmonizations and 2) of 

harmonizing a melody in one key with harmony from another so as to, in effect, render it 

modal” (White 2018, 226). Implicit in these techniques are large-scale macroharmonies 

superimposed on small-scale harmonic progressions, and discrete bitonality (discrete 

because Fauré does not employ two different key signatures conjunctively). There is 

certainly a case to be made regarding modality in Fauré’s music, and in fin-de-siècle 

French music in general, but in this study I interpret modality as more of a surface 

element, attributed primarily to alternative diatonic orderings. Modality in Fauré’s music 

is typically “alluded to” or “suggested,”11 and a work might exhibit a modal aura or even 

be “rendered modal,” as White suggests, but a more wholistic view of modality in 

otherwise dissolved tonal contexts subsumes modality into a more pluralistic tonal 

space—such is the purpose of my own Collection Space.  

 
11 Modal allusion is mentioned in Chapter 2 of the present study. See Sobaskie 1999; 
Phillips 1993. 
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 Fauré’s Impromptu No. 5 consists of three large sections (ABA), with four 

distinct transformational zones in the B section (Table 5.3). The work opens with 

transformations of complete collections in Collection Space sans phantom transpositions 

that radiate away from WT0 through MystC and 5-340 to DIA3#, with a phantom shift 

through its pentatonic complement (Fig. 5.5). Ex. 5.1 shows how these collections are 

partitioned.12 DIA3# functions contextually as both a centripetal resolution in Collection 

Space at stage 3 as well as an F#-minor scale at earlier tonal stages. A varied repetition 

follows in mm. 5–9, this time with 5-340 shifting directly to its complement acoustic 

collection, Acou5 (Fig. 5.6). The transformations posited on Collection Lattices shown in 

Fig. 5.5 and 5.6, in addition to figures throughout the remainder of this chapter, appear 

generalized on the lattices themselves but are further expounded by supplemental 

transformational networks below each lattice.  

 
Table 5.3. Formal chart, Fauré’s Impromptu No. 5.  

Arrows are used in the same way as Rings 2008. CP=common practice. 

 
12 As demonstrated in the previous chapter, complete collections should be assumed 
where Wile’s (1995) subset notation is not employed.  
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Ex. 5.1. Partitions of collections, Fauré’s Impromptu No 5, opening. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 5.5. Fauré’s Impromptu No. 5, mm. 1–5, 

Collection Lattice and transformational network. 
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Fig. 5.6. Fauré’s Impromptu No. 5, mm. 5–9, 
Collection Lattice and transformational network. 

  

 The transformations shown in Fig. 5.5 and 5.6 in Collection Space mimic the 

voice-leading that occurs among each group of three consecutive half notes D, C-natural, 

and C# in mm. 2–4 and 6–8. As shown in Fig. 5.7, D and C-natural function as an 

augmented 6th (an enharmonic spelling of B#) that resolves as expected in contrary 

motion by semitone, imbuing a “Sol” complex in C#. MystC and 5-340 resolve similarly in 

both cases to DIA3# and Acou5, although the latter requires a phantom transposition 

between MystC and Acou5 through Acou8 (shown in the transformational network in Fig. 

5.6). These parallel gestures comprise a single generalized scheme of resolution that 

occurs simultaneously in two parallel tonal universes, CP and stage 3, suggesting bona 

fide “tonal layering.” Moreover, transformations through m. 9 radiate centripetally away 

from the whole-tone collection symmetrically and include all six interior collections of 
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Collection Space, shown on the Collection Ladder in Fig. 5.8. As in previous chapters, 

the color scheme red/blue corresponds to centripetal and centrifugal force, respectively, 

and is used arbitrarily to convey a sense of motion and maintain clarity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.7. Parallel voice-leading/transformational gestures in Fauré’s Impromptu No. 5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.8. Fauré’s Impromptu No. 5, mm. 1–9, posited on a Collection Ladder.  
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 A transitional passage follows in mm. 10–15 featuring complete members of 5-34 

and 4-27, partitioned within each full and half measure, respectively, and the roots of the 

4-27 harmonies combine to form the context-projective subset 4/6 WT0 (Fig. 5.9). Notice 

that the Collection Lattice in Fig. 5.9 does not include arrows to specify direction, since 

these transformations occur conjunctively rather than linearly. The centrifugal completion 

of WT0 is interrupted in m. 16 with a shift by semitone rather than whole-tone, yielding 

F# minor’s dominant, C#7. This arrival doesn’t necessarily constitute a half cadence in a 

strict sense, but it appears especially half-cadence-like in an otherwise collection-based 

context, contributing to the sense of increasing centripetal force. The opening material 

reappears transposed and slightly varied in mm. 17–20 and 21–24. If this material were to 

appear exactly transposed, the expected resolution would be on DIA2#, but the actual 

resolutions in mm. 20 and 24 feature the wrong diatonic collection, DIA3# (the same 

resolution collection from the opening) and WT0, respectively (detailed in the third 

portion of Fig. 5.10). The Gr6 voice-leading gesture from the opening has been gradually 

dissolved, particularly with the extended arrival on WT0 in mm. 24–25, signifying a 

sudden increase in centrifugal force. Half notes G-natural and F-natural (enharmonic E#) 

resolve as expected and imbue a “Sol” complex in F#, but the corresponding Collection-

Space resolutions dissolve gradually (Fig. 5.11). Only one resolution within the first 

series of Collection-Space transformations, 5-345 to DIA#2, corresponds to a CP voice-

leading maneuver at the pitch level (indicated with slurs), while the subsequent series of 

transformations, MystF/5-345/WT0, contains no corresponding resolutions. The latter is 

posited on a Collection Lattice in Fig. 5.12 to show whole-tone cyclicity. 
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Fig. 5.9. Fauré’s Impromptu No. 5, mm. 10–15, Collection Lattice and detailed chart. 

↕=verticality, ↔=linear motion. 
 

 
Fig. 5.10. Expected transposition and two actual occurrences  

in Fauré’s Impromptu No. 5, mm. 17–20, 21–24.  
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Fig. 5.11. Dissolution of similar voice-leading/transformational gestures,  
Fauré’s Impromptu No. 5, mm. 18–20. 

 

Fig. 5.12. Fauré’s Impromptu No. 5, mm. 22–25, Collection Lattice and network. 
  

 The transformations in Fig. 5.12 may appear centripetal because they originate 

from and circle back to the whole-tone node. However, while there are indeed 

“extravagant” transformations on the Collection Lattice, as indicated in Table 5.1, it is the 

whole-tone collection, not a transformation, that functions as the ultimate agent of 
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centrifugal force in Collection Space. Centrifugal force is signified further by another 

transitional passage like that shown in the Collection Lattice of Fig. 5.9, consisting of 

complete collections 5-34, 4-27, and WT0 used conjunctively in mm. 26–31, this time 

with the completion of 6/6 WT0 via linear root movement of 4-27 members (Fig. 5.13). 

The transition is interrupted yet again in m. 32 by substituting a semitone shift with a 

whole-tone one, but rather than shifting to C#7 as in m. 16, mm. 32–34 feature a three-

measure instance of purely WT1 material rather than that of WT0, the most extended 

instance of a single collection so far in the work. Moreover, this emphasis on the whole-

tone realm occurs with the “wrong” whole-tone collection, WT1, rather than the 

ostensibly salient WT0 from the opening. The next four measures (mm. 34–37) feature 

checker-boarded complete whole-tone and diatonic collections arranged vertically (WT1 

– DIA1b – WT0 – DIA4b), with the downbeats combining linearly to yield set class (0134), 

literally the pcs [0,1,3,4], functioning as the context-projective subset 4/8 OCT0 by virtue 

of the set’s octatonic intervallic pattern. Whole-tone and diatonic collections, along with 

the octatonic projective subset, are arranged on the Collection Lattice without arrows and 

are detailed in a supplemental chart in Fig. 5.14, given the collections’ relatively 

simultaneous appearance (as in Fig. 5.9). 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Fig. 5.13. Fauré’s Impromptu No. 5, mm. 10–15, detailed chart.  
↕=verticality, ↔=linear motion. 
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Fig. 5.14. Fauré’s Impromptu No. 5, mm. 34–37, Collection Lattice and detailed chart. 

↕=verticality, ↔=linear motion. 
 

 Both transpositions of the Gr6 resolution gesture, G-F-F# and D-C-C#, appear 

overlapped by one note in mm. 38–42. The corresponding transformations in Collection 

Space, at once mimicked in mm. 1–9 and then dissolved in 17–24 (Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.11, 

respectively), now contradict outright the CP pitch-level resolutions, creating a quasi-

hemiola effect between the CP pitch-level resolutions—every three notes, shown on the 

staff in Fig. 5.15—and Collection-Space transformational groups—every two collections, 

shown below the staff in Fig. 5.15. 
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Fig. 5.15. Contradictory pitch-level resolutions (Gr6 gesture) and Collection-Space pairs, 
Fauré’s Impromptu No. 5, mm. 38–42.  

 

 The musical surface of the right hand in mm. 42–44, shown on the staff in Fig. 

5.16, is supported by the simultaneity DIA3#/Harmf# (F# harmonic minor) implied in m. 

42, Acou1 in m. 43, and F# harmonic minor in m. 44. Although harmonic minor is not a 

member of Collection Space per se, it can be reached via transformations from set-class 

8-27 (as well as from diatonic and acoustic collections) according to the parsimony 

restrictions outlined in Chapter 4 of the present study. Here the effect is not unlike that of 

Harrison’s “more-to-less chord-group fluctuation,”13 implying the progression i-V7-i 

from a CP point of view (shown below the staff in Fig. 5.16), thus concluding the 

opening A section. If there is an authentic cadence to be heard in this moment, it is 

revealed superficially through its ostensible normativity relative to its adjoining and 

simultaneous Collection-Space turbulence. All but one collection in Collection Space 

appears explicitly and in its entirety within the opening section—the diminished seventh 

(DIM) is excluded, for now. The Collection Ladder in Fig. 5.17 shows all 9/10 collection 

transformations featured in the opening section of Fauré’s Impromptu No. 5. 

 
13 See Harrison 2016, 4; Chapter 4 of the present study. 
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Fig. 5.16. Surface elements and implied harmony, Fauré’s Impromptu No. 5, mm. 42–44. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5.17. Collection Ladder highlighting 9/10 collections  
in Fauré’s Impromptu No. 5, first section (A). 

  

 As demonstrated above and reflected in Table 5.3 (p. 168), the first A section 

comprises Collection Space (stage 3) but concludes with a common-practice gesture 

(reflected parenthetically in Table 5.3), implying dominant-tonic resolution if only 

weakly. Four transformational zones follow,14 each including combinations of elements 

 
14 I use “transformational zone” contextually, not in the same way as “voice-leading 
zones” are indicated in Cube Dance and the 4-Cube Trio (see Cohn 2012). 
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from various tonal stages. First, B1 (mm. 45–61) consists entirely of WT0 scales at the 

musical surface, augmented triads, and consonant-triadic resolutions. This section thus 

epitomizes the function of the augmented triad as a system-pivotal subset between the 

pan-triadic system of consonant triads and Collection Space, represented most 

centrifugally by the whole-tone collection. The prominence of stage 1 transformations, 

then, signifies a relative increase in centripetal force. Posited on Cube Dance in Fig. 5.18, 

the two coupling augmented triads that form WT0 (Aug2 and Aug0) alternate with 

parsimonious transformations to major triads D, Gb, Bb (resolutions of Aug2) and E and 

G# (resolutions of Aug0) but the next progression in the sequence, Aug0 to C major, does 

not appear (dotted blue line in Fig. 5.18). Parsimonious transformations between these 

augmented triads and their nearly even consonant-triadic counterparts, which comprise 

halves of two Weitzmann regions, are expounded with greater detail in Fig. 5.19. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.18. Fauré’s Impromptu No. 5, B1 (mm. 45–61), posited on Cube Dance. 
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Fig. 5.19. Augmented triads and their nearly even resolutions, 
Fauré’s Impromptu, B1 (mm. 45–61). Fashioned in the style of Cohn (2012, 35). 
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 Section B2 (mm. 62–85) incorporates “well-distributed” whole-tone scales,15 this 

time with parsimonious seventh-chord transformations at tonal stage 2. Expounded in 

Fig. 5.20 (upper system), these transformations are divided into two sequences. The first 

(mm. 62–69, 70–77) involves iterations of two different V9
 chords that I posit 

alternatively as simultaneities between diminished seventh chords and their nearly-even 

counterparts, members of set class 4-27 (DIM/4-27-sim). In both cases the diminished 

seventh transforms parsimoniously via one semitone to two other chords, a dominant and 

half-diminished seventh in the same “Boretz” region, detailed in Fig. 5.21 and posited on 

a 4-Cube Trio in Fig. 5.22. This section is analogous to the previous one, which featured 

triadic transformations within the same Weitzmann region. Members of set class 4-27 in 

each DIM/4-27-sim, however, transform to the same dominant and half-diminished 

seventh chord as does each diminished seventh, but via seventh-chord transformations 

that are less parsimonious, C6 and S6, respectively, each of which involves two semitone 

displacements (Fig. 5.20).16 The second sequence (mm. 78–85) features faster harmonic 

rhythm and includes four iterations of the parsimonious DIM/4-27-sim, but each chord in 

the simultaneity progresses extravagantly, not parsimoniously, to a dominant seventh and 

minor seventh (Fig. 5.20, lower system). As shown on another 4-Cube Trio in Fig. 5.23, 

each sequential iteration of DIM/4-27-sim, dominant seventh, and minor seventh chords 

is splayed across three separate octatonic systems. Once again, like the triadic 

 
15 “Well-distribution” refers to the unequivocal partition of a given collection. See Wile 
1995. 
 
16 Borrowed from Childs 1998. C6 indicates that ic 6 within a seventh chord is maintained 
while the other voices progress in contrary motion. S6 indicates similar motion.  
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transformations in B1, the seventh-chord transformations in B2 stop short of the final 

expected chord in the sequence (shown via the dotted red line in Fig. 5.23). The increase 

in centrifugal force is also reflected melodically (Fig. 5.24). In the first sequence, the 

roots of each DIM/4-27-sim (or each V9), along with the accented notes of the melodic 

line, combine to form 5/6 WT1. In the second, 3/6 WT collections are formed locally 

while the beginnings of each iteration combine to form a chromatic scale, signifying 

centrifugal force beyond Collection Space. The overall progression from stage 1 

transformations in B1 to stage 2 transformations in B2 also signifies a relative increase in 

centrifugal tonal force across sections.  

 

 

Fig. 5.20. Fauré’s Impromptu No. 5, B2, harmonic reduction. 
Arrows/arches indicate parsimony. 
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Fig. 5.21. Diminished sevenths and their nearly even resolutions, 
Fauré’s Impromptu, B2 (mm. 62–85). Fashioned in the style of Cohn (2012, 35). 
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Fig. 5.22. Fauré’s Impromptu mm. 62–77, posited on 4-Cube Trio.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.23. Fauré’s Impromptu No. 5, mm. 78–85, posited on 4-Cube Trio.  
Color order=blue, yellow, green, red. 
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Fig. 5.24. Fauré’s Impromptu No. 5, B2, melodic reduction.  

 

 Section B3 begins with alternating DIA#3 and DIA#2 (mm. 86–89), followed by a 

pair of WT-Aug-triadic transformations (shown in Fig. 5.25) like those in section B1, 

with the augmented triads functioning as pivotal subsets, this time involving each of the 

two distinct whole-tone collections (WT0 and WT1). Section B3 thus indexes B1 by virtue 

of the WT-Aug-triadic context but is certainly not a precise repetition. Section B4, 

perhaps the most nebulous of the B sections, features dominant seventh chord 

embellishments that descend chromatically (Fig. 5.26), but the completion of the pattern 

is ultimately obviated yet again, with a harmonic transposition of a minor third rather 

than a semitone—F7 transforms via C3(2) to D7 from mm. 104–105 instead of being 

transposed down to E7. The chromaticism is reflected melodically in the repeating 

intervallic pattern semitone/whole-tone (Fig. 5.27), a compression of the melodic 

material shown in Fig. 5.24. Sections B1, B2, and B3 all feature sequential transformations 

that are obviated before their completions, and all maintain connections with Collection 

Space via the whole-tone collection. Moreover, the harmonic rhythm increases within 

each of the B sections, contributing to the increase of centrifugal force that culminates 

with the return of Collection Space and the prominence of the whole-tone collection in 
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the A section’s first 16 measures (A’, mm. 106–121), ending with C#7 in m. 120 and a 

brief transition to the climactic progression via WT0 in m. 121. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 5.25. Augmented triads and their nearly even resolutions, 

Fauré’s Impromptu, B3 (mm. 90–93). Fashioned in the style of Cohn (2012, 35) 

 

 
Fig. 5.26. Fauré’s Impromptu No. 5, B4, harmonic reduction. 
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Fig. 5.27. Fauré’s Impromtu No. 5, B3, melodic reduction. 

 This climactic progression traverses four variants, each increasing rapidly in 

centripetal force (Fig. 5.28) after the steady increase in centrifugal force throughout the B 

sections. The first (mm. 122–125) occurs twice and combines dominant seventh chords 

that descend by whole-tone in WT0, punctuated by a C#9, posited here as a DIM/4-27-

sim. This progression is transposed up by semitone (mm. 130–133), yielding dominant 

seventh transpositions that progress by whole-tone in WT1, punctuated by the diminished 

seventh DIM1. Both variants combine the most centrifugal and centripetal elements of 

Collection Space, the whole-tone collection and members of set-class 4-27, the latter of 

which is posited as a constituent of Collection Space rather than the Tristan-genus system 

by virtue of its non-functional/non-transformational nature in this context. The DIM1 and 

DIM/4-27-sim at the ends of each variant, however, signify a shift from Collection Space 

at tonal stage 3 to the Tristan-genus system at stage 2. The third and fourth variants 

further propel centripetal force—triadic R-sims, members of the pan-triadic octatonic 

system at stage 1 whose parsimony is characterized as P0,1 (one whole-tone 

displacement), descend by whole-tone beginning in m. 138 (f#/A, e/G, spoiled by b minor 

with a C# non-chord tone in place of the b/D R-sim), punctuated by Aug1 in m. 141. 

Three triadic L-sims follow in mm. 142–144 (G/b, F/a, Eb/g), members of the more 
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centripetal pan-triadic hexatonic system whose parsimony is characterized as P1,0 (one 

semitone displacement), again punctuated by Aug1. The centripetal pull inward continues 

from mm. 146 through the end (Ex. 5.2). A descending melodic line C#-B-A-G-F#, 

harmonized by surface dominants, culminates with an evaded cadence in mm. 150–152, 

harmonized with iiø7
 and Aug1, the latter of which forsakes its previous transformational 

bridging function and instead assumes the role of an altered dominant V#5 in m. 151. 

Despite WT0 scales at the musical surface in mm. 152–162, F# minor emerges 

unequivocally as the tonic key. Dominant-tonic closure in m. 163 is diverted on the 

downbeat of m. 164 with the progression V7-viio7/V. The context projective subset 3/6 

WT1 descends coyishly in mm. 165–167, embellished somewhat ironically by grace notes 

forming 3/6 WT0 one semitone away, and the work concludes unassumingly with V7 

resolving to i, the latter implied only by the F# octave in the bass without the presence of 

other chord tones. 

Fig. 5.28. Fauré’s Impromptu No. 5, mm. 122–145, harmonic reduction. 
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Ex. 5.2. Fauré’s Impromptu No. 5, mm. 146–172. 
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Debussy’s “Cloches à travers les feuilles,” Images II (1907) 

 Debussy’s “Bells through the Leaves,”17 like Fauré’s Impromptu No. 5, features 

coexistence and integration among transformational spaces at tonal stages 1–3, with 

Collection Space at stage 3 serving as the work’s primary “home” space (Table 5.4). 

“Cloches,” unlike Fauré’s Impromptu, ultimately concludes with centrifugal force. 

“Cloches” opens with the whole-tone collection (WT1) extended through multiple 

partitions in mm. 1–5, followed by Collection-Space transformations from WT1 to Mystc 

[0,1,3,5,7,9] and back again, followed by WT1 to 5-341 [1,3,5,7,T] (Ex. 5.3 and 5.4, mm. 

1–9). The return to WT1 after the initial transformation to Mystc reinforces the 

transformational nature of Collection-Space constituents, mimicking the involutional 

property of transformations in closed group structures such as PL-chains in triadic-

hexatonic systems. Two transformations from 5-341 follow in mm. 9–10 and 11–12 (Fig. 

5.29). First, PENT3 is merely glimpsed in m. 9, implying a c/Eb R-sim, followed by a 

parallel (P) triadic transformation from c minor to C major in m. 10, signifying a brief 

centripetal turn toward triadic-transformational space. Second, 5-341 is transposed via T5 

in m. 12, yielding 5-346 [6,8,T,0,3], which transforms parsimoniously to both 4/6 WT0 

and MystF# [6,8,T,0,2,3].  

 In this instance 4/6 WT0 [0,2,6,8] also functions as a French sixth chord, Fr6
0, a 

system-pivotal subset between WT0 and OCT1,2, the latter of which is featured 

exclusively in mm. 13–16. As demonstrated in Chapter 3, pivotal subsets typically 

function as bridges between Collection Space, Tristan-genus (octatonic), and pan-triadic 

 
17 See the annotated score in Appendix B, p. 258. 
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(hexatonic) systems. Fr6

0 pivots directly from WT0 to OCT1,2 as expected (shown via the 

dotted arch in Fig. 5.30), but to the octatonic collection itself, represented by context 

projective subset 6/8 OCT1,2, instead of seventh-chord transformations in the Tristan-

genus system. Collection-Space transformations through m. 16, detailed in Fig. 5.29, are 

shown on a Collection Lattice in Fig. 5.30. 18   

 

 

 

 

Table 5.4. Formal chart, Debussy’s “Cloches à travers les feuilles,” 

 

 
18 Whole-tone/octatonic connections in Debussy and their relationship to tonality has 
already been thoroughly expounded (Whittall 1975; Nadeau 1979; Forte 1991a; Bass 
1994; Yih 2000; Pomeroy 2003). 
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Ex. 5.3. Debussy’s “Cloches,” mm. 1–7.  
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Ex. 5.4. Debussy’s “Cloches,” mm. 8–13.  
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Fig. 5.29. Transformational Network, Debussy’ “Cloches,” mm. 1–16.  

 

Fig. 5.30. Collection Lattice, Debussy’ “Cloches,” mm. 1–16. 

 The Collection-Space transformation in section A2 from OCT1,2 to DIA3b is 

relatively more centrifugal than those in section A1 because OCT and DIA do not share a 

direct connection on the Collection Lattice (Fig. 5.31). Projective subset 6/8 OCT1,2 

transforms via an elided transformation through a phantom Acou4 to 6/7 DIA3b (Fig. 
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5.32), followed by scale shifts that increase in the number of flats to DIA4b and DIA5b. As 

shown in Fig. 5.32, OCT1,2 only connects to DIA3b and DIA4b via parsimonious elided 

transformations and not to DIA5b (shown hypothetically via the dotted arrows in Fig. 

5.32), signifying further increase in centrifugal force. Rather than connecting 

transformationally, OCT1,2 and DIA5b share the pitches of a Db/bb R-sim as common 

tones, otherwise posited as projective subset 4/5 PENT1 [1,5,8,T], illustrated in Fig. 5.33. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.31. Collection Space fragment, showing elided connection between OCT and DIA. 

 
 

 
Fig. 5.32. Transformational network with phantom acoustic transformations,  

Debussy’s “Cloches,” mm. 16–19.  
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Fig. 5.33. Common collection between OCT1,2 and DIA5b. 

 The transition in mm. 20–23 features an overlap of salient collections in 

“Cloches” (WT, Myst, OCT), partitioned in Ex. 5.5, and includes transformations at all 

three tonal stages simultaneously (Fig. 5.34), with inward centripetal motion from stage 3 

to stage 1 on the meta-centrifugal spectrum (shown earlier, Fig. 5.4). Projective subset 

5/6 WT1 and MystB relate parsimoniously (pc 9↘8) and occur simultaneously in m. 20 

(Myst/WT-sim), and Bb7 transforms to G7 in m. 21 via C3(2) (ic 3 is maintained while ic 2 

moves in contrary motion, each pitch by semitone). The G major triad within G7 then 

transforms to B major at the end of m. 21 via an elided LP triadic transformation in 

HEX2,3. In addition to the expanded range across all three tonal stages in the relatively 

brief span of four measures (mm. 20–23), Collection Space connections themselves are 

also expanded. Bb7, part of the Tristan-genus transformation to G7, is also considered as a 

constituent of Collection Space. Given the simultaneous occurrences of these collections, 

OCT connects to Myst as WT connects to 4-27, shown on the Collection Lattice in Fig. 

5.35. The difference in cardinality (δ) within each pair OCT/Myst and WT/4-27 (δ=2) 

constitutes an elided connection further than that between OCT and DIA (δ=1) in section 
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A2 of “Cloches,” signifying centrifugal expansion in Collection Space. The effect of this 

transition is one of overall expansion—both centripetal and centrifugal forces increase, 

signified respectively by motion inward to pan-triadic transformations and by OCT/Myst 

and WT/4-27 connections, the latter of which occupies the outer-most rim of the 

Collection Space centrifugal spectrum shown earlier (Fig. 5.3). 

Ex. 5.5. Debussy’s “Cloches,” mm. 20–21. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.34. Transformational network across three stages, “Cloches,” mm. 20–21. 
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Fig. 5.35. Collection Lattice connections (δ=2), Debussy’s “Cloches,” mm. 20–21. 

 Collection-Space constituents diatonic and pentatonic intersect with R-related 

simultaneities in the B section of “Cloches” (mm. 24–39). Transformations in this section 

feature transpositions by ic 3 and 6, salient intervals of triadic-octatonic space. Moreover, 

all implied R-sim transformations occur within a single triadic-octatonic system OCT1,2, 

the initial octatonic collection which first appeared in m. 13. Accordingly, I consider 

diatonic and pentatonic collections as subordinate to implied triadic R-sims, for which I 

employ triadic-octatonic systems in my analyses. Three large-scale transformations occur 

within the B section. First, the E/c# R-sim transforms via triadic-OCT poles, the furthest 

distance within triadic-OCT space, to Bb/g in m. 31, followed by a return to E/c# in m. 33 

(Fig. 5.36), mimicking the transformational return between WT-Myst-WT at the opening 

of “Cloches.” Considering the F# in the bass in m. 35 and recurring A#s in the middle-

register chords, the diatonic collection DIA5# briefly eclipses the R-sim as the primary 
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referential object. An elided scale shift from DIA5# to DIA7# follows in m. 39, the latter of 

which implies the C#/a# R-sim, related to E/c# via elided RP triadic transformations (Fig. 

5.37). OCT poles and elided RP transformations from Fig. 5.36 and 5.37 are combined in 

Fig. 5.38. Dotted arrows show the unfulfilled hypothetical transformation via OCT poles 

from the Db/bb R-sim to G/e, which would complete OCT1,2. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.36. OCT1,2 R-sim transformations in Debussy’s “Cloches,” B section, mm. 24–33.  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.37. OCT1,2 R-sim transformations in Debussy’s “Cloches,” B section, mm. 33–39.  
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Fig. 5.38. Near completion of OCT1,2, with hypothetical OCT pole transformation to G/e. 

 A varied repetition of the opening material (A1’) appears in m. 40, featuring 

multiple partitions of WT1, followed by a shift to DIA1b on beats 1 and 2 of mm. 42 and 

43, punctuated on beats 3 and 4 by projective subsets 4/5 PENT related by whole-tone 

(PENTT and PENT0, m. 42) and minor third (PENTT and PENT1, m. 43) (Ex. 5.6). Here 

whole-tone and octatonic allusions are implied by the intervals of transposition rather 

than the harmonic entities themselves. This whole-tone/pentatonic elided connection with 

cardinality difference of 1 (δ=1) is analogous to that between octatonic and diatonic 

established in section A2. Both of these connections occupy the fourth rim of the 

Collection Space centrifugal spectrum (Fig. 5.3) characterized as elisions with a 

cardinality difference of 1 (δ=1), resulting in a somewhat symmetrical relationship in 

Collection Space when combined with other elided connections in “Cloches” (Fig. 5.39). 
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Ex. 5.6. Debussy’s “Cloches,” mm. 42–43. All PENT collections are 4/5 PENT. 

Fig. 5.39. Collection Lattice, showing analogous connections from OCT and WT. 
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 As shown on the Collection Lattice in Fig. 5.39 and illustrated on the Collection-

Space centrifugal spectrum in Fig. 5.3, the primary Collection-Space transformations in 

Debussy’s “Cloches” include the most parsimonious—WT/Myst—characterized on 

Collection Space’s centrifugal spectrum as P1,0, connoting a single semitone 

displacement, and more extravagant transformations—OCT/DIA and WT/PENT; 

OCT/Myst and WT/4-27—characterized as E3 and E4, connoting semitone displacements 

by three and four, respectively. Moreover, the amount of Collection-Space territory 

covered in “Cloches” is similar to the territory covered on the meta-centrifugal spectrum 

across all three tonal stages (Fig. 5.4). In the end, all signs point toward ever-increasing 

centrifugal force almost to the point of attaining a figurative path of inertia, and 

consequently, the fracturing of elliptical orbit and tonal order all together. What follows 

in mm. 43–45 of “Cloches” nearly actualizes this potential path of inertia through the 

chromatic collection. Section A2’ in m. 43 features precisely the same melodic line as A2 

(m. 14), this time harmonized with 9/12 CHROMO [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,T,E] instead of 6/8 

OCT1,2, illustrated in Fig. 5.40. The overt instance of this CHROMO projective subset 

shows the potential for Collection Space to be jarred open as illustrated in Fig. 4.11 (see 

Chapter 4) rather than maintained as an exclusive family of collections as in Fig. 4.12.  

 Here the potential is revealed for the octatonic collection and 8-27 to yield 

chromatic centrifugal force rather than to overlap with its complement DIM and be 

fleshed out more centripetally through triadic-octatonic or Tristan-genus transformations. 

Set class 8-27 serves a similar systemic purpose, highlighted especially at the end of 

“Cloches” (Ex. 5.7), which concludes with descending flourishes of PENTT [T,0,2,5,7], 
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otherwise heard as a g/Bb R-sim, followed by a g minor chord spoiled by a sixteenth-note 

flick of C# on the downbeat of the final measure, posited as 4/8 OCT1,2 [7,T,1,2]. PENTT 

in mm. 46–47 and 4/8 OCT1,2 in m. 48 combine to form the projective subset 6/8 8-27 

[0,1,2,5,7,T]. What differentiates set class 8-27 from all other Collection-Space 

constituents is its embedded cluster of two consecutive semitones [0,1,2], alluding to the 

chromatic aggregate.19 Collection Space is not fractured completely at the end of  

“Cloches,” but its potential to spiral centrifugally out of control from OCT/8-27 to the 

chromatic aggregate is subtly if not poignantly indicated. Such a shift would only be 

appropriate in “Cloches,” in which centrifugal expansion permeates this short work.  

 

 

Fig. 5.40. Transformations in section A2 (m. 14) and A2 (m. 43) of “Cloches.” 
↔ indicates melodic lines; ↕ indicates pitches aligned as verticalities. 

 

 

 
19 Zimmerman (2002) has determined that “families” (or collections) without clusters are 
most easily interpreted as tonally analogous, whereas collections with clusters are more 
overtly post-tonal or atonal. 
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Ex. 5.7. Debussy’s “Cloches,” closing (mm. 46–48). 

 

Boulanger’s “Attente” (1910) 

 In the preceding analyses, iterations and combinations of tonal stages can be 

clearly delineated and often appear within separate sections and subsections, as shown in 

Tables 5.3 and 5.4. Boulanger’s “Attente,” on the other hand—introduced in Chapter 1—

resists such delineation by virtue of its tonal ambiguity and instead may be understood as 

a complete amalgamation of tonal stages explored throughout this dissertation, from 

common-practice tonality through Collection Space. Just as individual harmonies can be 

layered on one another as simultaneities, so also can tonal stages occur simultaneously on 

a macro level through the presence of one or more of their respective elements. Beyond 

their simultaneous occurrence, as I demonstrate in this concluding analysis, elements at 

one tonal stage analogize corresponding elements at other tonal stages, revealing similar 

diachronic processes at all stages despite their notable synchronic differences.  
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 The first stanza opens with an oscillatory, almost hypnotic eighth-note 

accompaniment pattern that pervades the entire song. This pattern is mirrored 

symmetrically by transformations among primary collections in each of the three stanzas: 

1) palindromic Collection-Space transformations among pentatonic, whole-tone, and 4-27 

collections, Ex. 5.8, 2) oscillating octatonic/4-27 and whole-tone collections, Ex. 5.9, and 

3) underlying triadic transformations at the song’s conclusion, Ex. 5.10. Collection-Space 

transformations in the first and second stanzas do not occur parsimoniously and therefore 

appear more centrifugal, at least on the surface. In the first stanza (Ex. 5.8), as illustrated 

on the Collection Lattice in Fig. 5.41, pentatonic and 4-27 collections boast the only 

possible parsimonious connection among complete collections in the opening 

palindromic progression. Such a parsimonious connection is not possible from whole-

tone to pentatonic nor from whole-tone to 4-27, since both pairs would require an elided 

transformation or phantom transposition. The transformational network in Fig. 5.42 

illustrates these extravagant, centrifugal maneuvers needed to traverse PENT1-WT1-F#7-

PENT1. The connection between PENT1 and F#7, despite the ostensible connection 

between their set classes in Collection Space, requires a phantom transposition and thus is 

not truly parsimonious (Fig. 5.42). The second stanza also features transformations 

between whole-tone and 4-27 collections, as shown on the Collection Lattice in Fig. 5.43, 

along with equally centrifugal transformations between whole-tone and octatonic. Notice 

that the members of 4-27 combine to form octatonic collections (Ex. 5.9)—pairs of 

dominant/half-diminished seventh chords such as G7-C#ø7 and Bø7-Dø7 combine to form 

6/8 OCT1,2 and 6/8 OCT2,3, respectively.  
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Ex. 5.8. Boulanger’s “Attente,” mm. 1–6. 
Circles indicate non-chord tones. Stars indicate pedal tones. 
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Ex. 5.9. Boulanger’s “Attente,” mm. 7–17. Circle=non-chord tone. Star=pedal tone. 
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Ex. 5.10. Boulanger’s “Attente,” mm. 18–28. Circle=non-chord tone. Star=pedal tone. 
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Fig. 5.41. Collection Lattice, transformations in Boulanger’s “Attente,” opening stanza. 

Fig. 5.42. Transformational network from PENT1-WT1-F#7-PENT1, “Attente,” mm. 1–3.  

Fig. 5.43. Collection Lattice, primary collections in “Attente,” stanza 2. 
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 The analyses in Ex. 5.8, 5.9, and 5.10, illustrated in Fig. 5.41, 5.42, and 5.43, 

respectively, convey a general impression of superlative centrifugal force from the outset 

of “Attente.” The first stanza features intercardinal elisions between pentatonic and 

whole-tone collections (cardinality difference δ=1), quantified on the Collection-Space 

centrifugal spectrum as an extravagant transformation requiring three semitone 

displacements, or E3 (Fig. 5.44). Similarly, the second stanza includes intercardinal 

elisions between 4-27 and whole-tone as well as octatonic and whole-tone (cardinality 

difference δ=2) both of which are quantified on the Collection-Space centrifugal 

spectrum as extravagant transformations that require four semitone displacements, or E4 

(Fig. 5.44). The progression from the first stanza to the second, signified by 

transformations among each stanza’s primary collections, thus maximizes centrifugal 

force. 

 

Fig. 5.44. Collection-Space centrifugal spectrum, Boulanger’s “Attente,” stanzas 1 and 2. 

  

 At a deeper level, however, transformations among Collection-Space constituents 

are not as centrifugal as they initially appear. Intermediary collections in both the first 
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and second stanzas form parsimonious connections between each stanza’s primary 

collections. In the first stanza, MystC# is completed by the vocal line in m. 5 and connects 

parsimoniously with primary collections PENT1 and WT1 in the accompaniment (Ex. 5.8; 

Fig. 5.45 & 5.46). In the second stanza, 5-340 is formed by both the accompaniment and 

vocal line before the song’s climax (mm. 15–16) and connects parsimoniously with F#ø7 

in the accompaniment and WT0 in the vocal line (Ex. 5.9, mm. 15–16; Fig. 5.47 & 5.48). 

Moreover, the exclusion of certain collection tones renders seemingly extravagant 

transformations between two disparate collections more parsimonious, even without the 

interpolation of mitigating collections. Only 4/5 PENT1 and 5/6 WT1 occur at the opening 

of the song, and the transformation between them requires only two semitone 

displacements (Fig. 5.49, top). This transformation between complete collections would 

otherwise require three semitone displacements. By the same token, transformations 

between 4-27 and incomplete whole-tone collections reduce the number of semitonal 

displacements even further. In mm. 15–16 (Ex. 5.9), F#ø7 transforms to 4/6 WT0 through 

only one semitone displacement, which would otherwise require four displacements if the 

whole-tone collection were complete (Fig. 5.49, bottom), rendering the most extravagant 

Collection-Space transformation maximally parsimonious. Equally extravagant 

transformations between octatonic and whole-tone collections in the second stanza are 

also made more parsimonious, despite the total lack of intermediary acoustic collections. 

As shown in m. 8 (Ex. 5.9) and illustrated in Fig. 5.50, 6/8 OCT0,1 transforms into 5/6 

WT1 via three semitone displacements rather than the expected four through a phantom 

Acou6. 
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Fig. 5.45. Collection Lattice, intermediary Myst collection. 

 

Fig. 5.46. Parsimonious Collection-Space transformations, Boulanger’s “Attente,” mm. 5. 

Fig. 5.47. Collection Lattice, intermediary 5-34.  
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Fig. 5.48. Parsimonious Collection-Space transformations,  

Boulanger’s “Attente,” mm. 15–16. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.49. Alternative parsimonious transformations between PENT-WT and 4-27-WT. 

Fig. 5.50. Expected (top) and alternative (bottom) transformations, OCT and WT. 
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 The third and final stanza of “Attente” (Ex. 5.10) features two additional 

parsimonious transformations between disparate collections. As illustrated in Fig. 5.51, 

4/5 PENT4 moves one semitone to 4/6 WT0, and 4/6 WT0 moves one semitone to Bb7, the 

former of which is even more parsimonious than its predecessor in the first stanza (see 

Fig. 5.49, for instance). Transformations throughout “Attente” seem to persist and 

increase centrifugally based on the relative distance between collections, yet they feature 

more parsimonious connections based on the exclusion of certain collection-tones, 

paradoxically rendering these transformations more centripetal. One further analytical 

observation clarifies this paradox. Underlying triads within pentatonic collections at the 

opening of the third stanza seem to dissolve to triadic harmonies alone, without implied 

pentatonicism (See Ex. 5.10). The transformational connection among these triads, 

whether implied or bona fide, reveals yet another symmetrical structure, one not entirely 

palindromic. As shown in Fig. 5.52, triads transform via elided combinations of S (slide), 

P (parallel) and R (relative). Notice the palindrome is spoiled by the right-most elided 

transformation SPS between D minor and C major, rather than the expected SP. This 

additional elision disrupts the perfect centripetalism of the palindrome, pointing once 

again toward the prominence of centrifugal force. But there is an underlying, palpable 

connection—and to be sure, a centripetal one—to a tonal relationship of old, analogized 

with Collection-Space relationships. Hidden behind the pentatonic/whole-tone façade of 

the final stanza lies a familiar triadic/dominant-seventh dichotomy, for just as consonant 

triads reside under pentatonic textures, so too does the V7
b5

 reside under 4/6 whole-tone 

collections, the most extravagant and centrifugal point in Collection Space.  
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Fig. 5.51. Alternative parsimonious transformations in “Attente,” third stanza. 

Fig. 5.52. Triadic transformations in “Attente,” mm. 18–25. 

 The overall effect of Lili Boulanger’s “Attente” is nothing short of kaleidoscopic. 

Heard one way, the song appears saturated in collections between which centrifugal 

transformations are maximized. From a different angle, however, collections in “Attente” 

dissipate to reveal an innate tonal heartbeat at the song’s core. This is also reflected at a 

high structural level—notice the pedal tones in “Attente,” marked with stars in Ex. 5.8, 

5.9, and 5.10, imply an embedded tonic-subdominant-dominant-tonic relationship in the 

song’s apparent home key C# major. Consequently, centrifugal and centripetal forces, like 

their representative transformations and tonal stages, occur seamlessly and 

simultaneously.  
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 If Boulanger’s “Attente” exists in any one place, it is between worlds, as 

Maeterlinck’s text suggests. As Caroline Potter notes:  

The narrator…is a mysterious figure who seems almost not to exist on the 
physical plane…religious imagery and realms are constantly evoked, though—as 
befits a subject matter that cannot be explained according to ordinary human 
logic—these ideas are never rooted in a concrete reality (Potter 1999, 542). 

 
 Boulanger’s collection-based musical setting through chordal partitions may 

complement the sublimity of Maeterlinck’s text, but my analysis indicates that there is 

indeed a “concrete reality” beneath this façade, rooted in common-practice, tonal 

tradition. Whether this supernatural “narrator” embodies those of us who sort tonality’s 

tiny malleable components into subtly disorganized junk drawers, or personifies the 

elusiveness of tonality itself, perhaps the final line suggests that the narrator’s soul—

along with our analytical perception—is in fact “éveillés au fil des mensonges” [“awoken 

by the thread of lies”], thinly veiled behind an opaque whole-tone curtain.  

 

Conclusion 

 

 The broad purpose of this dissertation has been to formalize French scalar tonality 

exemplified in the music of Gabriel Fauré, Claude Debussy, and Lili Boulanger from a 

systemic transformational standpoint, reframing synchronic notions of stability and 

distance diachronically through the centripetal/centrifugal metaphor, with an emphasis on 

ever-increasing centrifugal force. In Chapter 2, through the analyses of two contrasting 

piano works by Fauré, I demonstrate that triadic and seventh-chord transformations 
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within the pan-triadic and Tristan-genus systems—represented by Cube Dance and the 4-

Cube Trio, respectively, based on nineteenth-century theories and harmonic practices—

play a crucial role at structural landmarks even in fin-de-siècle French music. Centrifugal 

expansion is signified by gradually increasing semitonal displacements among various 

transformations, culminating with the “hyper-hexatonic polar relation”—two tritone-

related triads of either the same or opposite modes. The effect of this centrifugal triadic 

expansion is maximized at the climax of Fauré’s Barcarolle No. 10, where tonality seems 

to spiral outward uncontrollably.  

 Whole-tone allusions featured in these works provide the impetus for Chapter 3, 

in which I expound systemic connections from pan-triadic and Tristan-genus systems to 

the whole-tone collection via what I call “system-pivotal subsets” (augmented triads and 

French augmented sixth chords, respectively). I also demonstrate how “context-

projective” subsets can imply larger collections through the presence of only some of 

their respective pitch classes. Here the pentatonic collection can be implied through the 

R-sim, or the simultaneous iteration of two R-related triads. As I demonstrate through 

several analytical vignettes, concluding with Boulanger’s Prelude in Db major, the 

allusion to larger collections and their connection and interaction with common-practice 

harmonic constructs necessitates the construction of a new transformational space. 

 Chapter 4 is thus dedicated to expounding what I call “Collection Space,” which 

features only maximally and nearly even collections of cardinalities four through eight 

and includes only parsimonious connections among collections via a maximum of two 

semitone displacements. I analogize these parsimony and inclusion restrictions with those 
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of the pan-triadic and Tristan-genus systems, demonstrating not only their congruencies 

but also their intrinsic, systemic connections. I circumvent issues of intercardinal voice 

leading by “splitting” or “fusing” pitch classes, all while adhering to the parsimony and 

inclusion restrictions. Analyses of Debussy’s “Voiles” and the opening section of 

Boulanger’s “D’un matin de printemps” exemplify the pragmaticism of Collection Space 

in contrasting ways. This final chapter features analyses of complete works to 

demonstrate the fluid application of all analytical models and theoretical principles 

expounded in this dissertation.  

 To conclude, the goal of this dissertation is not to fit all fin-de-siècle French 

music, or even all the music of just three composers, onto a single collection-based 

canvas that can be sufficiently colored through a few broad brushstrokes. Exceptions 

abound, indeed, within any musical/compositional trend. The theoretical models and 

analytical approaches offered in this dissertation are merely intended to invigorate the 

way we as analysts interpret and understand this music. Whether my approach is 

applicable to a wider range of musical styles in the early twentieth century—Bartók, 

Stravinsky, Busoni, Scriabin, Rimsky-Korsakov, and Messiaen, to name a few, among 

many others—remains to be verified and may present fruitful avenues of future research. 

The goal of this dissertation will have been achieved when my findings sensitize the 

reader to this music’s inherent diachronicity and rich tonal landscape, and inspire them to 

apply my work in a way that complements their own musical/scholarly interests.  
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APPENDIX A: COLLECTION-SPACE TRANSFORMATIONS 

The following tables provide detailed parsimonious voice-leading maneuvers between 
pairs of collections in Collection Space, based on their cardinality difference (δ), 
parsimony Pm,n (displacments m=semitone and n=whole-tone), and whether evenness is 
preserved or reversed (see Table 5.2). Tables are presented in the following order:  
1) δ=0; P1,0; reversed. 2) δ=1; P1,0, P0,1 split/fuse (↕); preserved. 3) δ=1; P2,0 (↕); reversed. 

1) δ=0; P1,0; reversed (DIM/4-27; PENT/5-34; WT/Myst; DIA/Acou; OCT/8-27). 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DIM (0369) VL 4-27 (0257) 
DIM0 [0369] 0↗1 ebø7 [3691] 

  0↘E B7 [E369] 
  3↗4 f#ø7 [6904] 
  3↘2 D7 [2690] 
  6↗7 aø7 [9037] 
  6↘5 F7 [5903] 
  9↗T cø7 [036T] 
  9↘8 Ab7 [8037] 

DIM1 [147T] 1↗2 eø7 [47T2] 
  1↘0 C7 [047T] 
  4↗5 gø7 [7T15] 
  4↘3 Eb7 [37T1] 
  7↗8 bbø7 [T148] 
  7↘6 F#7 [6T14] 
  T↗E dbø7 [147E] 
  T↘9 A7 [9147] 

DIM2 [258E] 2↗3 fø7 [58E3] 
  2↘1 Db7 [158E] 
  5↗6 abø7 [8E26] 
  5↘4 E7 [48E2] 
  8↗9 bø7 [E259] 
  8↘7 G7 [7E25] 
  E↗0 dø7 [2580] 
  E↘T Bb7 [T258] 
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PENT (02479) VL 5-34 (02469) 
0 [02479] 7↘6 0 [02469]  

  9↗T T [T0247]  
1 [1358T] 8↘7 1 [1357T]  

  T↗E E [E1358]  
2 [2469E] 9↘8 2 [2468E]  

  E↗0 0 [02469]  
3 [357T0] T↘9 3 [35790]  

  0↗1 1 [1357T]  
4 [468E1] E↘T 4 [468T1]  

  1↗2 2 [2468E]  
5 [57902] 0↘E 5 [579E2]  

  2↗3 3 [35790]  
6 [68T13] 1↘0 6 [68T03]  

  3↗4 4 [468T1]  
7 [79E24] 2↘1 7 [79E14]  

  4↗5 5 [579E2]  
8 [8T035] 3↘2 8 [8T025]  

  5↗6 6 [68T03]  
9 [9E146] 4↘3 9 [9E136]  

  6↗7 7 [79E14]  
T [T0257] 5↘4 T [T0247]  

  7↗8 8 [8T025]  
E [E1368] 6↘5 E [E1358]  

  8↗9 9 [9E136]  
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WT (02468T) VL Myst (013579) 
WT0 [02468T] 0↗1 c# [12468T]  

  2↗3 eb [3468T0]  
  4↗5 f [568T02]  
  6↗7 g [78T024]  
  8↗9 a [9T0246]  
  T↗0 b [E02468]  
  0↘E D [2468TE]  
  2↘1 E [468T01]  
  4↘3 F#  [68T023]  
  6↘5 Ab [8T0245]  
  8↘7 Bb [T02467]  
  T↘9 C [024689]  

WT1 [13579E] 1↗2 d [23579E]  
  3↗4 e [4579E1]  
  5↗6 f# [679E13] 
  7↗8 ab [89E135]  
  9↗T bb [TE1357]  
  E↗0 c [013579]  
  1↘0 Eb [3579E0]  
  3↘2 F [579E12]  
  5↘4 G [79E134]  
  7↘6 A [9E1356]  
  9↘8 B [E13578]  
  E↘T C# [13579T]  
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DIA (013568T) VL Acou (013468T) 
DIA0#,0b [024579E] 0↗1 1 [124579E]  

  4↘3 E [E023579]  
DIA1# [79E0246] 7↗8 8 [89E0246]  

  E↘T 6 [679T024]  
DIA1b [579T024] 5↗6 6 [679T024]  

  9↘8 4 [4578T02]  
DIA2# [246579E1] 2↗3 3 [34679E1]  

  6↘5 1 [124579E]  
DIA2b [T023579] 2↘1 9 [9T01357]  

  T↗E E [E023579]  
DIA3# [9E12468] 1↘0 8 [89E0246]  

  9↗T T [TE12468]  
DIA3b [3578T02] 7↘6 2 [23568T0]  

  3↗4 4 [4578T02]  
DIA4# [4689E13] 8↘7 3 [34679E1]  

  4↗5 5 [5689E13]  
DIA4b [8T01357] 0↘E 7 [78TE135]  

  8↗9 9 [9T01357]  
DIA5# [E13468T] E↗0 0 [013468T]  

  3↘2 T [TE12468]  
DIA5b [13568T0] 1↗2 2 [23568T0]  

  5↘4 0 [013468T]  
DIA6#,6b [68TE135] 6↗7 7 [78TE135]  
  T↘9 5 [5689E13]  
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OCT (0134679T) VL 8-27 (0124578T) 
OCT0,1 [0134679T] 0↘E C# [134679TE] 

  1↗2 d [234679T0] 
  3↘2 E [4679T012] 
  4↗5 f [5679T013] 
  6↘5 G [79T01345] 
  7↗8 ab [89T01346] 
  9↘8 Bb [T0134678] 
  T↗E b [E0134679] 

OCT1,2 [124578TE] 1↘0 D [24578TE0 
  2↗3 eb [34578TE1] 
  4↘3 F [578TE123] 
  5↗6 f# [678TE124] 
  7↘6 Ab [8TE12456] 
  8↗9 a [9TE12457] 
  T↘9 B [E1245789] 
  E↗0 c [0124578T] 

OCT2,3 [235689E0] 2↘1 Eb [35689E01] 
  3↗4 e [45689E02] 
  5↘4 F# [689E0234] 
  6↗7 g [789E0235] 
  8↘7 A [9E023567] 
  9↗T bb [TE023568] 
  E↘T C [0235689T] 
  0↗1 c# [1235689E] 
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2) δ=1; P1,0, P0,1 split/fuse (↕); preserved (P0,1 = 5-34/4-27; P1,0 = Myst/5-34; 
Myst/Acou; Acou/8-27). 

 

5-34 (02469) VL 4-27 (0257) 
0 [02469] 2/4↕2 D7 [2690] 

  2/4↕4 f#ø7 [6904] 
1 [1357T]  3/5↕3 Eb7 [37T1] 

  3/5↕5 gø7 [7T15] 
2 [2468E] 4/6↕4 E7 [48E2] 

  4/6↕6 abø7 [8E26] 
3 [35790]  5/7↕5 F7 [5903] 

  5/7↕7 aø7 [9037] 
4 [468T1]  6/8↕6 F#7 [6T14] 

  6/8↕8 bbø7 [T148] 
5 [579E2]  7/9↕7 G7 [7E25] 

  7/9↕9 bø7 [E259]] 
6 [68T03]  8/T↕8 Ab7 [8037] 

  8/T↕T cø7 [036T] 
7 [79E14]  9/E↕9 A7 [9147] 

  9/E↕E dbø7 [147E] 
8 [8T025]  T/0↕T Bb7 [T258] 

  T/0↕0 dø7 [2580] 
9 [9E136]  E/1↕E B7 [E369] 

  E/1↕1 ebø7 [3691] 
T [T0247]  0/2↕0 C7 [047T] 

  0/2↕2 eø7 [47T2] 
E [E1358] 1/3↕1 Db7 [158E] 

  1/3↕3 fø7 [58E3] 
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5-34 (02469) VL Myst (013579) 
0 [02469] 9↕8/9 C [024689]  

  9↕9/T a [9T0246]  
1 [1357T]  T↕9/T C# [13579T]  

  T↕T/E bb [TE1357]  
2 [2468E] E↕T/E D [2468TE]  

  E↕E/0 b [E02468]  
3 [35790]  0↕E/0 Eb [3579E0]  

  0↕0/1 c [013579]  
4 [468T1]  1↕0/1 E [468T01]  

  1↕1/2 c# [12468T]  
5 [579E2]  2↕1/2 F [579E12]  

  2↕2/3 d [23579E]  
6 [68T03]  3↕2/3 F#  [68T023]  

  3↕3/4 eb [3468T0]  
7 [79E14]  4↕3/4 G [79E134]  

  4↕4/5 e [4579E1]  
8 [8T025]  5↕4/5 Ab [8T0245]  

  5↕5/6 f [568T02]  
9 [9E136]  6↕5/6 A [9E1356]  

  6↕6/7 f# [679E13] 
T [T0247]  7↕6/7 Bb [T02467]  

  7↕7/8 g [78T024]  
E [E1358] 8↕7/8 B [E13578]  

  8↕8/9 ab [89E135]  
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Myst (013579) VL Acou (013468T) 
c [013579]  9↕9/T 9 [9T01357]  

C# [13579T]  1↕0/1   
d [23579E]  E↕E/0 E [E023579]  

Eb [3579E0]  3↕2/3   
e [4579E1]  1↕1/2 1 [124579E]  
F [579E12]  5↕4/5   
f# [679E13] 3↕3/4 3 [34679E1]  
G [79E134]  7↕6/7   
ab [89E135]  5↕5/6 5 [5689E13]  
A [9E1356]  9↕8/9   
bb [TE1357]  7↕7/8 7 [78TE135]  
B [E13578]  E↕T/E   
b [E02468]  8↕8/9 8 [89E0246]  
C [024689]  0↕E/0   
c# [12468T]  T↕T/E T [TE12468]  
D [2468TE]  2↕1/2   
eb [3468T0]  0↕0/1 0 [013468T]  
E [468T01]  4↕3/4   
f [568T02]  2↕2/3 2 [23568T0]  

F#  [68T023]  6↕5/6   
g [78T024]  4↕4/5 4 [4578T02]  

Ab [8T0245]  8↕7/8   
a [9T0246]  6↕6/7 6 [679T024]  

Bb [T02467]  T↕9/T   
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Acou (013468T) VL 8-27 (0124578T) 
0 [013468T]  6↕6/7 Bb [T0134678] 

  8↕8/9 ab [89T01346] 
1 [124579E]  7↕7/8 B [E1245789] 

  9↕9/T a [9TE12457] 
2 [23568T0]  8↕8/9 C [0235689T] 

  T↕T/E bb [TE023568] 
3 [34679E1]  9↕9/T C# [134679TE] 

  E↕E/0 b [E0134679] 
4 [4578T02]  T↕T/E D [24578TE0 

  0↕0/1 c [0124578T] 
5 [5689E13]  E↕E/0 Eb [35689E01] 

  1↕1/2 c# [1235689E] 
6 [679T024]  0↕0/1 E [4679T012] 

  2↕2/3 d [234679T0] 
7 [78TE135]  1↕1/2 F [578TE123] 

  3↕3/4 eb [34578TE1] 
8 [89E0246]  2↕2/3 F# [689E0234] 

  4↕4/5 e [45689E02] 
9 [9T01357]  3↕3/4 G [79T01345] 

  5↕5/6 f [5679T013] 
T [TE12468]  4↕4/5 Ab [8TE12456] 

  6↕6/7 f# [678TE124] 
E [E023579]  5↕5/6 A [9E023567] 

  7↕7/8 g [789E0235] 
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3) δ=1; P2,0 split/fuse (↕); reversed (PENT/4-27; DIM/5-34; WT/5-34; Myst/PENT; 
Myst/DIA; WT/Acou; Acou/DIA; DIA/8-27). 

 

4-27 (0257) VL PENT (02479) 
aø7 [9037] 3↕2/4 0 [02479] 
A7 [9147] 1↕0/2   

bbø7 [T148] 4↕3/5 1 [1358T] 
Bb7 [T258] 2↕1/3   
bø7 [E259] 5↕4/6 2 [2469E] 
B7 [E369] 3↕2/4   
cø7 [036T] 6↕5/7 3 [357T0] 
C7 [047T] 4↕3/5   

dbø7 [147E] 7↕6/8 4 [468E1] 
Db7 [158E] 5↕4/6   
dø7 [2580] 8↕7/9 5 [57902] 
D7 [2690] 6↕5/7   

ebø7 [3691] 9↕8/T 6 [68T13] 
Eb7 [37T1] 7↕6/8   
eø7 [47T2] T↕9/E 7 [79E24] 
E7 [48E2] 8↕7/9   
fø7 [58E3] E↕T/0 8 [8T035] 
F7 [5903] 9↕8/T   

f#ø7 [6904] 0↕E/1 9 [9E146] 
F#7 [6T14] T↕9/E   
gø7 [7T15] 1↕0/2 T [T0257] 
G7 [7E25] E↕T/0   

abø7 [8E26] 2↕1/3 E [E1368] 
Ab7 [8037] 0↕E/1   
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DIM (0369) VL 5-34 (02469) 
DIM0 [0369] 3↕2/4 0 [02469] 

  6↕5/7 3 [35790]  
  9↕8/T 6 [68T03]  
  0↕E/1 9 [9E136]  

DIM1 [147T] 4↕3/5 1 [1357T]  
  7↕6/8 4 [468T1]  
  T↕9/E 7 [79E14]  
  1↕0/2 T [T0247]  

DIM2 [258E] 5↕4/6 2 [2468E] 
  8↕7/9 5 [579E2]  
  E↕T/0 8 [8T025]  
  2↕1/3 E [E1358] 

 

 

WT (02468T) VL 5-34 (02469) 
WT0 [02468T] 8/T↕9 0 [02469]  

  T/0↕E 2 [2468E]  
  0/2↕1 4 [468T1]  
  2/4↕3 6 [68T03]  
  4/6↕5 8 [8T025]  
  6/8↕7 T [T0247]  

WT1 [13579E] 9/E↕T 1 [1357T] 
  E/1↕0 3 [35790] 
  1/3↕2 5 [57902] 
  3/5↕4 7 [79E14] 
  5/7↕6 9 [9E136 
  7/9↕8 E [E1358] 
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PENT (02479) VL Myst (013579) 
0 [02479] 9↕8/T g [78T024]  

  7↕6/8 C [024689]  
1 [1358T] T↕9/E ab [89E135]  

  8↕7/9 C# [13579T]  
2 [2469E] E↕T/0 a [9T0246]  

  9↕8/T D [2468TE]  
3 [357T0] 0↕E/1 bb [TE1357]  

  T↕9/E Eb [3579E0]  
4 [468E1] 1↕0/2 b [E02468]  

  E↕T/0 E [468T01]  
5 [57902] 2↕1/3 c [013579]  

  0↕E/1 F [579E12]  
6 [68T13] 3↕2/4 c# [12468T]  

  1↕0/2 F#  [68T023]  
7 [79E24] 4↕3/5 d [23579E]  

  2↕1/3 G [79E134]  
8 [8T035] 5↕4/6 eb [3468T0]  

  3↕2/4 Ab [8T0245]  
9 [9E146] 6↕5/7 e [4579E1]  

  4↕3/5 A [9E1356]  
T [T0257] 7↕6/8 f [568T02]  

  5↕4/6 Bb [T02467]  
E [E1368] 8↕7/9 f# [679E13] 

  6↕5/7 B [E13578]  
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Myst (013579) VL DIA (013568T) 
e [4579E1]  1↕0/2 DIA0#,0b [024579E] 

Eb [3579E0]  3↕2/4   
b [E02468]  8↕7/9 DIA1# [79E0246] 

Bb [T02467]  T↕9/E   
a [9T0246]  6↕5/7 DIA1b [579T024] 

Ab [8T0245]  8↕7/9   
f# [679E13] 3↕2/4 DIA2# [246579E1] 
F [579E12]  5↕4/6   
d [23579E]  E↕T/0 DIA2b [T023579] 

C# [13579T]  1↕0/2   
c# [12468T]  T↕9/E DIA3# [9E12468] 
C [024689]  0↕E/1   
g [78T024]  4↕3/5 DIA3b [3578T02] 

F#  [68T023]  6↕5/7   
ab [89E135]  5↕4/6 DIA4# [4689E13] 
G [79E134]  7↕6/8   
c [013579]  9↕8/T DIA4b [8T01357] 
B [E13578]  E↕T/0   
eb [3468T0]  0↕E/1 DIA5# [E13468T] 
D [2468TE]  2↕1/3   
f [568T02]  2↕1/3 DIA5b [13568T0] 
E [468T01]  4↕3/5   
bb [TE1357]  7↕6/8 DIA6#,6b [68TE135] 
A [9E1356]  9↕8/T   
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WT (02468T) VL Acou (013468T) 
WT0 [02468T] 0↕E/1 T [TE12468]  

  2↕1/3 0 [013468T]  
  4↕3/5 2 [23568T0]  
  6↕5/7 4 [4578T02]  
  8↕7/9 6 [679T024]  
  T↕9/E 8 [89E0246]  

WT1 [13579E] 1↕0/2 E [E023579]  
  3↕2/4 1 [124579E]  
  5↕4/6 3 [34679E1]  
  7↕6/8 5 [5689E13]  
  9↕8/T 7 [78TE135]  
  E↕T/0 9 [9T01357]  

 

 

Acou (013468T) VL OCT (0134679T) 
0 [013468T]  8↕7/9 OCT0,1 [0134679T] 
3 [34679E1]  E↕T/0   
6 [679T024]  2↕1/3   
9 [9T01357]  5↕4/6   
1 [124579E]  9↕8/T OCT1,2 [124578TE] 
4 [4578T02]  0↕E/1   
7 [78TE135]  3↕2/4   
T [TE12468]  6↕5/7   
2 [23568T0]  T↕9/E OCT2,3 [235689E0] 
5 [5689E13]  1↕0/2   
8 [89E0246]  4↕3/5   
E [E023579]  7↕6/8   
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DIA (013568T) VL 8-27 (0124578T) 
DIA0#,0b [024579E] 9↕8/T D [24578TE0 

  7↕6/8 e [45689E02] 
DIA1# [79E0246] 4↕3/5 A [9E023567] 

  2↕1/3 b [E0134679] 
DIA1b [579T024] 2↕1/3 G [79T01345] 

  0↕E/1 a [9TE12457] 
DIA2# [246579E1] E↕T/0 E [4679T012] 

  9↕8/T f# [678TE124] 
DIA2b [T023579] 7↕6/8 C [0235689T] 

  5↕4/6 d [234679T0] 
DIA3# [9E12468] 6↕5/7 B [E1245789] 

  4↕3/5 c# [1235689E] 
DIA3b [3578T02] 0↕E/1 F [578TE123] 

  T↕9/E g [789E0235] 
DIA4# [4689E13] 1↕0/2 F# [689E0234] 

  E↕T/0 ab [89T01346] 
DIA4b [8T01357] 5↕4/6 Bb [T0134678] 

  3↕2/4 c [0124578T] 
DIA5# [E13468T] 8↕7/9 C# [134679TE] 

  6↕5/7 eb [34578TE1] 
DIA5b [13568T0] T↕9/E Eb [35689E01] 

  8↕7/9 f [5679T013] 
DIA6#,6b [68TE135] 3↕2/4 Ab [8TE12456] 

  1↕0/2 bb [TE023568] 
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APPENDIX B: ANNOTATED SCORES 

Boulanger “Hymne au Soleil” (mm. 38–56) 
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Fauré Impromptu No. 5 
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Debussy “Cloches à travers les feuilles” (Images Book II) 
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